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WALTER M. WILLIAMSON 
To fulfil the various tasks and roles in the Royal Air Force 
efficiently, good 'health' is implicit but 'fitness' is not so 
specifically defined and specifically relates to task. Stress elicits 
various responses which might sometimes improve performance and freque-
ntly impairing it. This study seeks to identify within a military 
aircrew group the possible relationships between stress, health and 
fitness. 
A physical profile was developed to evaluate the groups health and 
fitness. The physical profile involved a system of sub-maximal 
measurement of oxygen uptake (V02 ), weight, skinfold thickness, blood pressure and an actuarially scaled health questionnaire. The physiologic 
characteristics of 82 aircrew; 74 fast jet, fixed wing and 8 rotary wing 
employed in search and rescue duties were investigated. Thirty eight of 
this group volunteered for further investigations, physiological and 
psychological, to evaluate individual influences on work performance. 
Physiological measurements comprised ambulatory heart recorders, both in 
training flight simulator.s and while ·fl'iing aircraft. Psychological 
factors influenced by personality traits~were identified by uWing the 
Clinical Analysis Questionnai-re (.CAQ)..,-·_··With reference to well established 
theories on Stress, a series of indi vra1al factors of heal th and" fi tness 
were seen to influence performance in'_:ti1~ special tasks of opera"tional 
aircrew. 
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I. "THE FIGHTING COCKS" 
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We are under-exercised as a nation. We look instead 
of play. We ride instead of walk. Our existence deprives 
us of the miniQum of physical activity essential 
for healthy living. 
John F. Kennedy (1~61) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As a Physical Education Officer (PEdO) in the Royal Air Force for 
the last 12 years I have been involved with my contemporaries in 
the frustrating, and od going search and debate on scientifically 
defining 'fitness' with particular relevance to Air For<.:e 
Personnel. liorking concepts of 'fitness' have for many years 
been short-lived, further complicating the question of the 
relationships of fitness to stress and health in the individual 
and resultant effect on work performance. Our base discipline 
has perhaps understandably always tended to orientate our ansl/ers 
towards the physical. Achievelaent of' desirable and recognizable 
pllysical standards, of the moment, would immediately identify the 
individual as 'fit'. Su<.:h labelling implieo a bottol:lless 
resour'ce to succeed at any task; failuce to a<.:hieve su<.:h 
standards would caise doubt on an individuals efficiell<.:Y 
reGardless of his specifi<.: task. 
r:,y study in the folloHing chapters will define the factors of 
stress, fitness and health as I recognise them and relate them to 
a military task. HO~lever I consider implicit in any results, 
dis<.:ussions or recommendations similar if not comparable effects 
'ill other areas of so<.:iety. In particular my study is <.:entred ml 
aircreH, chosen not only for homogeneity of task but also the 
readily appre<.: ia ted invol vemen t of stress, fi tness and heal th in 
• that task. The model proposed by Astrand and Rodah1 (Fig 1) will 
be used as a frameliork throughout the study to define and dis<.:uss 
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FACTORS AFFECTING PHYSICAl pERFORMANCE CAPACITY. 
SomatiC Factors 
Sex and Ag'i' 
Body dime,{~·ions 
Health 
Service 
I. Fuel 
Training 
Adapt ion 
Function s 
PsychiC Facto cs 
.Attitude 
___ Mo t i va t ion 
Nat"re of work 
_ a) Intake 
_ b) Storage EnyironmenT 
IntenSity 
Duration 
Technique 
Postion 
Rhythm 
Schedule 
c) Mobilization 
2.0xygen uptake 
-. a) Pulmonary ventilation 
b) Cardiac output 
i: stroke vo lume 
ii: heart rate 
c) Oxygen extraction 
(3 -V0 2 diff) 
Energy yei Iding processes 
. 
PhySical Performance CapaCity 
Altitude 
High gas pressure 
Heat 
Cold 
Noise 
Air pollution 
(After Astrand and Rodahl 1977) 
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the three factors and their relationships in respect to aircrew 
physical performance capacity. This frame\lork provides an 
excellent overview of the interplay of many factors, internal and 
external which must be taken into consideration in such 
evaluation. In addition the Transat:tional ~,odel of Stress 
.propounded by Cox and ~ackey Fig 2 (see 2) further defines and 
identifies these internal and external factors complementing 
ideally tile overall framework. 
These internal and external factors are I/hat Lager (1974) in his 
thesis Pilot Reliability calls most suitably 'provocations'. 
Possibly the past and some of the present approaches to improve 
fitness, health and stress levels may be heighteninG these. 
provocations. 
One fat:tor commonly t:onfused with stress is that of fatigue. 
'rhis factor once defined and stated as "Fatigue is lihat fatigue 
complaints are about". But other' than being mentioned briefly 
here in the introduction it will be outside the scope of this 
study and therefore I/hen mentioned it will be in general terInS 
and at:cepted as a 'provot:ation'. A past study by the I:,inistry of 
(i) 
to Aviation (AUARD 1969) on measurel;]ent of fatigue in relation 
attention level suggested three levels, 'immediate', "duty-day" 
and 'long-term' workload - fatigue. Lager (1974) further defined 
it in behavioural terms as a breakdown of total 'Process" and a 
oreakaol/n of 'Attention' only. He further extellded these two 
aspet:ts by relating function breakdolln/exhaustion and attentiolJ 
breakdolln/inability to stay allake. By outlining a definition of 
fatigue the aim is to prevent t:onfusion of definition in tne 
follolling discussion on stress (see 2) with particular reference 
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to the aircrell role in the multi-capaoility Phantom Jet Fighter. 
Evidence of fatigue in some situations will be cited, at times 
the origin of the portrayed symptom could be debated to be either 
stress or fatigue. 
'I'he age range studied in the group will be 21 years to 45 years. 
Age factor carries its ol'ln inherent problems. It is known that 
between 30 and 45 wd have an av~rage impairment of 5% in basal 
metabolic rate and nerve conduction velocity, in addition mean 
work tempo is slov/ed down 10% in the 30-45 years age range. 
Cardiac output is lowered by 15% in tile 30-45 years range and 
also in tllis group vital capacity of lungs, and maximum breathing 
capactiy flow is 101/ered by 15% and 20% lower respectively. In 
addition kidney plasl'la 1'1011 is 10llered by 15% at 45. Add to this 
degl'ad~tion of physieal factors such as sight failings, 
.J thermoregulatory problems and others requiring both monitoring 
and if possible enhancement. 'I'his subgests maintenance of rev 
physical fune tion tllroubh exereise. Cogni ti ve sl(i11s also suffe I' 
with age, 'unlearning' being more of a problem than learning. ® 
'I'lJe adding of progranlmes to the many functional programmes 
already stored heighten the opportunity and risk of mixinG thel" 
up in operation. Throughout the study there is evidenl!e of' a 
number of strategies employed to overcome any age disadvantaGe. 
These oceur both in tile physical and psychological aspects. 
In relating health to physical fitness a number of' problems are 
inherent. I·lost evidence available is both anecdotal and 
Cil'eulTlstalltial. Also a problem of tel'minology has often resulted 
in the conf'usion of' def'inition of' what is fitness, alld wllat is 
health and vice versa. This looseness of' terminology permits the 
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use of eitller term dependent on the i~pact desired or group to 
impress. !·juch of the belief on their relationship has for many 
years res ted on the maxim "mens sarna in corpore samo". However, 
more scientific studies into cardiovascular disease and obesity 
have suggested physical fitness and exercise to be prophylactic 
in those areas. 
Norris, Heady and Raffle (1':156) stated the llypothesis that "~Jen '/? 
in physically active jobs have a lower incidence of coronary P 
r 
heart disease in middle age than men in phycially active jobs". 
Since then many studies have been produced which support this 
hypothesis f.:orris et alos 0':156) in particular. 
Hall, Dixson, Barnard and Pritikin (l9bl) reported a case study 
on a individual wllo in 1:176 exhibited 100;;'; occlusion on both 
femoral arteries; throubfl dietary modification and exercise 
training he cOlapleted tile Cilicago !.jaratl1on in 1~7ci. Tests in lSHH 
on the salne individual revealed an increase in blood flow due to 
enlargement or dilKtlon of the deep femoral arteries and existing 
collateral vessels. 
Tile effects of exer:cise and diet on Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) 
have been cited by Hae;e (1:182) in an article in tile Physician and 
Sportsllledicine as being contributory in reducing; fats and 
choles te 1'01. This reduction will have a cOl'respondin<,; 10.lel'illg 
of the ['ist of atilel'osclerosis. Also stated in this paper is the 
evidence of raised higlJ-densi ty lipoproteins OWL) by aerobic 
exercise kno\;)l to be an impo[·tant factor in rer.lovillC; plaljue 
deposits. 
Lass O':lbO) suggests screening; of individuals, particularly the 
middle-aged, prior to exel'cise prescription but does consider it 
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advantageous to health. 
Studies by Montoye, Gayle and Hi66ins (IY79) suggested a 
relationship of reduction of aerobic efficiency ('0'02 max) with K 
bad health habits of smokin6 and alcohol consumption. 'l'hey 
discounted age as a factor accounting for the reduction where the 
individual was a knOHn smoker. 
Contrary to these relationships sug~esting health and physical 
fitness to be strongly correlated a study by Sedgl'lick, (j) 
Brotherilood, Harris-Davidson, Taplin and Thomas (198u) showed 
that CMU risk factors did not ir.Jprove with increased physical 
activity and fitness. However, their criteria of exercise ana 
intensity, 2 hours/Heel{ laoderate to heavy, is arguably not 
sufficient or standardized to be called re~ular. 
Pollo c }, , F 0 s t er, Sail s bur y and Sin i t 11 (1 Y b 2 ) did rep 0 [' t 
improvements on a group of 1362 individuals in both Inen and WOl1en 
on reduction of body lIeight, body fat, resting heart rate, 
• increased V02 max, flexibility, and muscular strength and 
endurance. Their cri teria of exercise and intensity was 3 
hours/week. 
Despite the possible criticislllS of these studies and the many 
otllers 'd i th a similar theme of inadequate controls, confoundillg 
indepedent variables, ana potentially spurious cOl'relations 
includillg (Leon and 131aclcburn 1 ';)77., l'"elby, Forbes and 8ro''II1 
lY77>, evidence Has conSidered sufficiently strong by a Joillt 
;/o['killg Party of the Royal College of Physcians of London (1976) 
1'lllO recolnmendeu that: 
"'l'nere is sufficient evidence to Justify a major concern about 
the sedentary life ill relation to coronar'y heart disease and to 
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Justify efforts to encoura~e tIle habit of pllysical activIty at 
all ages in both men and ~omen". 
Clinical evidence overwhelmingly supports the contribution to ill 
health of obesity in association with other factors of 
hypertension, glucose intolerance, and raised blood cholesteral 
levels. Studies uy Astrand and Holdanl (l~70) sug;;est a possiule (}) 
link between reduced physical activity being contributory in 
problems of obesity. A report by Shephard (l~77) does tend to 
support this theory in that he stated that increased physical 
activity and dietary control appeared to provide the nost 
effective 13eans of reaueing body weight" 
Physical fi tness provides", broader margin of' safety betHeen 
maxilnal work capacity alld the work demands of everyuay life 
(Astrand and Hodaill 1':17u) Hence, at the same absolute rate of 
work tIle eardiovascular strain imposed on the fit individual is 
eonsiderably less than that imposed on the unfit individual 
o 
Astrand and Rodalll (l~7J) have identified tile Iligh correlation 
betlieen maxLnal oxygen uptake and total Hork, g;ivin,;; inereased 
endur'ance and efficiency. HOI'lever aircrew are very r",rely 
involved in arduous physical tasks, grading their work intensity 
(see 4) evaluates their level of work at no more than moderate, 
even in lIigh active comuat flying phases. This finding has been 
previously eited by Littell and Joy (1~G:i) on rotary 1/1n,; aircrel/ 
and liy Tiller', Creidor and Graliak (19?7) and Sharp, Patrick and 
'ditiley (l~nl) on fixed wing aircrell. 
Therefore, justification of the necessity for a high level of 
pllysical fitness for airerew does arguably appear to be a waste 
of tiITle. 'I'he value of physical fi tness to aircrel/ whel'e their 
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work load I/as 10'1 lIas stated by Goldman (1~71) to be or no 
advantage. 
~uch work has been produced which tends to sU6gest aircrew would 
gain little advantage from physical fitness. No increase in 
tolerance to acceleration stress vias cited-lby lieeham and Jacobs Q 
(1~:)~) Cooper and Loverett (1966) Klein et al (1969). Similarlyq} 
on aspects of' resistance to orthostatic lJypotensiorl, 
Hei61Jtlessness, the (J Factor and other enviromnental stresses it 
IHiS considered their was no physiol06ical advanta£!;e to aircre"1 in 
beins physically f'it. 
HOllever, Lyles and Chin (1974) did repor't enhanced tolerance to 
environment!ll heat stress as did PU!>h (1967, lY69) on increased@ 
survival potential to cold stress in indiViduals who lIer'e 
physically fit. 
One weakness of' approach in the studies above who report little 
or no advantage of physical fitness to aircrew is that 
measurements are 1J0rrnally only of a phySiological nature. 
their 
Very fJJ 
little or no consideration is given to the mechanics ana 
muscla ture of the illdi vidual. 
A recent study by Epperson Cl yd3) in the USAB' identified (J <9 
tolerance to be related to loluscle-tone. In fact in a controllea 
Group undergoing weight training, compared to a running group to 
develop aerobics. and a 'no-exercise' group the weight training 
programme increased tolerances by 39~. 
II.any claims are made for being physically fit, such as improved 
heal th, gl'eater l'esistance to psychological strain and to 
fatigue, and enhanced self-image. Some claims are based on 
anecdote or circumstantial ie the study group is selective. 
Aircrew may possibly be considered to f'all into the latter group 
they are generally young, screened both psychologically and 
physically, and the unwanted consequences of the sedentary lif'e 
are unlikely to become apparent until after their flying careers 
ilave ended. Inherent fi tness will generally carry them forward 
into Qiddle-age and barring aCCident the gradual erosion of' their 
f'lying status and ef'f'iciency will go unchecked. 
Lager (1974) recognizes that a change of 'behaviour' in the 
nor'mal pilot is both directly and indirectly related to a high 
risk for a change in reliability. However, lIe also states that 
since aircrew selection procedures include behavioural 
(personality) aspects the main probleQ is the energy loss in the 
normal pilot. 'I'he concept of' 'energy' is both a mental and 
physical resource which when diminished may result in a 
behavioural change, becoming a spiral ef'f'ect if' not controlled. 
He suggests tllat 'stress' Inay be a lesser problem than tile need 
of 'control' .and the resource with which to do it. 
Dr&oUS9ED 
'I'llese 'stresses' on aircrell will bell.in Cllapter 2 Vlith specific I 
relevance to the many tasks and roles fulfilled by PhalJtom 
aircre\l. Tlleir personality characteristics will be identified 
(see 4) with the intention of discovering any possible strategies 
inherent in the group governed by personality or other' criteria 
such as ar;e/experience in compensation of Stress, Health alia 
Fi tness influences. 
Tile breadth of the study has the main objective of' identifying 
any pOSSible relationships between health. fitness and stress in 
operational aircrel/. HOHever, secondary to this is the intention 
to formulate suitable methods of evaluating individual health and 
16 \ 
fitlless fa"tors. \iith such information it may then lJe possilJle 
to prescrilJe personal exercise lifestyles and suggest suitaole 
intervention strategies in nutrition, exercise, stress management 
and control of smoking. By employing such tactics it may be 
possible to increase individual resource to manage both 
potentially stressful situations and perceived stress while 
f'lying, enhancins his overall efficiency. 
17 
A sedentary life is the real sin against the 
Holy Spirit. Only those thoughts that come by 
walkillg have any value. 
Nietzsche (lbbb) 
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2.STRESS 
2.1 lntr'oduction 
The wOr'd str'ess is common to our' ever'yday language and is often 
cited as the cause of many of mans pr'esent ills. Any study 
involving str'ess has the pr'oblem coomon to all, that of 
definition. As a wOr'd and definition it has a var'iety of 
meanings dependent on individual discipline. Str'ess to an 
en!;ineer' var'ies accor'ding; to his specialism, psycholosists r'efer' 
to psyehologieal str'ess,sociologists speak of social str'ess yet 
other's r'efer' to biologic str'ess, all giving signs of confusion. 
Yet to the layulan, if questioned if he has experiellced str'ess he 
will assur'e you he has. 
Seientlfie appr'oaehes to the study oJ' str'ess by sevel'al author's 
in the field. Such as Lazar'us 09(6), Appley and Tr'umbell(l967) 
Levine and Seoteh (970), r·'JcGarth (1\170) and Cox (975) r'eveal 
str'ess to be defineable in thr'ee gr'oups. Fir'stly wher'e it is 
treated as a dependent var'iable r'esulting in an identifiable 
r'esponse. Secondly \/I!er'e str'ess is descr'ibeeJ in ter'ms of tile 
stimulus Cllal'Hcter'istics of a distur'bing Or' noxious ellvir'onlilent. 
This apPr'oaeh similar'ly tr'eats str'ess as an independant var'iable 
for' study. The thi I'd apPr'oaeh put fOr'war'd by Cox (1975) is tha t 
of laek of 'fit' between the per'son and his environment. This is 
kllown as the Tr'ansaetional hodel of str'ess whicll has common 
gr'ound with both the Response and Stimulus based models. 
Hnvir'onmelltal effeets in all thr'ee r'efer' to botll inter'nal and 
exter'nal envir'onments involving the per'son and both his physieal 
and psyehological envir'onments. 
. - --·19· - - - -- - - -- - - - - --
RESPONSE - BASEC MODEL 
FIG 2 
Environment Pe rson 
Stressor 
.. 
Stress 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
r 
I 
Stimulus ~ Response 
Psychological 
Stress 
Physiological 
S tress 
.'l'lle response-based model is sif.1plisti<; and lillear in approach. 
Selye (1957) regarded stc'ess as the respollse of tile bodily 
systems in the preseJwe of a stressor, ",here the stcessor is the 
aGellt, situation or condition \'IlJlch the individual person reGard:.; 
as stt'e:os indu<;ing. It I'las his approa<;h that is considered the 
oasis and impetus which produced the response based model. 
---------- - -_. 20------- --
STIMULlJS-BASED MODEL 
FIG 3 
Environment 
.Stress 
I 
I 
, 
, 
I , 
, 
J 
Person 
... 
.. 
Strain 
Stimulus ________ .. ~~R esponse 
'I'his approa"h is tlle one 1J0re "or.lIaonly used in everyuay lanGuage 
and corresponds to the popular dictionary laodel of stress. I'Ihen 
"onsiaerir,,; this approa"b the str'ess is treated as an independent 
varial.Jle re'luirillg appr'eciation of \lhat stiJ:luli are diagnostic of 
the str'ess. Ilith re1'er-em:e to tllis study Symollus (947) in a 
discussion on psycholo,;ical clisol'Liecs in RAF aireceH stated I it 
should l.Je under'stoou O[1"e and 1'01' all tilat (flying,l str'ess is 
that ·\/IJi"h happens to the man, 1I0t that \-/hi"h happens in hi[J; it 
is a. set of <.:ause::>, not a set of SYlilptOJ;lS. A major \/eaL:ness in 
tilis app 1'00.,,11 is 11, a kino:; a d er ini ti ve judge mell t 011 1I ila t is 
str'essf'ul auout a pal'ti"ular situation. SO IJ e si t ua t ions r;}ay 
ol.Jviously ue stressful, too hot or too cold for example but the 
stressl'ul aspe"ts of a pilot or navigators cockpit may not be at 
all obvious. 
- ~ .. - -
-- - - - - - -
- --21---
Similarly difficulties in quantifyin~ the latter' Moce:cS.,,"_, 
desree of stress present arise with this appr'oach. In addition 
it does lIot alloll for the intlividual appreciation of IIhat is 
gerlerally regarded as stressful; being an independent variable 
IIhat is stated to be stressl'ul is based on normative data and 
values. 
. '------ -,~-22-----
~.2 '.;'ransactional I',ooel (Cox «nd I·'lackay) 
Fig 4 displays the transactional model propounded by Cox and 
l·;ackay 097b). It is a model whidl they state as being eclectic 
in that it fuses both the stimulus and response-based models but 
in doing so it emph«sises the ecological and transactional nature 
of the definition. Its strength as a defining nodel lies in its 
emphasis being on the individuals perception of the stress and it 
is a psychological process which gives rise to any response. In 
addition unlike the other models which are linear in concept the 
feedback components of this model make it cyclical in nature. 
Cox (1970) summac'izes ilis model in the follo,ling definition of 
stress. 
, S t r'e ss' i t i s a r g u e d , can 0 n 1 y u e se n s i III Y de fin e d a s a 
perceptual pilenomenon arising from a comparison betl/een the 
demand on the person and his ability to cope. An inbalance in 
tllis mech«nisrn, lihen coping is important, g;ives ['ise to the 
experience of stress and to stress response. 'l'he latter 
represent attempts at coping liith the source of stress. Coping i::; 
both psychological (involving cognitive and behavioural 
strategies) and phYSiological. If normal coping; is ineffective, 
stress is prolon6ed and aOllOrldal 
p 
res,tlflses may occur. TIle 
occurence of tllese and prolonged exposure to stress per se, may 
give rise to functional and structural damage. Tile progre::;s of 
tile se events is subject to great individual variation. 
CUlilmon to all three definitions out possibly witll gl'eater 
emphasis in tile transactional model is tllat stress is a result 01' 
a particular relationShip between an individual and his 
environment. Perception of stress is individual by nature thus 
\ 
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FIG 4. TRANSACTIONAL MODEL OF STRESS 
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labelling; of situations as 'stressful' or 'not stressful' is not 
possible. A situation maybe considered to be potentially 
stressful or stressful to a number of individuals but 
generalizations are difficult and unreliable. This is further 
conplicated by individual response to stress being variable 
making generalizations difficult. 
Social background differenc~s again provide difficulties in 
makirlg generalizations on stress labelling from one group to 
another. 
However, accepting that any model attempting to define stress 
would have inherent weakness due to the complex and variable 
character of the phenomenon it is considered that the final model 
and definition is most adequate for tIle purpose of this study. 
The transactional model will be referred to when discussing 
stressful or perceived stress situations involved in flying a 
high performance jet fighter. 
The attraction of the model are as follows: 
a. It is eclectic in tllat it draws from both response and 
stimulus-based definitions but being transactional it shows 
stress to be a complex and dynamic system. 
b. It emphasises the individuality of the phellomenon, being 
perceptual in nature and psychologically based. 
c. Unlike the response and stimulus based definitions wit!l its 
feedback components it is cyclic rather than linear. 
To explain the system it can be broken into five recognizable 
stages. Firstly demand on the individual must be stated to be an 
internal factor, albeit generated externally. The individuals to 
satisfy his psychological and physiological needs self initiates 
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the inter'nal demand. His following perception or both his 
capability and this demand rorm the second stage. It is when 
those t\10 components are not balanced stress occurs. It must be 
reiterated that it is his perceived capability and demand which 
ir unbalanced give rise to stress because on enhanced perception 
or nis ability or poor perception of demand will permit him to 
work on unaware of his limitations, thus without stress. The 
important area is tile cogllitive appraisal. With aircrew as with 
all occupations, training in the many stressful situations will 
enhance tile area of cognitive appraisal and provide suitable 
coping responses. 'I'his area permits the influence of individual 
factors such as personality, giving rise to the many and varied 
coping responses. 
In reaction to the stress the individual tllen suffers a 
subJective or emotional response. In addition this gives rise to 
a physiological change e.G. increased adrenalin which in 
conjunction with cognitive and behavioural patterns produces a 
possible coping response to alleviate or reduce the str&()srul 
influences. Tllis third stage is regarded as the stress response 
and often considered as the end point of tile ppocess. However, 
as stated by Cox (978) a fourth stage should be considered, that 
of tile conse<.juences of tile coping I'esponses. 'I'hese conse<.juences 
can be both actual or perceived. ,The final stage is feedback, as 
indicated on tile model, which occurs at all tile other stages in 
the stress system. 
Feedback is an important feature of the system. vi he I' e 
inappropriate or ineffective coping responses are eVident and 
stress increases, acceleration of the wrong behaviour may occur 
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increasing damage and prolonging the stress. This can result 
from the effect of the psychophysiological response on the 
psychophysiological mechanism itself. 
HOHarth (978) has extended on this concept of stress with his (!) 
definition. He describes four stages, the biological, the 
developmental, the social and the phenomenological. The 
inbalance between perceived demand and capat>ility arising because 
of life-style changes being far removed from natural fitness, too 
much of the \/rollg food causing obesity for example, giving rise 
to physical stresses. 'I'nis is the biological stage. The 
developmental stage is where an individuals background may not 
have prepared him for the life he then pursues. The social 
aspect is ~/here he is exposed to conflicting social values either 
by social pressures or even in an attempt to fulfil a particular 
goal. When he fails to aspire to particular goals or ideals the 
conflict will give rise to the phenomenological aspect. 
McGarth (1976) similarly postulates a transaction model with its 
, 
roots in an inbalance between perceived demanu and capability. 
'I'herefore it is decided to adopt this definition of stress, and 
further discussion will now follow on the concept of stress and 
its relationsnip with other factors. 
2.3 Stress and its Relationships 
The study of stress, in particular psy<.:hological stress and 
individual rea<.:tion to it, became more prominent to-wards the 
end of World War 1. The experiences of some individuals and 
their reactions to trench warfare identified, to medical men and 
psychologists alike, that behaviour patterns in perception, 
learning etc, the traditional studies were modified or 
intensified by emotions, urges, impluses within man more than 
previously considered. 
Stress appears to arise whenever there is a departure from 
optimum conditions, which the individual is unable, or not easily 
able, to correct. This can occur both as a physiological and 
psychological factor, in fact an inbalam:e on one system will 
undoubtedly evoke a response in the other. TI1US failure to adopt 
to a str'ess either physiologically or psychologically will most 
probably compound the situation by introducing a furtller 
stressor. ·Such a situation would arise in aircrew if an incident 
requiring mental dexterity in the air was complicated by a 
rising body temperature due to the flying clothing- and enclosed 
working environment. Failure to solve the melltal problem would 
raise the heart rate, increase respiration, raise muscular 
anticipation, all leading .to extra perspiration and increase in 
body hea t. The total stress induced may make the desirable 
response impossi~le~ 
What mus~ also be borne in mind is that man requires stress to 
,J 
stimulate response and thus performance. However stress levels 
are individual and can therefore be high or low; his performance 
can l.Je less than maximal not only if the demand is too high but 
also if it is too low. ~ainly the problem is where the stress 
level is too high but consideration must be given in any study to 
the negative departures from optimum. 
Also, as I';cUarth (1'::170) has emphasised, stress is the result of 
an inbalanee between demand and the organisms capaci ty. So not 
only does the immediate environmental and social conditions 
influence demand, but also inherent factors, training and bodily 
cOflditions have an effect on capacity. In addition Sells (1'::170) 
concluded that for stress to occur, the consequences of failure 
to meet the demand must be regarded as important by the person 
coneerned. 
The concepts of departure from optimum, and also Sells conclusion 
on personai involvement does mean there is a link between stress 
and motivation. This underlines the requirement that in any 
study of stress relationships the personality of the individuals 
concerned is an essential faetor to be taken into account. (see 
4) 
Ioiotivation and Stress 
Notivation theories stem from the basiC principle that action 
arises in an effort to return a situation induced by a stressor 
to an optimum level. The action will increase up to the limit of 
the indiViduals capacity the greater the departure from that 
optimum, and dimil\ll~Has it lessens. Lazarus 
s:.YFNI!.O 
(1~66)~the importance of motivation in any study of stress, in 
that he considered that stress arose when a particular situation 
tllreatened the attainment of some desired goal. 
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Helford (1Y66,1972) further emphasises the relationship in 
linking it to a manner of 'servo-mechanism' where positive 
feedback will diminish it. Stress can thus be considered to arise 
when motivating influences are not reduced by the individuals 
actions. 
Anticipatory action may reduce stress by permitting the person 
who through training and experience learns the signs or symbols 
of possible future stress situations. Such anticipation will aid 
to reduce stress if the situation does arise. NcGarth (1970) 
considers this process of anticipation as an operational model of 
threat identification. 
It is implicit in a motivating action that at its conclusion 
there ~lil1 be a reward. It is recogniseu that the effect of any 
departure from the optimum level is inversely related to the 
effort, difficul ty or unpleasantness involved in correcting it. 
That is to say any motivating incentive is tempered by the 
consideration of the cost of obtaining it. Thus willingness to 
act ~Iill depend on the reward/penalty ratio. ·Therefore the 
suggestiol] is that stress will arise when demand exceeds 
capacity, in that the person cannot cope, it will also require 
effort or the toleration of unpleasentness beyond \lhat he is 
willing to endure. 'l'l1is relationship also suggests that stress 
1'1111 not arise suddenly at a point immediately identifia,ble as 
impossible~ but is a continious variable, increasing as the 
point of demand exceeds capacity or beyond endurance. 
As in most si tuations ~Ihether life and death, comfortable or 
uncomfortable there are a number of motivating influences at 
work. Some are of longer influence in performance capacity than 
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others llut overlapping. 'l'hus success may be attained in short 
term goals but overall performance degraded by long term goal 
failures. This situation is equally stressful in reverse. 
'l'his 'optimum' level which generates arousal in the 'servo-
mechanism' \"hen disturbed or departed from requires definition. 
Firstly we avoid extremes of stimulation, moderate levels are 
acceptable. Secondly we prefer situations to follow a 
recognisable pattern, to be predictable. Thirdly "e seek 
conflict, either of cognitive data or action but avoid making 
decisions where the conflict is severe. These three aspects are 
defined by Hebb (1955); in securing them we would attain an 
optimum level of arousal. With a moderate level, performance 
could be eXl'ected to be at its best; if arousal is low the 
individual would lack motivation; and if too high, tension and 
disorganisation would be evident. 
Again it is emphasised that the factors involved are not only 
physical factors but include mental processes of assimilating 
data, /~ organising the data and making any necessary decisions on 
it. Thus stress is generated by the number of inputs of data, 
the mental dexterity required and the complexity of the decisions 
required. In fact this presents the picture of the working 
environment for the aircrew concerned in this study. 
Social stress can also be understood in similar terms as 
descriDed in the previous paragraphs. People are another source 
of stimulation, uncertain'ty and conflict of interests. They do 
have an advantage of raising arousal level, whieh maybe the 
difference of being under-aroused or being at an optimum level. 
It has been shown by Fraser (1953) that vigilance is increased 
v/hen even only one other person is present. This could be a 
decisive factor in a tliO seater fic;hter aircraft. the type used 
by the personnel described in tl1is study. However. larger 
numbers of people actually or potentially present seem often to 
raise the arousal level, increasinb the individuals stress. 
To balance this argument of groups being detrimental to 
performance several studies suggest that numbers are not the only 
significant factor. The effects are also dependant on the 
relationships. contact and interdependence upon each other 
(Haythorne 1970). In respect to an Air For<.:e Sljuadron as studied 
it is reasonable to suggest that as a group their objectives and 
motives liould in general be as one. Similary as a crel/ of two, 
pilot alld navigator. as a <.:ohesive and integrated pair their 
goals likewise would be tile same giving a good balance. redu<.:ing 
the constraints and stress influences of personal relationships. 
2.3.2 Stress and Arousal 
"hen the brain is activated by a stressor there is a 
<.:orresponding a<.:tivation witllin the autonomic system and 
r.sultant increase in brainstem activity wllich facilitates easier 
assumilation of incoming signals (Davies and Krkovic 1965). 0 
'1'llis sensitivity is assumed to rise as the stimulus becomes more 
intense '. 
Two Simplistic models of stress effects commonly used to describe 
the broad relationship of stress effects and arousal are 
a) Tl1e Inverted - U Hypothsis 
and 
b) Signal Detection Theory. 
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a) Inverted = Q Hypothesis 
This model simply states that as arousal im:reases so perforrdanee 
improves until the optimum point is reached, thereafter 
perfomarJl:e starts to decline. But this simplistic approach does 
not allow for the individual variations • 
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'I'lle opti.aum point is vague and ranGing. Tile return to the base 
lille where arousal is to Iligh iOlplies a balance that is not 
WllOlly true. Varying task difficultieu do not present the same 
pattern, tilis diagram does not clarify or qualify these 
differem:es. 
Sigll"l Detection Theory 
b) As tire name suggests this model is based on the understanding 
that tile activated brain cells are continuously lDonitoring tile 
incoming signals of ar'ousal. These sigllal patterns have 
super-imposed on tlrem a cut-off point by the subject. Ilhen the 
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sibnal is identified above this by the subje(;t it sets up an 
arousal response, anything below it is ignored. Fig 6A shows 
this model and the effe(;ts on the move .. ,ent of the (;ut-off point. 
Noise S.ignal plus 
a 10 ne noise 
A (LOWER) 
Noi s e Signa I plus 
a lone nois e ( HIGHER) 
Cut off 
Level nf act;vi ty in system ~ 
FIG 6 SIGNA L one CTION rH FORY 
Fig 6A where the level of arousal pattern is less stressful (e·s 
less noise) .the subject responds by having a cut-off towards tile 
rigllt of the curve. When the stress is increased (noise 
incr'ease) as in p 
left ie rei:nds 
f . 
GB the subject moves the cut-off point to the 
qui(;ker. It is suggested that the '(;ut-off' 
POillt moves to tile left in this way due to tile in(;reased 
activation in tile brain making it readier to fire and activate 
any ne(;essar'y systems. Progl'essive movement to the left would be 
indi(;ative of over arousal and similarly movement of the cut-off' 
point to tile right would suggest under-arousal. As stated by 
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iielford (1973) above optimum he is overactive and errors are 
generally those of action. -.~ - .,)j'\ 
. ~----"- ...... -=~ -~(jj) 
--c:. I'ihereas(!j) 
I.lelo~/ optimum, the subje(;t is underaetive and ert'or::; are oainly 
those of omission. There is little detailed study to support 
tllis tlleory but as Welford (1973) similary said Monotony and 0 
boredom, resulting from under arousal, tend to produce an inert 
type of performan(;e and drowsiness, wllile over arousal often 
re::;ult in hasty and ill considered actions. 
Stre::;s and Difficul ty of Task 
Performance 011 some tasks seen to be enhanced by high levels of 
emotional eX(;itement, "hile in others it has been ShOI/1I to 
diminish. Taking this further it has been reported that 
performance on a more cooplex (maze) r;roblem has been -adver::;ely 
affec ted by anxiety. (f.1a taroyyo and Ha tarayyo 1956/' also (Taylol' (j) 
and SfJence 19521 Yerkes and Dobson (lSJOb) found that the optimum 
level is lower for difficult than for ea::;y tasks. Tnis effect is 
knol/n as the Yerkes - Dodson La~/. 
Therefore,. it is suggested that diffi(;ulty of task has a 
r'elationsllip \'Iith stress in that incentives, I/hether rewards or 
of punishment, tend to raise the level of arousal. 
Other studies by Wechster and Hartogs (1945)- on fine-motor skills G) 
s1l01'/ed them to be adver::;ely a1'fected by anxiety. Also on 
comfJlexity of' task and stress f..iller (lSJ60) .... found significant @> 
relationships between emotional stress and consistency of 
competi tive performance. Poor competi tors exhibi ted less 
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emotional stress than did good perforlDers. 
2.j.4 Stress Strategy 
Various studies have found thatS'stressed' individuals seek@ 
both consciously and unconsciously to remove overload rather than 
cope with it. A classic study is that by Davis (1943) concerned 
I'/i th artificial aircraft cockpit studies. This was ar.lOng the 
first laboratry studies using an aircraft simulation. The 
experiment found that subjects engaged in instrument flying Le. 
no use of spatial features external to the cockpit., tOI/ards the 
end of the flight started to ignore instruments peripheral to the 
main task. 
Other' evidence of this stratee;y is the abandonment of tasks I'/hen 
they beco!"e too difficult, when abandonment is not possible the 
subject oftel! sucUlabs to ase;ression tOllards its source. 
Stress engendered by under stimulation also bring about 
strategie~ to deal witll it. WIlere experiments were geared to 
reduce sensory perception or stimulation subjects have sought 
stimulation, even frol,] objects or data which lIould be considered 
of little interest normally. (Zuckerman and Haver 1965). Such 
diversions or stimulations are easily seen in people 1/110 are 
bored with the tendency to tap fingers or feet, or whistle. At a 
social level, bOPing monotonous work is often cheerfully borne 
if there is company and therefore the facility for 
conversation. 
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Individual Differences and the Effects of Stress 
The factor of individual difference which decides the degree of 
stress effect most noticeably is individual personality. Those 
who display high anxiety traits in personality as a rule are more 
dis turbed by stressful conditions and have greater difficulties 
in coping in new situations than do less anxious persons 
(Parsons, Phillips and Lane 1954)~ Baker (961)" concluded that fP 
stress inhibited performance of high anxiety performers but aided 
performance of low anxiety subjects. Individuals have varying 
degrees of resistance to distraction thus responding 
differently.Individuals havinG differellt levels of proficiency 
often react differently to a stressful or motivating condition. 
Gates (924)'* identified this difference in that proficient @ 
students performed less well in front of an audience. 
Extroverts.versus introverts is another common comparision in 
their relationship with stress. The introvert is restrained and 
sensitive and tend to be self driving. As would be expected they 
perfrom best if not driven hard, this is consistent with the 
inverted - U relationship of Figure 2A. Extroverts are the 
opposite, they seen to seek normal stress inducers, nOise, social 
contacts, active stimulation, giving the impression that without 
such stimulants they would be under aroused. It is under such 
pressure that they perform best. 
Another possible difference of stress effects between indiViduals 
is reported by Bridges (1971). He considers somatotyping an 
important factor relating to stress effects. He found 
muscularity a beneficial relationship in stress control. Those 
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t , 
elassified as linear sllOl/ed signifiean:; stress responses which0 
tended to impair tlleir performance. 
General evidenee SiJovlS that an above averase level of excitement 
aids learnins and performance in most IJotor tasks. In addition 
high levels of arousal are considered advantageous for 
performance in gross motor activi ties e.g. speed, strength, 
endur·ance. llollever, tilese hibh levels will interfere lIitll 
perfocrl!ance involving fine 100uscle J:lovements, co-ordination and 
cont;entration and learninG "lOtor tasks. 
, 
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2.3.6 Stress Control 
Tile overall impression of individuality and the differences 
between indiviauals in relation to stress gives a positive 
direction in which stress can be modified. Fundamentally the 
proOlelJ is to match the ilIdividual to ilis task. This re<.juires 
making llim physicaly fit and ",entally fit. The boundary between 
each does not exist. they complement each other. 
Also implicit in this approacll is the requirement to disl!over 
individual personality re<.juirements to avoid wasting or 
destroying talent. Furneaux ( 19(2) c'eported a study on first-
year engineerillg students exam results. 'l'hey Here identified as 
introverts and extroverts; results of the extroverts were much 
poorer than the hibilly stc'urn; introvert. A Similar study was 
.J. 
done by ,;illingwortll (1972) "itiJ exactly tile opposite conl!lusion.0 
It was conl!luded that the latter group of extroverts were put 
under more pressure than ti,e DItIC,INAL group and as extroverts<.6) 
it. p",,",- llal!ior -.tt .. 
tilrived On the pressure" SUdl pressuc'e obviously worked to tile 
@ 
detrif.lent of the introverts identified in Killin!;;srlorths study. 
TJlis ern pllasi ses the re<.j ui ref.l ellt to id en t ify indi v id ual needs to 
gailI tile best experienl!e. 
Some individuals actively seek ::;tress related activities of which 
flying aircraft maybe considered sUl!ll an activity. particularly 
militiry I'lying. However many experts concerned in the study of 
stress and its related effects are unanimous in statilIg that 
there is a need to relieve tension at fre<.juent intervals. 
r'lichael (1950) proposes exercise will improve adaption to stress. @ 
giving a 'learned' process. More proposals for mitigation of 
s tress include posi ti ve heal th education (Nacdonald-Wallace 197 (j) ® 
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on similar principles Welford (1976) suggests stress training 
suited to individual requirements would be a positive solution. 
In summary it is considered adaption to s1fess \-lithin indiviudal 
liDits is probably possible but liice capacity these limits Hill 
be related to individual factors of ase, experience, well-being, 
environment etc •. It "luSt also be remer:1bered that some stress is 
necessary to proauce tile optimuFI level; only when the stress is 
too nigh is it detrimental. In addition stress can be caused by 
underload in;; as well as over-loading, tllUS as experience 
increases, if the tas~; remains stat"ionary, boredom and 
dissatisfaction will develop. ~ulldamental to any concept of 
str'ess is that the perception and effect of stress is differ'ellt 
fop each individual, as is his str'ateGY and inherent abilit~' to 
cope with it. 
By IDoving nOil to a description of tile aipcpew Ilopking enviponmen~ 
in the F4 Phantom jet fighter, and the many poles and tasks they 
fulfil in it, tne ob.;ective is to identii'y potentially stpessful 
apeas both perceived and defined. 'l'hese evaluations l'Iill be l:lade 
sener'ally fpon normative values and anecdote by tile aircpell 
themselves. Follol"ling chapters relatinc; the results of' the 
physical and psycholOGical factors of tile aircrell hopefully will 
underline these nor'mative values. Based on these it may be 
pos s i bl e to J!laf;e J udsel;len t s Oil the re la t 10nsllips of s t pe ss, 
health and fitness. In addition it is hoped to discover ho" they 
as a br'oup adapt and cope with ti"le stresses inlJerellt in tlleir 
Job. 
~- ---------------~---------;ro--------- -- ----- ---- -------- --- ---~-----
2.4 Aircrew Stress (Potcntial and Perceived) 
2.4.1 Introduction 
'rile Horking environment of tile airere\[ concerned in this study is 
the ';';2.5 million Phantom F4 Fighter Boober with running costs in 
excess of £1000 for each flyinG hour. It requires a creH .01' tHO, 
a pilot and navigator, eacll tlith their individual and specific 
task to fulfil!. 'rlle pilot has the primary reponsibility of 
'(;aptainillg' the air(;raft, using llis sl~ills to fly the aircraft 
safely, effi(;iently and a(;(;urately. The naViGator assists him in 
tllis role by r.lOnitoring iJl~truraents identical to the pilot, 
givinG exper'tise in navigation pel'uittin(,; predse and effi(;ient 
flying and in addition he operates the radar used to trad~ and 
fire the air(;rafts missiles. As a team they operate the air(;raft 
as a weapon platform in its many roles both offensivcly and 
defensively. 
Common to botll pilot and navigator is the nc(;essary paraphernalia 
of jet 1'ligllt. The in1tal layer of clothing is the cotton vest 
and long jollns, nOli genet'ally replaced by an all in one sui t Hi th 
an inner layer of a(;rylic pile affe(;tionately ImoHn as a 'bunny' 
sui t becaus e of it:> pan tOI:li ne appea l'allC e. Qv e I' thi s is \'IOl'n a 
'u' sui t, a :>el'ies of' air bladders held together Hi th laced 
Hebbing and \/orn on the calves and tllighs. IJhen flying is in 
(;lose proximity to or over the sea as it is at LeucharS the outer 
flying suit is tile rubberised immersion suit complete with 
~ubber-sealed holes for the arms and head. The feet are secured ([) 
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in permanently sealeu ruuber socks attaehed to the legs. 'l'he 
clothing is generally regarded as constraining and being 
necessarily tlater-tight, over-heating and discomfort are common. 
Some unofficial modifications of underclothing frequently oc~ur 
in an attempt to minimise the rigidity and discomfort generated 
by the clothing and ancillaries. 
These, ancillaries consis t of the infamous I Nae \·/es t I life jacket, D 
black hide flying boots and a pair of pigskin charmois gloves. 
To complement these he Hears on his head a bulky piece of 
heaugea~ called the ~K3 helmet. The clothing is heavy, 
restraining and uncomfortable to wear for a continuous period of 
duty. In its defence it has been designed for safety and 
protection of the individual in the lligh risk area of norlaal 
peacetime flying to the kno,lingly hostile environment of survival 
in both peace and war. Tile recent introduction of the combined 
harness with integral seat and parachute fitments has removed 
another ancillary which was a body harness worn separately, and 
requiring tt additional manoeuvres to attach oryself to the ejection 
seat. 
The stresses generated by the personal clothing and equipment are 
constantly moni tored by those involved in their deSign and 
modification is constantly in progress. Their problem is the 
constant question of compromise between safety and yet 
functional. 'l.'he f.1K3 helme~_·. is an example of 1;his prolJlem, 
individualy formed to each aircrew members head, variety of 
safety and sun Visor, internal radionics but claimed generally by 
aircrew to be heivy and prone to obscure all round Vision. To 
overcome this many continue to wear the old r·1I\1 helmet based on a 
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1:;50's design of separate inner and outer helmet; an inner 
material helmet with radionics and an outer fibre-glass shell. 
The wearing of the older nodel is recounted to give better 
mobility of the head giving better all round vision (vital to 
fighter aircrew) and in addition lighter and therefore more 
comfortable to wear. 
The aircrew can therefore even in the basic aspect of clothing be 
considered to be involved in attempting to reduce the influence 
of stress, in particular physical stress on successful fulfilment 
of their task. What is also interesting is that some of these 
l:lOdifications sucl) as wearing the older l.1ark of helmet are known 
to be less safe with possibly cons~quencies of life or death and 
yet within the group they are socially acceptable. The 
occasional unfortunate fatality found to result from such 
Inodifications has what only seems to be a momentary effect, and 
then life continues as before. 
In my role as survival training officer I had the opportunity to 
call at relatively short notice a survival exercise in the barren 
remoteness of the Scottish Highlands. This would invariably be 
during the winter months and liould involve the randomly chosen 
aircrew to be advised on cOlapletion of a normal aircrel,r sortie 
their nomination. They would then without personal preparation 
be flol'/ll by helicopter to a remote site where for 24 hours they 
would survive on the contents of a survival pack identical to the 
one on their aircraft type. For shelter and protection they 
would improvise with the use of their parachutes, a e4uipment 
reality they would have in such a situation. Tile point of 
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relating this situation is that when rumour of such exercises 
being imminent where being discussed the aircrew were 
uoncientious in wearing the proper flying clothing. Such 
attention to detail was lax under normal everday flying 
situations. This does provide an example of individual 
perception giving rise to a stress Situation because in 
comparision the careful r.lOnitored and controlled survival 
exercise at most could only result in discomfort but ejection 
into the sea: ill-prepared could result in death. Yet some 
individuals could not perceive this everday risk whereas others 
could and reacted conscientiously. 
The pilots position in the front cockpit is relatively 
uonifortable, with a big seat and good forward and all round 
vision through the plexiglass canopy. His instruments are 
urowded but positioned I,ell to permit him to scan easily 
necessary dials and reach the stick and throttle wi th minimum 
agjustment. The navigator flying (in tandem) in the back seat, 
is not so fortunate. i-lis instc'urnents are positioned around him 
and about a foot in front of him on a console which extends 
upwards almost to the roof-line. 'I'llis obscures his forHard 
vision to t11e point that is all but non-existant. Limi ted 
forl/ard Vision is possible down two narrow/ tunnel openings on 
either side of the central mass, permitting him to view the 
extreme edge of what is in front. Consider the accepted 
stressful situation of landing on the unfortunate navigator. His 
duties demand the morlitoring of tlle instruJuents indicating speed, 
RPM, attitude etc, replicas of tlle pilots, but deprived of the 
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physical f'eedlla(;k throUGh any <.:ontrols or vision externally, of' 
attitude and distance. As will be deoonstrated by heart-rate 
re<.:ordings (see 4) it is understandable WilY in many cases stress 
exhibited using heart-rate criteria is higher in many navigators 
than their accor.Jpanying pilots. This is identifiable in the 
1,lanoeuvres of take-off and landing. 
By the time either aircrew attain the operational task of flying 
the Phantom F 4 they have already undergone over 2 years of high 
pressured and stressf'ul training. Both pilot and navigator each 
learn in their specific training pattern how to handle and 
assimilate information qui<.:kly and selectively. Each is graded 
through a mixture of both faster aircraft types, and also in 
their more der.Janding roles. Fror.J basic flying attitudes to the 
1;lore complex aerobatics of potential combat roles and 
configurations. The navigator similarly learns his trade rising 
from the sedate tra<.:king procedures over normal terrain to the 
- high speed inter<.:eption control necessary in air-defence using 
radar-techniques demanding 3 dimensional appreciation of a flat 
cathode-tube. Therefore aircrew arriving on an operational 
squadron SUCil as the two squadrons involved in this study have 
not only exhibited aptitude but have in dOing so been su<.:cessful 
in management of the stresses inherent in~the task. 
The role of the t'IO squadrons studied is the general role of air-
defence. This involves protection of vital installations 'such as 
airfields and also centres of population. In addition they 
protect shipping and other aircraft involved in other roles. To 
achieve this it may be necessary to take an offensive posture and 
seek and destroy enemy aircraft or to provide patrols in a 
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defensive posture as all aet of deterrence. The squadrons being; 
diseussed portray all those C'oles admiC'ably in that theiC' 
geogC'aphie IDeation makes them fC'ont-line defendeC's against the 
potential enemy. 
In looking at theiC' task in moC'e detail in areas of inteC'cepcion. 
missile fiC'ing pC'actices. inflight C'ef'uelling. gC'ound eontC'olled 
appC'oaehes (GeA's) and aiC'-coobat a gC'eateC' appreciation of theiC' 
potential stC'esses and theiC' perceived stresses can be gained. 
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2.4.2 Inter-ception 
In describing this role we will base the scenario on a COfJmOn 
task at RAF Lauchars, that of Intercept Alert Force (IAF). This 
involves two crews with two fully armed aircraft on 24 hour 
alert, 365 days a year. Each crew does a 24 hour watch aware that 
they could be called on any time during that period to react to a 
call from the Sector Control to intercept, identify and if 
necessary destroy an aircraft not recognisable on radar. The 
watch is maintained from the Q sheds, twin corrugated hangarettes 
which are self contained for both eating and sleeping. The 
irltial potentially stressful factor and often perceived one is 
that of boredom through under activity. 
A diet of continual snacks via a micro wave oven and a series of 
videos interspaced by a variety of 'racy' magazines often 
h~ighten rather than allieviate this problem. Strategies to 
maintain a reasonable arousal pattern involve fre4uent but 
unnecessary checks of the aircraft and armament or pre-
positioning 6f clothing or equipment to facilitate a rapid 
start-up. It is by nature a waiting galne, hoping the Russian 
will probe deep enough to generate an alert. 
In the early hours, 14 to 16 hours into the duty the telebrief 
may speak out giving the information on heading, speed and height 
of a possible intruder. Physiological response is all but 
immediate, psycholOGical lags a little behind. Cold water on the 
face maybe introduced as a stimulant. The crew \1hen scrambled 
are airborne \~ith 3 mins. 'l'his involves the multitude of pre-
take-off checks of instruments and controls and the assimilation 
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of external inputs from air traffic control and Sector Control. 
'l'raining makes much of the IIhole process autor.Jatlc but minor but 
important cllecks and actions do occasionaly get overlooked. The 
simple but necessary locking of the leg gaiters to the seat has 
often been overlooked and in any ensuing ejection the indiViduals 
flaying legs would suffer severe dislocation. Simple situations 
such as these can arise froGI overload on the individual either of 
information or arousal. 
Pressure is on the aircrew to make the interception and they work 
as a team to-wards this end. Controlled by Sector, WIIO give 
relative positions of the two aircraft sholln on their radar are 
also av/are of any mistakes in intercepting by the Phantom crew. 
Pressure is constant until the aircraft is sighted or it turns 
for home making a chase not only futile but sometimes impossible. 
Even when intercepted all presSlre is not necessarily relieved. 
Intruders have been known to SUddenly blast out a high powered 
beam of light into the PhantolJ pilots eyes ruining night vision'(J) 
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and potentially dangerous. Also it is not unusual for the 
intruder to make sudden deviations fc'om track or avoiding 
manoeuvres to shake-off an interception. In addition, at the 
back of the aircrells mind is tllat both "he and the intruder are 
armed and when is brinkmanship defined to have stopped. 
2.4.3 In-Flight-Refuelling 
There is a natural progression from inter~eptions and maintenance 
of combat-air patrols (CAPs) to the situation and requirelnent for 
in-flight-refuelling. By drawing fuel from a tanker aircrai't via 
a trailing hose the range and endurance of a phantom is enhanced. 
On the phantom the refuelling probe is positioned on tile right 
side of. the fuselage Just behind the pilots vision. By placing 
the aircraft in tile proper configuration of angle and speed 
behind the tanker, the probe enters the basket opening of the 
trailing fuel line and fuel flows into the phantom. 
The manoeuvre re4uires absolute concentration on the job in hand 
to achieve success. When tllis concentration is absent trouble in 
re-fuelling will ensue. The pilot throughout the whole procedure 
relies on peripheral vision and the navigator can assist with his 
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limited vt:0n on the position of the basket. Instances have been 
recounted of the stress and pressure felt by what they state to 
be an automatic and unreasonable feeling of being; under scrutiny. 
This can be fror.J either the tanker creH or even the individuals 
contemporaries flying in formation with him. But concentration 
goes and resultant failure increases the stress influence, 
re4uiring total break-off before trying again. 
Add to this the stress induced by the situation of being 
posi tioned far from land, short of fuel, and weather eondi tions 
marginal giving difficulty in finding the tanker. These are 
situations which occur regulary during the dark winter montlls 
north of tile Faeroes. 
2.4.4 ~issile Firing Praetices 
~issile firing praetices or armament practise involving live 
alllmumition has an ilalaecliate response on the arousal state of 
aircrew. Opportunities to fire live missiles are extremely few 
due to the high cost involved. This often means random selection 
of airerew, chosen by Command external to the unit, to test the 
readiness state of that squadron. Pressul~from all sides is then 
eVident to ensure success. Command are looking for maximum 
efficiency with due attention to procedures and techniques. The 
squadron executives are also relying on absolute success, 
anything less will reflect badly on them. In addition the 
individuals peer group are watching with envy w!lere any failur~ 
will result in sharp criticsm. 
Under these pressures the crew must attempt to fly a perfect 
missile profile, a tec!lnique and procedbre practiced regularly in 
the simulator. To keep within safety margins and arcs of fire 
flight profiles of height speed and direction must be exact. 
Radar control on tile ground is maintained throuGhout. In addition 
to arm a missile involves the removal of a number of fail safe 
procedures and it has been kno\/D through pressure for exactitudes 
and the arousal of a live firing for points to be missed in 
those procedures. The shame of such a misfire is borne not only 
by the individual crew but also by the squadron. 
Gun practice is surrounded by the same pressures. Both 
situations are the nearest practical evaluation of individual and 
s4uadron effectiveness in the task for which they train. Thus 
superimposed upon individual pressures are group pressures all 
which add up to the many social pressures withill that group. At 
Leuchars with two squadrons with similar roles any deviation is 
quickly noted and critised by the other. This heightens and 
accentuates stress at both the individual and group level. 
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2.4.5 Ground COlltl'olled Approaches (GCh's) 
A ground controlled approach is ,i1lere the pilot flies his 
aircraft on instruments alone with no external visual cues, and 
making flight corrections in response to the ground controllers 
cOlomands who watchs the approach on radar. 'l'he situations 
demalloing this form of approach and control are normally when 
weather and cloud has caused limited visibility, obscuring visual 
sighting of the airfield. The decision to make such an approach 
can be self-initiated by the pilot or air-traffic control can use 
their own judgement to initiate it. 
Instrument flying demands considerable concentration, and self-
control is necessary to avoid the impluse to look-out for visual 
cues. As stated such flying situations are norlilally througiJ 8/8 
cloud and visual flying could precipitate disorierltation and 
disaster. 
Tile controller surveys the flight attitude on t,IO radar screens, 
one shows the aircraft in elevation relative to the runway 
threshold kno,m as tile glide slope the other a directional view 
showing right or left of the runway. To fly an ideal glidepath 
the aircraft must maintain not only a good dir-ectional centre-
line on the path but height must be lost at a specific rate. 
'rhis requires fr'equent adjustments of both the aircraft attitude 
and speed by moving the throttles and controls. Designated 
break-off heights are given by air-traffic control. At these 
deci"sion heights, if 'Ihen taking visual control the pilot cannot 
see tile runway it is standard procedure to over-shoot and make 
another another GCA. 
aCA's can occur at the end of a long sortie, in a malfunctioning 
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aircraft or just for guidance tllrough a I,eavy traffic pattern. 
Anyof these situations ,Iould be str-essful on their o.m but it 
is not uncommon for two or more of them to occur to-gether. Add 
to this the pressure of removing visual cues other than 
instruments. and with talkdown your- destiny is in some other 
per-sons control. 
Both psychological and physiological stresses ar-e evident and can 
be identified in the heart rate response monitoring taken during 
this flight situation. both real and simulated. (see 4) 
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2.4.6 Air Combat 
In this role both pilot and navigator are working at their 
limits, physical and mental. The aircrarts radar has the search 
capability of looking not only in an arc but also up and down. 
The navigator monitors the screen transforming identiriable blips 
into 3 dimensional pictures or height, speed and direction. He 
relates to the pilot an intercept pattern or speed and 
direction, the objective being to plaee the aireraft on the tail 
or the opponent. This gives the heat seeking heads on the 
missile its optimuln positioll for suecess, up the jet pipe. When 
missiles are primed and locked-on by the naVigator the best 
distance to rire is produced by computers forming concentric 
circles on the blip on the radar. An audible growl is also 
reproduced in the headphones of tile airerew. Wllen praeticed in 
mock combat, to record both missile and gun kills a camera is 
tripped when the pilot presses the normal fire trigger. 
This simplistie description on the fundamentals or air-combat 
omits initially the skills and physic .al erfort to place an 
aircrart on the tailor another. Most combat Situations arter 
the searcll and aCQuisition pllase result in some form or aerial 
ballet. Each pilot mentally and phJ5\.cally working to better the 
other. The thought of death uy being shot dOlnl by the other in 
\~hat is basically a game, may not exist but the r-isks are still 
high. Aircraft weave and elimb, roll and turn at high speed as 
ror real, always with the threat that things could go wrong. Add 
to this the phySical stress or high G tur-ns, acceleration, 
inversion and momentary disorientation and individual upper 
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limits must be approached and tested. 
Tile mental dexterity of the aircrew is constantly under pressure. 
anticipating, calculating and then initiating countermoves. 
Pride is a strong motivator pushing tile individual to call on 
every possible physical and mental resource. To 'kill'provides 
exhiliaration, to be killed results in self-criticism alld resolve 
to do better next time. Low level combat, that is high speed 
chase at lo~/ level. over sea, hill or dale only accentuates the 
stresses of high level eombat.. Parameters of action are more 
constrained immovable objects such as pylons. transmitters and 
hills sharpen the airerew perception to the stresses of flying. 
The air combat sortie leaves aircrew physically and ment~lly 
drained, a role whieh exemplifies the totality of their craft. 
2.4.7 The Simulator 
It is relevant for this part of the discussion to provide a 
pieture and description of the simulator and the feelings of the 
aircrel/ to-liards it. In measuring ~lOrk intensity and stress it 
provides a controlled if not ideal situation. The artificialites 
of the simulator are difficult to eradicate but it does serve a 
vital training function 
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The simulator itself is a phalltom cockpit positioned 15 feet off 
the floor. The complex system of hydraulic stilts upon which it 
sits permits the platform to tilt. rise. sway. pitch and rock. 
s1mulat1ng the variety of manoeuvres experienced 1n the a1r. The 
room 1n which the s1mulator 1s stationed 1s painted matt black. 
The cockpit only has forward v1s10n for the p110t, therefore w1th 
lights out and a moving v1sual picture projected on to a wl11te 
screen in front of him a number of flying situations (;an be 
reproduced. Tilis permits situations of take-off, low level 
navigation routes to targets, attack profiles, GCA to land all on 
a visual picture. The whole complex p!'ocedure, external and 
illternal to the simulator is regulated and monitored by cot:1puter. 
In a separate room the simulator staff positioned at a semi-
(;ircular console operate the inputs for any particular training 
sortie. The (;onsole holds replicas of all the instruments in the 
cockpit, both pilots and navigators. Also it has warning lights 
which indicate reponses and (;hecks being carried out by the 
aircrew. By any of these switches the simulator staff' can 
reproduce a 110rld of havoc for the aircre~I,' stimulate the 
adrenalin and bring pressure and thus stress into their lives. 
In novi(;e airl!rew the limits of tllis induced stress are lOll and 
easily reached, but like most things experience and training 
raise these limits. '1'his results in the more experienced aircC'ell 
speaking of boredom and the a!'tificialities of the simulatoC'. But 
there is constant updating and ammendl.lent to l-'roceduC'es IIhich 
does not allow for complacency. The opportunity is all1ays theiC' 
to push the boundaries of individual limits fu!'ther a>lay. As 
stated by one pilot "Yes, I kno~ the answers already, but the 
questions come from different angles and at different times." 
Phantom crel1s are required to carry out a minimum of one 
simulator session a month, preferably two. It provides tIle 
opportunity to practice the normal such as missile profiles, GCAs 
and interceptions. In addition it permits practice 01' the 
extremes not possible in real flight such as double-engine 
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f'lameouts, instrument f'ailures and Inany others. It trains 
aircrew to imprint coping responses Which then become automatic, 
minimising stressful influen~es if' it occurs in real-lif'e. When 
in~uts are plausiole realism is maintained, and the sortie has 
real value. Even tIle" majority of experienced personnel consider 
the siInulator sorties as valuable and on o~casions when 
overstressed can only cope by Simulating ejection. 
In summary the many roles of the phantom aircrew involve them in 
high risk. Continual practice and training will not remove this 
risk but it does e4uip them with strategies with which to cope 
with it. They undergo stress both physical and mental in the 
normal pursuance of their tasks. These stresses ·are 
environmental, social, psychological and physiological. 'I'raining 
and experience seem to be major determinants in how influential 
the potentially stressf"ul and perception of' stressful situations 
are on the individual. By looking at the fitness and health 
factors in addition to the psychological characteristics of the 
group it is hoped to identify other possible determinants 
inf'luencing a suitable coping response. 
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Bodily exercises are to be done discreetly; 
not to be taken evenly and alike by all men. 
Tllomas A Kempis (1426) 
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3. F'itnest; and Health l',eat;urement 
3.1 Introduction 
~ost of the present methods of evaluating fitness in military 
-.dW~E: 
personnel has centred round the work by Balkel\.(959) and its (!) 
modifications by Cooper (1970) in the form of a set run and time 
relationship giving a ~02 max. rts main attraction has been its 
economy in use demanding only a measured distance and a stop 
watch. 
The British Arlny 'Physical fitness' tests rely heavily on the 
timed run evaluation as 1:IOSt of their tasks have a heavy physical 
component. The other t,IO services, the Royal Navy and Royal Air 
Force llave in the past attempted to mirror this approach to 
jJJJysical fitness evaluation Ilith little success. The uniformity 
of task in the Army may make such an approach relevant, even 
desirable, but in the Royal Air Force the variety of occupations 
and needs, negate this approach. 
One main objective of this study in addition to the appraisal and 
relationship of health, fitness and stress was to desigrl ~nd 
~\ 
evaluate a suital;le~'fitness test and health evaluation for 
lCl>tft\~ 
individuals,andll..their needs specific to their task. '1'0 choose 
only a set run system as the method of idenl'ifying cardio-
vascular efficiency was discounted for the follol/ing" reasons. 
Coopers Table of fitness categories indicates tllat running 1.5 
miles in 12 mins. could place the individuals in the fair, good or 
excellent category; the range being from 40 to 52ml/kg. The 
t;tandard error of ~02 max prediction would be at leat;t 14~. 
Katch et al (19"(3) stated that distance runs were uncontrolled 
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execci~e tas],s Ilhece pacinG eccocs could cesult in 
inconsistencies in the indiv~uals true aerobic capacity. Similar 
criticisla Has cited by Jackson et al (1~!ll) in a recent study I"lho 
found that Illotovation is a majoc factor in the validity of 
distance runs for measurement of aecobic capacity. The study 
also revealed a possible influence of the celationship of 
anecobic and aerobic endurance in such tests • 
. 
To evaluate V02 max it was decided to use. a computer programmed 
<l 
vecsion of the Astrand Rhyming nomogra:n inclusive on a 'I'unturi 
cardiotester with constant heart monitoring. Shephard et al (]) 
(l~71) have Shown this method to have an error of around 101, 
statistically more attcactive for field work than Coopers timed 
run. A main advantage of this forlll of evaluation is that it can 
alon;; with the other measurements proposed form an educative 
framework of fitness and health counselling giving privacy and 
eliminatin;; the connotation of athleticism pervaded by the 
various modes of timed runs. 
The need to choose a fitness test with individual appeal was 
identified by Eichna at al (1944) in SOfae valuable Har'time 
studies. They concluded that motivation - the "will to do"-
maybe an exclusive determinant of fitness scored by the more 
physical tests such as timed runs, the Navy step test, and the 
Harvard step test. Also concluded was the less scientifically 
reliable conclusion that an officer who knows his men is better 
able to evaluate their fitness than any fitness test yet devised. 
Al'praisal or military fitness llas, as intially stated, tended to 
re:;trict itself to identification of cardio-cespiratory f·itness 
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a.na little else except possiuly cursor-y r-cfer-al to stalldard 
weibht charts. 'I'his chapter lIill describe an evaluation IIhich 
broadens tile appraisal to include body composition and health 
parameters. Althougll much literature has shol/n 
corf'elates poorly v/ith health they f'ecognise that 
fitness 
they do 
influence each other. Health appraisal has also shol-ln to be an 
excellent laotivator to individuals to 1!lOdify their lifestyles and 
impr-oving thelr potential fitness (Alien D.W. 1980). This bf'oader 
approach is necessary in the Royal Air Force because unlike the 
Army where cardlo-respiratol'y fitness is botil desirable and 
c'elevant to the majol'ity of their tasks, the Air Force is less 
pilysical, and more sedentary in nature IIhere, even for I:lOSt 
~round crew, strength would be a IDore desirable factor. 
Health measurement or health ha.zard appraisal is not new and is 
described fully in a text by Robbins et al (1970). To meaSUf'e the 
health of the aircrew in this study eight actuarilly scored risk 
factors I-Iere used. j'Jamely gendef', age, inherent factors, blood 
pressure as four 'inherellt' factors and % fat, sr.lOking, exercise 
(Pulse >120 bpm) and stress I-Ihich are considered lifestyle 
fac.;tors. The sUlflr.1ation of each individual score would ,/ithin a 
range identify a risk level or health status. 
Tllis f'orm of appraisal system as concluded by Colburn at al 
(1~{j) also has other advantages: 
1). It helps people to understand better the oHebulous idea of" risk 
taking behaviour and the fact that how we live often aetermines 
l/iJen lie die. 
~.It demollstrates the 4uantitive nature of risk taking behaviour 
and that individual risks add to or compound one another. 
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3). It makes iJ€<il tb hazards personally relevant. It bell'S the 
individual to realise, "It can happen to me". 
4). It indicates the relative importance of health hazards so the 
ir.dividual can choose which ones he or she should do something 
about and where to start. 
:.». It conveys a sense of il:1;aediacy and uesent:y. 
b). It provides a promise and a 1,1easur'e of improved risk if some 
of the factors are altered. 
'I'hrough evaluation tile individuals 'stl'engths' an"d 'weakness' can 
be identified and through ver'sonal consultatiolI aIld the use of 
t:omputer stoeed exercise lifestyles adapted and inspired by work 
compiled by Larson and r-1ichelman (1973), a self-tailor'ed health 
and fitness exercise lifestyle can be given. 
'rhese exeecise lifestyles al though not part of this study do 
provide the facility ror the individual to have a programme to 
follow and direct any necessary lifelityle r..odifications. 'rhis 
ensures individual remedies are task specific. 
3.2 I:,e thods 
Eighty tllO aircrew (74 fast-jet, fixed-v/ing and 8 ['otary wing) 
participated in the study. Their physical characteristics \"/ere 
heigllt 100.42 :!:" 5.72 cms, Height 77.43.! ~.b3kg and age 30.71 ± 
5.53 years. 
Each indi vidual ans I/eeed tile heal th s ta tus ques tionnai r'e (fig 7) CD 
based on standard actuarial risk fat:tors and assigned froln the 
total st:ore to a risl; category, 11ealtll status. Resting blood 
VL'essures Here taken in a supine position using an electronic 
digital B.P. measuring unit err-j 101 accurat:y ± 3mm Bg, Pulse! 
5%) givine; systolJe, diastolle. and resting pulse read-outs. 
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iiarpenden sj,infold calipers wer'e used to deterl.1ine skinfolds over 
the biceps, triceps (midway between the olecranon and aCr'omion), 
at the infer'ior angle of the scapula, and over' the iliac crest 
along the lines of Linn. Two trials minimum wer'e taken to ensure 
an aver'age of less than on millimeter' discr'epancy. The summation 
of the four r'eading gave the per cent body fat using the table, 
illustrated at appendix 1, der'ived by Durr:tin and IJomersley 
(1974) • 
SCr'ess evaluation was based on subjective evaluation of their' 
daily st.ress level, low beinG normal everyday level, ooderate 
wher'e an individual fel t easily over'helmed by daily stresses, 
at times unable to relieve -it, high stress is where the 
individual required medicinal aid to relieve it. An objective but 
as yet unvalidated test of stress level developed in the use of 
the questionaire was when asked by the subject how he could 
evaluate his level, if des~ribed as the ability to smile 
spontaneously indicated 10,/ stress, if under moderate stress it 
was difficult to elicit a smile consciously or unsconciously. 
This statement although not sCientifically validated did 
correlate highly with both how the subject judged himself and how 
he scor'ed in the Rahe and Holmes questionnaire whit!1t each subject 
was given. The questionnaire was a modified versioll and is 
illustrated as appendix 2, page 164. 
Height and weight were determined by the use of a stadiometer and 
. clinical scales, respectively. Using the weight tables collated 
by the j,jetropol1ain Life Insurance Co., (1959), used ex cl usi vely 
tllroughout the Air Force by medical officers, the deviation from 
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2. Skinfold measurement on side of waist. 
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the nor!.l was identified as a positive indice above the norm, or' 
neGative indice below the norm. 
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Tile measurement of V02 Has done subElaxilnally on a Tunturi cyele 
erGometet', ft'iction pad braking system, ensurinG the seat 
adjustlZlent caused the Subjects lmee to be sliGhtly flexed with 
tile ball of the foot ['estinG on the pedal at tile lOllcst point in 
revolution. Constant heart rate monitoring lIas done using the 
TUllturi eurjio-tester lIilicli also included the Astrand Rhymin;; 
nOlnoGram cOlnputer proGramme. All subjects started at a work load 
01' 100w at 50 pedal revs ,per ~lin. This was increased by 2511 at 
1 min intervals to 200il tilax 0[1 the fourth t:linute, the fifth and 
sixth minutes of I/ork Here Observed for a steady state ,/here the 
difference was not more than 5 bpm. This beinG achieved the 
maximum reading was taken and the test stopped. The information 
on heart beat and work were than processed by the cardiotester. 
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3 . Indirect Ergometer test with Card,otester 
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If durillg the test any in~rease in load raised the Ileart rate 
past 150 b.p.m.no further increases in load were Qade and the 
test continued for the full six minutes observing the test 
protocal as bcfor'e (Astrand l;;tJO). The mean value Has betHeem 
130-160 bpm for all individuals Hho participated in the test. 
To standardize the suboaximal test ten subjects (5 aircrel/ and 5 
pllysical training instructors) volunteered to participate in a 
sublnaximal dire~t measurement of oxygen uptake to cOJ;lpare with 
their indirect result. 'I'he exercise was performed on a Lanooy 
cycle ergor.Jeter, electro-r.lagnetic braking system, adjusted for 
efficient pedalling. The expired gases were collected and 
analysed for oxygen and carbor) dioXide 
oXYGen analyser c!iervomex OA 5ll0) and 
analyser respectively. 
usinG a paramagnetic 
a Beckman, LB2 C02 
Each unit lIas (;onne~ted to a 4 channel pell recorder (Devices Ltd) 
These records permit the relationship, lleart rate to oxygen 
~onsuL1ption, to be calculated by the linear CUt've and hence its 
reGression equatio". The system is calibrated by passing a knol/fl 
bas lI;i.(ture tIH'OUGi1 a Het Gas Ineter. (A.\·;ribht and Co.) to Give a 
constant reading. The work loads for the exercise lIere increaded 
progressively fro);) 30\-1 by 20\-1 illcl'cments for a period of 12 mins. 
As in the indirect method the Astrand age corl'ection factor was 
used to Give tlte final r.Jeasured V02 max. 
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FIG 8. DESIRABLE FITNESS INDICES 
r 
i 
I 
AEROBIC fAT HEIGHT MALE .. lern,) 
(yeanl . J't~;-y~~ ~ fH,) IS' 0")153 
I" 165 
2" 156 
18-29 43 .13 3" 160 
4" 163 
6" 165 
30-39 42 16 6" 156 
7" 170 
8" 173 
40--49 40 18 9" 175 
10" 178 
I I" 180 
50-59 37 19 6' 0" 183 
I" 185 
2" 188 
60-69 34 20 3" 190 . 
16' 4") 193 
Aerobic power - Thompson (1976,9°2 1801 
Weight - Melropolitan Life Insurance Co, (19591, 
3.3 Results 
WEIGHT (Kgl 
SMALL MEDIUM 
FRAME FRAME 
60 1112"") 54 I 120Ib,) 
62 116 66 123 
54 119 66 127 
66 122 69 130 
57 125 60 133 
59 129 62 136 
80 133 64 140 
62 137 66 145 
64 ·141 68 149 
86 145 70 163 
67 149 n 156 
69 163 74 162 
71 167 76 165 
7, 161 78 171 
76 165 80 176 
n 170 82 181 
78 1174Ib,) 84 11851b,I 
Fat - Durnin (19751 
LARGE 
FRAME 
59 11301b,) 
61 134 
62 137 
64 140 
65 144 
67 147 
69 152 
71 167 
73 161 
76 165 
77 169 
79 174 
81 179 
83 164 
85 168 
66 193 
90 11971b,) 
As would be expected in two very active operational s4uadrons tlle 
aVer'ase age was arouno 30 years, 30.71 t 5.53 years. Therefore 
it is con:;ideceLl that inilerent fitness Vlould be a major faetor in 
the reason for in general a very acceptallle level of fitness. 
kaximum oXYGen eOl:ltlUlllption of the airerew at qG.5 ± 9.05 ml per 
ruin per kG body lIeight (ml- l /Kg-l/ruin- 1 ) shows a bood level of 
eanJiovascular functioll particuarly Hben considering a 1.5 mile 
aeroblic test run in 12 mins e4uates to approximately only 40ml-
1/kt;-1/min-1 • A pair'ed t-test Ilas dOlle on the group results 1'1'01;1 
the predicted and dil'ectly measured ergometer tests but no 
sir;nifieant dif'fecellce lIas found (level of significance l' .( 0.05) 
The IGea" weight of the total group at 77.43 Kg t 9.&3Kg does not 
indicte a la!'i,e number of overweight personnel. A clearer 
indication of this level of healthy weight is the group mean iO 
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deviation from nOt'mal ~Ieibht indices of 3.46 t 6.7%. 
An influence of the sedentary nature of their occupation both on 
the ground and in the air is shown by the total skinfold mean 
40.6 i 11.71 r.Jr.J. iiitil reference to Durnim and \'iorffisley table, 
+ see appendix 1 page 163. this revealed a body fat mean of 19.12_
3.651. When analysed fOt' the % deViation from normal fat indices 
the r'esults demonstt'ate the probler.l 30.81 t 21.26%. 
'I'he ('elationship bet\/een lean body I;]ass (LE/'I) and aerobic 
function ~Ias highly significant (p=< .01) Similarly a hig!lly 
signi1'i(;ant relationship ~Ias identified betueen tile ponder,il 
index (HT/HT2) ana \102 max of the Group (p(.OI) 
'rile systelic blood vreSSUl'e 1'U(' the group Vias 12~.25t 10.84 mmHG 
ami diastalie pressur'e 80.67 ± 9.90 mmE/;. Less than 2% of the 
~roup had pressul'e I'eadings \/nieh Ilould be eonsidered outside 
nOl'lIlal lii:lits. 
Tile health status of the group as evaluted by tile questionnair'e 
b ave a beloVl averaGe risk status 12.67± 3.33. The (!;r'o.ups 
disposi tion to exen;ise (at least UlJue per Vlee); -pulse moce tlla[J 
120 bpr:!) Ilas not hibh at only ~1.2%. Smokers among the brouP, 
althOUGh in the minocity, Ilere still high at 24.39%. These tVlO 
fautors Ilere the main eause of individuals beirlS in the '8elo\/ 
Average' (13-1n and 'Average' (10-24) risk (;ategories rather' 
than 'LuVI risk' (0-12). 
Table 1 identil"ies a flUJaber of tr'enris I'Ihicll at'e well established 
in literature \lith respect to many groups. liotablyagreement 
with studies I'Ihicll sllOl/ed maximum oxygen consUlaption generally 
aecreases with age. The same is true of the increase in body fat 
with age. Tile inconsistency ill the results when analysed as % 
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deviation of body fat being higher in the younger range that one might 
+ 
expect maybe explained by the group being on average taller 180.97-5.06 mm. 
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TABLE 1 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF ALL VARIABLES 
VARIABLE 
AGE 
(YEARS) 
WEIGHT 
(KG) 
TOTAL GROUP 
(N = 82) 
30.71 
! 5.53 
77.43 
! 9.83 
WEIGHT (Dev)* 3.46 
% 
HEIGHT 
(CMS) 
SKINFOLDS 
(MM) 
BODY FAT 
( %) 
FAT (Dev)* 
et) 
SYSTOLIC BP 
(mmIIg) 
DIASTOLE BP 
(mm Hg) 
HEALTH 
STATUS 
ACTIVE 
EXERCISE 
SMOKERS (%) 
MA){ OXYGEN 
UPTAKE 
(ml/Min/Kg) 
t 6.7 
180.42 
!: 5.72 
46.6 
!: 11.71 
19.125 
+ 
-3.65 
30.81 
!: 21.26 
129.25 
! 10.84 
80.67 
! 9.9 
12.67 
! 3.34 
51.21% 
24.39% 
46.5 
! 9.05 
AGES 20-29 
(N = 38) 
25.84 
! 1.79 
77 .52 
! 10.44 
3.26 
+ 
- 7.17 
180.97 
!: 5.06 
44.78 
!: 11. 83 
17.23 
! 3.26 
32.47 
!: 24.98 
129.68 
! 11. 35 
77 .44 
! 10.36 
11.18 
+ 
- 3.11 
55.26% 
15.78% 
49.64 
! 9.05 
.69. 
AGES 30-39 
(N = 39) 
33.94 
+ 
- 2.57 
77 .16 
+ 
- 9.72 
3.51 
+ 
- 6.35 
179.84 
!: 6.11 
47.92 
+ 
- 11 
20.85 
+ 
- 4.75 
27.75 
! 19.25 
127.51 
+ 
- 9.99 
83.07 
+ 
- 8.87 
13.79 
+ 
- 3.00 
53.84% 
35.89% 
44.76 
+ 
- 8.22 
AGES 40-49 
(N = 5) 
43.2 
+ 
- 1.93 
78.8 
! 4.0r 
4.68 
! 5.42 
180.8 
! 6.76 
50 
! 8.1 
24.26 
+ 
- 2.11 
34.61 
!1l.51 
133.8 
! 8.56 
86 .4 
+ 
... 4.7') 
15.2 
! 2.31 
407. 
NIL 
36.05 
!4.0I 
3.4 Disc:ussion 
The fitness profile has identified many of the fitness and health 
characteristics in a group of aircrew personnel. All aircrew are 
thoroughly screened medically before int1al engagement into the 
Air Forc:e, and this is reflected in the 10,1 level of risk 
factors in eVidence Hhic:h might degrade their health status, 
This screening exaf:1ination designed to exlude those not meeting 
prescribed physiological and psyc:hological standard~ has been 
operative since World War 11. Studies then by Greybiel and \-lest 
(1945) 011 naval aviators found this factor of 'high' physical 
fitness a strong influence in their 
aiJparently unnec:essalr to maintain 
eOllclusions in that it was 
superior levels of physical 
fitrless during training. There rlas found in this study by 
Greybiel and iiest no relation between physical fitness and fligllt 
perforf:1ance, a conclusion r'eached by many findings and 
investigation since. 
I,lost problems in health r'isk are thus self initiated, Ilamely:-
sr:lOking, fat, minimal exercise and inability to modify stress. 
Each of these factor'S is influenced by some or all of the others, 
thus, an evaluation of an individuals 'str'engths' and 'weakness' 
enables him to understand and therefore modify his problem, 
improving Ilis 'energy' potential. 'i'he concept of 'energy' 
identified by Lar~er (1974) consists of both physiological and 
mental c:omponents and found to be of high validity as a pilot 
reliability prediction. 
Aircrew iderltified in tllis study as a having lower' than desirable 
aer'obic iudices, in the majori ty of such cases OIould improve 
purely by reducing their body mass, increasing their lean body 
---- ----7n -
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mass. 7herefore to take only an aerobic test alone as a measure 
of physical fitness could be considered unsatisfactory other than 
a gross measure of 'fitness' permitting reasonable comparision of 
groups. 
The deviation of weight froo desirable norms is not significant 
o 
3.46 ! 6.7% out the level ~f fat is high 30.01 :t 21.26. This 0 
highlights both the high level of white fibre and its resultant 
effect on the aerobic power of the individuals and also the 
overall poor muscle tone due to reduced level of red muscle 
fibre. 
In ~eneral the main probleQ of aircrew is the sendentary nature 
of their job, identified in the f'olloli ing chapter, resul ting in a 
lack of muscle tone and increase in body fat. A simple series of 
calesthelilics may greatly improve this situation and relieve much 
of the prevalent back and neck strain due to poor flexion and 
CIObility in these areas. hlein et al (977) sU6gested there 
might be little advantage froo fitness in tolerance to +Gz 
physiologically but indications are that physical fitness would 
enhance mechanical efficiency of the individual and alleviate 
these problems. This liQuId obviously necessitate an increase in 
exercise but not a punitive regime! 
The dangers of a general approach to physical fitness could have 
an effect in two ways, the prescribed remedy could be too little 
for some, too much for others and in both cases not be 
sufficiently specific to satisfy needs. Each individual ilas 
varying strengths and wealmesses as stated earlier and each 
individual illiS developed personal strategies to accommodate them 
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and still portray efficien~y. The continuing theme of this study 
will be to evaluate these individual factors of fitness, health 
and stress and their relationship. 
A fat paunch never bred a subtle mind. 
AnoylOous Greek Writer 
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Physical work t:an be graded simply in a descriptive way by rest, 
sedentary 'Iork, light work, .aoderate Ilork and heavy \lork. 
HO\lever, this form of diser-iptioll is only appl'oxioate and 
subjective, and largely useless in i scientific evaluation of 
work intensity in airerell. To at:i1ieve a more 4uantifiable 
measure of work intensity, heart rate recordings were considered 
a suitable forln for assessing tile illtensity or physical activity 
during work in airt:rew. Earlier \lork carried out to monitor and 
recope "ardiae f'epOllSes to mental and physit:al stress in military 
pe rsonnel has s ho 1111 that po rtable ECG f'eeord ins sys terns can ;;i ve 
b ood signals ulldep a wide [-anse 01' 'a"tive' pllysiologic;al and 
environmental t:ondi tions. 
In addi tion work results ff'om tllis part 01' the study would sef've 
tile dual purpose of broadenin~ the background of the evaluation 
of the relationship of the physiologic;al and pyst:i1ological 
fat:tors in stress as disc;ussed in Chapter 2. 
'rhe work was car pied out in tllO situations; in the flight 
simulator lihere c;ontrol of a variety of simulated I~ork tasks alld 
emergencies c;ould be cart'ied out; and sec;ondly in the air where 
tabulation of timings and events Ilere rec;orded using a portable 
tape recorder. OIle additional feature of the simulator 
evaluations was the perceived stf'ess or workload form (see 
Appendix 3). The purpose of this forlOl allowed both rec;ording of 
incidents taking place in the Simulator and it also permitted tile 
individual t:f'eli member the opportunity to subjet:tively assess his 
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,lOrkload at each partieular - "lain incident. Comparison betweell 
tilis personal pereeption and tile ECG recoc'dings then took plaee 
later. This part of the experiment was not_ possible with 'live', 
sorties as a diary of events had to be taken from the voice tapes 
at a later date. 
'l'he normal 'sortie' time of either the simulator flights or live 
flights is approximately 1.1/2 hours from take-off to landing;. 
Preparation and debrief on a simulator flight is approximately 
30 mins either side of t:lis time. On a live sortie preparation 
and debrief can be as flIueh as 1 hour either side. Thus the 
build-up in both events can be lanES and labourious, as can tile 
debrief. 
Tnis study \las carcied out on one of tile UK's front line 
airfields lIilere a 24 hour state of readiness is maintained by a 
number of air'crew. They are l~noHCI as the quiek reaetion aireraf't 
(I,lHiI) I7laintaining a 'fire-brigade' posture. Heaction times can 
therefore be 1"or'et;JiOr'tened and flying times lengthened by 3 or- 4 
hours by in flight refuelling. Regrettably operational 
eonstraints prevented allY recorded data, on sueh QRA 'live' 
sorties. But simulated WRA training sorties IIllicll arc part 01" 
tile standard praetiee were recorded and the results are diseussed 
aecordingly. Any reference to live QRA sorties ar'e anecdotetal. 
alld based on experiellee by individuals. 
The air'eraft coneerned in this study is the Phantom jet fighter, 
whiell has a crew of' two, pilot and naVigator, wilo sit in tandelfl 
one behind the other. Nei ther the pilots posi tion nor the 
naVigators position could be determined spaeious with every 
coneeivable area around each seat taken up with instruments, 
_ Z5_ 
• 
4 The " Real" working environmen t. 
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knobs and switches. To add to the navigators discomforture is 
the fact that 901 of nis forward vision is obscured by 
instruments and the rear of the pilots ejection seat. These 
seats are functional, firm with minimal comfort, and for obvious 
safty reasons each cre~1 member is restrained by chest safety 
harnesses an::! leg res traints. 
To add to the constrained working environment of the aircraft 
cockpit both cre\'/ members wear flying clothing on three layers. 
The inner layer is the regulation 'bunny suit' which is a heavy 
knit under wear, next comes the normal flying overall and due to 
the many hours of over-flying water tile outer layer is an 
immersion suit witll sealed feet, wrists and neck. The flying 
helmet or 'bone dOr:Je' cOIJplements the outfit weighing on its 01111 
0-9 Ibs. 
Tile physical stress fror:J his working environment and clothing 
alone presents considerable problems for the phySically less fit. (}) 
4.2 I'Jethods 
Thirty - eight aircrew, all fixed wing, participated in this part 
of the study. The group consisted of 22 pilots and Ib 
navlbators. Tile inbala!lue of pilots to naVigators was caused by 
the fact that recordings and moni toring was volountary 11I1icll 
lIIeant in some situations both members of a cre'l would not 
necessarily both volounteer. In addition simulator sorties were 
taken by inaividuals 011 an opportunity basis to fulfil particular 
training taSks, which frequently resulted in crews not being 
regular pairs. This would prevent SOIJe c rells being moni tored as 
pairs because tIle pilot or naVigator may have been monitored 
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S. Th~ Phantom Simulat o r 
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pr'eviously. So only vlher'e it was considered necessar'Y for' 
standar'dization of a pr'evious r'ecor'ding would he be monitor'ed 
again. 
The mean age of the gr'oup was 29.b3 ~ 5.21 years. 
Of the 30 air'cr'ew measur'ed it lIas possible to r'ecor'd only 9 of' 
them in both situations, simulation and live. The simulator' 
tasks and sOr'ties all had a basic fr'alaewor'k as identified on the 
fOr'm at appendix 3. DUr'iIlg each sOr'tie the particular' task was 
inser'ted and the time elapsed lOar'ked opposite. Thus the ECG 
r'ecor'ding when analysed could be compar'ed with the r'ecor'd of 
events for' any r'elationship. Also on this fOr'm wer'e a ser'ies of 
scor'e tables on which each individual after' a simulator' sOr'tie 
Has r'equested to inser't an apPr'opr'iate scor'e for' his SUbjective 
assessment of his wQr'kload aIld per'ceived str'ess for' that 
par'ticular' task. This was not done for' the live sorties as voice 
tapes had to be analysed to dicover tasks and time sequenees with 
the r'esultantdelay. 
The Oxf'or'd r'iediloG alllbulator'Y ECG r'ecor'din[; system (Oxfor'd 
Medical Systems Ltd) was used for all r'ecordings. The r'ecor'der's 
selected Here the 4-24 type lIith C-120 magnetic cassettes and 
/ r·jedicotest electr'odes. The r'ecorder's, in small cases (12 x 10 x 
41/2 cm) ~ler'e wOr'n by subjeets ar'ound their' waist, against the 
skin, under' their' flying clothing;. Two standar'd ECG che~t leads 
Vler'e used. A display monitol' lIas used for' initial explor'ation 
wi th the f'ir'st f'eH subjects to deter'mine the optimal posi tions 
for' the leads. 
The ECG tape r'ecor'ds obtained wer'e analy~ed on the computer' 
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analyser in the Cardiology Department, Edingburgh Royal 
Infirmary. Both visual display and printouts were obtained to 
determine Ilhether the records would be of good enough quality for 
accurate read in.,; of heart rate changes, indentification of 
arrhythmias, the occurrence and frequency of ectopics and any 
other possiDle abnormalities. 
In most instances recorders were affixed to the subjects before 
the briefing for the sortie, simulated or otherl-tise. Similarly 
Hhel'e possible the recorder' Has allowed to run for a short wllile 
after the sortie. 
The flying time of toe average sortie (live and simulated) lasted 
betlleen one and t\lO hours during which the subjects I/ere involved 
in a nUf.1ber' uf tasks. Vii thin the simulator sortie the various 
inputs of workload tasks would involve training emergencies such 
as engine fires, or various system failures but for obvious 
reasons unless by coincidence live sorties involved the (lormal 
air defence role of seeking possible hostile aircraft, 
identifying, and sir-wlatin.,; a 'kill' if necessary. The simulator 
trip also had tile primary task of training tile necessary tasks of 
identifyil~ searching, and eliminating if necessary. 
A total of 57 recoraings of individuals in both situations I/ere 
taken. This number included ten re-tests for standardization and 
nine live sur'ties. Also for' cotJparison and interest six of the 
original ~H recordings Here done with the pilot and navigator in 
reversed roles, this beinG a regular training activity to permit 
each to familiarize himself with the others role and workillg 
environment. 
A cross section of the recordings and their analysis is given in 
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6. The Oxford Medilog (ECG Monitor) . 
the following results. 
4.3 Results 
Fifty-one of the fifty seven recordings were of good quality. The 
remaining six had slight abnormabities on tracing, but these were 
identified by the techllician and an overall analysis was still 
possible from printouts. It was considered muscle interference 
as the most likely cause, the common feature being that 5 of the 
G uere pilots possibly giving the excess movement with the 
control column. 
The printouts were analysed for any ectopics or abnormal 
features. As would be expected in such a healthy, fit and 
medically screened group no abnormal features or ectopics were in 
evidence. The main cardiac reponses were, as expected, increases 
in heart rate in gener'al and variation in rate according to basal 
fitness, envlronment (live or simulated), and changes in subjects 
activity and inducted tasks. There was little obvious difference 
between heart activity in a live or Simulated situation, probably 
indicating normal physological arousal effects, typical in all 
flight situations, to facilitate increased blood flow and 
increased oxygen intake and uptake, with associated rises in 
blood pressure and Circulating levels of catecholamines. 
Each print out was also analysed for five other features namely 
the average work or arousal level (WH), the maximum peak rate, 
(PR) the lo\"/est rate (LR), the take off peak ('1'/0) and the 
landing peak (L) The mean and standard deviation for the group 
features were established (Table 2). 
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, 
It· 
~, 
" . ',~, 
OTAL 
2.0-29) N.=22 
.. Years 
3 . .0-39) N=16 
<it years 
(IIIR) 
+ . 85.26-16.11 
79.45: 5.72 
+ 93.25-21. 47 
(PR) 
1.06.32:16.4 
1.03 • .09:9.51 
1.09.25:21 • .09 
(LR) (T/D) ( L) 
83.26:13.25 1.01 • .05:14.26 + 98.84-13.7! 
81 • .09:8.83 99.27:1.0.1 + 96.36-8.98 
88.5:17.11 1.05.5:18.64 1.02.25:17.9 
.}' -------------------------------------------------------------------
IL.oTS N=22 
-----
2.o-29)N=12 
Years 
~, 
+ 89.45-17.72 
+ 79.66-4.95 
3.o-39)N=l.o 1.o1.2:~.o.22 
Years 
2.o-29)N=l.o 
'!o; Years 
i;~ . 
3.o-39)N=6 
~ 
I 
+ 79.5-11.26 
+ 115.6-19.94 
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+ 84.18-15.29 
+ 77.66-8.97 
+ 1.03.27-15.33 
+ 1.02.4-11. 76 
+ 96.,.14.96 
+ 1.02.18-15.3] 
+ 95-1.0.82 
+ 98-5.66 
+ 88-11.:43 
Analysis of these 5 heart rate feature with-in the group, other 
than the interesting comparisions of age range and job it is 
noted that the mean (PR) was only 106.32 !. 16.4 bpm. With 
reference to table 3 it can be seen that in general work 
intensity would only be graded as moderate. Only occasionally 
and for brief periods of time during monitoring on live sorties 
was lleart-rate seen to move into what is defined as h~avy work 
intensity. 
Table 3 GradinG of work intensity based on energy expenditure & 
heart-rate (indicative values in adult males) 
Work 
Intensity 
Light 
I';oderate 
Heavy 
VeryHeavy 
~lets 
3 
3-4.5 
4.6-7 
7 
ENERGY EXPENDITURE 
V0 2 (Litres/I,an) 
1.0 
1.0-1.4 
1.5-2.0 
2.0 
25 
26-30 
51-75 
75 
(B"ea ts/min) 
100 
100-124 
124-150 
1-50 
Compiled frolD various sources (WHO) 
Refering to table 2 it can be noted that as heart rate is an 
indicant of work rate that in virtually all situations the upper 
age range (30-30) has a mean higher rate. The exception to this 
rule is when the job situation is analysed in age ranges the 
navigators in age range (30-39) show a reduction in heart rate 
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in all situations compared to navigators (20-29). This mKY be 
the influence of experience but another possibility is that 2 of 
the group (30-39) had recently completed ground tours in the 
simulator - making possibly this experience an influence on the 
results. 
When the two features of take-off and landing are analysed and 
compared between job situations it was seen that in the younger 
group (20-29) navigators had higher levels than the pilots. But 
the more experienced navigators had lower levels,a possible 
indication of experience and adaption. 
The arousal level (WR) was higher in the upper age range (30-39) 
even when comparisions are made I;i th in job designiations. 
Despite this there was no significant difference in the range 
betHeen (I-IR) and peak rate (PH). Equally there ~Ias no significant 
difference between peak rate (PR) and the lowest rate (LR) 
between tlletHo age groups. 
Cornparisions between live and si:nulated sorties did sll 0 1"1 a 
significant difference in the peak rate (PH) but the other four 
features sholted little difference. The rew 'live' sorties 
recorded prevents any definite conclusions on this aspect to be 
reached as varyine; factors would affee teach individual on each 
live sortie. Operational constraints prevented any positive 
standardization of this part of the study. 
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7. The Simulator control console . 
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4.4 AIRCREW REPORTS and RECORDINGS 
WR: Work rate or arousal PR: Peak rate 
-
~Lowest I/O: Take-off 
~ Landing ) = BPM . E '" Exercise Category 
-
FIG 9: I 
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To analyse each heart-rate recording and to assign a 
value for work-rate (WR) a general approximation to the 
average rate was taken. In addition the lowest rate (LR) was 
taken.daningthe pe~iod~of~the.actual sortie was complete 
when lower values could be identified. 
The pilot in Fig 9.1 prior to this sortie in the simulator had just 
completed 2 live sorties so he was already complaining of fatigue. His trace 
throughout exhibits constant work adaption and re-adaption. Note also the 
sizeable difference between the work-rate and the lowest rate a feature that a, 
other t~aces will show correlated highly with the factors of fatigue, poorer 
physic~l fitness, and inexperience either singly or collectively. This pilot wa, 
experienced but fatigue was making his work performance inefficient although 
outwardly his performance was judged competent. Pilot (9.2) on the otherhand w, 
FIG 9.2 
.. _._---- •.. _---'--;-----;- ._,---
; . 
.; . 
() 
also experienced but also physically fit and his 
trace shows very little difference between WR and 
LR indicating a more efficient work performance 
with less stress. 
Individual perception of stress endorsed thi 
as Pilot (9.1) considered he was never less than 
4 (mod) throughout and as high as 6 during the 
hydraulics failure Pilot .(9.2) considered he was 
no more than 5 even duing the holding pattern. 
-
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jus comp prior to this 
simulator sortie but the feature of his trace is the similarity between his 
WRand LR. He is both experienced and physically fit but despite local 
fatigue the even trace would suggest a more efficient work performance. Even 
during take-off which included a system failure he felt the stress to be less 
than 5 (mod). When the canopy blew open unexpectedly he stated he felt stressel 
but the sudden rise in heart-rate is understandable in this siutation. 
His navigator (9.4) with the inexperience of his years still demonstrates 
reasonably even trace. Possibly his physical fitness being an important facto: 
in counteracting his inexperience. He stated that he considered the take-off 
to be stressful at 6 (High). This situation of high stress perceived by 
navigators" I G 9:4 
~: ·Niv 23yrs 
I -.-
Scrani·BMi 
: :'.: ::L::i· 
E .. Regular 
I. , -: 
particularly young navigators was common in the inexperienced. 
FIG 9:5 
--------- . 
o 
The sortie involving navigator (9.5) and pilot (9.6) was done with each 
situated in reverse roles. This situation probably accounts for the effects 
of muscle action on the trace of the navigator due to the many and nervous 
movements of the control column. He considered himself to be working a~ a 
level of not less than 5 (Mod) throughout. As could be expected in an un-
familiar role there are frequent adaptions and re-adapt ions which ultimately 
resulted in simulated ejection. 
Similarly the pilot (9.6) in the reversed role also indicated an effic-
ient work performance and at the conclusion stated he was mentally taxed. He 
considered his stress level throughout to be 5 (Mod) often 6 (High). The 
difference between WR and LR is also significantly higher. 
FIG 9:6 
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FIG 9: 7 
The navigator (9.7) flying with pilot (9.8) is graded physically fit and 
experienced demonstrates the advantage of simulator experience. Despite 
having been assigned to a ground tour. For the past 18 months. with no flying, 
during a one week re-familiarisation involving this sortie he shows an 
efficient work trace. It is suggested that his previous practical experience 
is completed by a previous ground tour as a simulator instructor. His 
perceived stress level was a maximum of only 5 (Mod) at the 2nd intercept and 
also the 
r . '. . ., . ,. ., 
------~-~~----------------~--~~--~ "I -: ••.. -... -•. ~- .! 
Pilot 30Y'S :. E: Occ ... 
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" 
. . 
. SysterTis . 
. if aflure' ,. 
.• to ••.• ! 
',. _:.:':L-; , ',.i . 
..... , 
1. • " • ~": : ;.: 
engine fire. His pilot (9.8) with a reduced active life-style indicated a 
level of 6 (High) during the engine failure although being experienced with 
many Phantom flying hours. His high arousal level maybe indicative of a 
poorer physical condition in addition to individual personality type. 
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FIG 9: 9 
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Both the pilot (9.9) and navigator (9.10) in 
relatively inexperienced on this aircraft type. The pilot considered his lev~ 
of stress in general to be 5 (Mod) rising up to 6 (High) at the engine fire. 
Displaying the individuauty of perceived stress the navigator (9.10) stated 
that he felt the 1st missile profile to be 7 (High) with the engine fire as 
only 5 (Mod). There is a noted drop in work rate by the navigator at the 2nd 
missile profile suggesting a learning curve and influence. 
FIG 9:10 
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Pilot (9.11) exhibits simil~r features to pilot (9.8) with a high 
arousal level but no significant difference between the WR and LR. But the 
physical fitness level in both individuals, indicated by an activity level 
of sedentary and occasional respectively may suggest a possible relationship. 
But outwardly they both display competent performances in their jobs. A more 
active lifestyle may reduce their arousal levels but both have identifiably 
similar personality traits of heightened aggression and dominace in their 
personality analysis. 
The navigator (9.12) crewing with 9.11 does exhibit a more even level 
FIG 9: 12 
of work throughout but neither considered 
their work level greater than 4 (Mod). An 
ioteresting feature is-the almost identic 
al pattern at the R.H. Gear lock and d~nd­
ing pba~e with 'h~ greater intensity dis-
played by the less active pilot. 
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FIG 9: 13 
This sortie involved a young 
inexperienced pilot (9.13) on his firs 
week on an operational squadron. 
Personal pressures to perform effic~~ 
ntly would be considerable. The even 
trace of skillful action and experienc 
are replaced by indications of cons tan 
adjustment with fluctuating heart-rates. a more than 
normal series of emergencies in addition to demanding flying exactitudes 
with instruments alone. His perceived stress was never less than 4 (Mod) 
but mainly 6 (High). His navigator (9.14) was also inexperienced but the 
emphasis was on pilot workload so he \-=- ___ c-; considered his stress level to () 
be little more than 3 (Mod). This seems contrary to the frequent waves on 
the trace and significant difference between WR and LR. But this may under-
line the psychological component of stress being the major factor as opposed 
to the physiological factor. 
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FIG 9:15 
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This sortie with Pilot (9.15) and navigator (9.16) again indicates 
inexperience as a COmmon factor in individuals showing traces indicating 
inefficient work performance. But in addition as activity level reduceso 
there also appears to be an indication of an increase in the difference 
between WR and LR. Also noticiable in this sortie is again the increased 
heart-rate in the'~xperienced pilot. This feature was seen to modify in 
navigators with experience with no apparent answer other experience. Also 
noticed in this sortie is their varience of perceived stress indicated by 
the trace at the fire and eventual ejection phase. The pilot reacts 
qUicker to its discovery and as captain of the aircraft has the decision 
to 7j 7ct if ~ecessary. The navigator who is excluded from the internal dr~cm1aslnosn-a,\a\1 n:hle'1,cste°cf sl eOle Ithuen fiV <th eonpci'l cfte "<fe1,;,n~ stotot~ej eec,\e.r gen cy 
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FIG 9: 17 
o 
Pilot (9.17) shows once again the 
relationship between physically active 
lifestyles and indications of efficient 
work performance. However even traces 
don't necessarily indicate stress free 
workloads. Pilot (&.17) stated a perce-
ived stress level of 6 (High) at the 
systems failure. 
In discussion the navigator (9.18) spoke of a stress level of 6 (High) 
throughout the sortie particularly during interceptions. The recording 
reflects his constant adjustment and the significant difference between WR 
and LR. What is important to mention is that the navigator was still 
recovering from a wrist injury with badly damaged tendons. An important 
requirement for the navigator is highly skilled manipulative movements with 
the radar control joystick during interceptions. This explains the high 
workload pressure but it also demonstrates the constraints on performance 
FIG 9: 18 
I' 
o 
when motor function is impaired. 
.. 
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FIG 9: 19 
o 
Fig 9.19 and 9.20 are comparisons 
of the same pilot with recordings from 
two separate simulator sorties and two 
different navigators. The pilots per-
ceived stress is similar in both ins-
tances 6 (High) at the landing phase. 
The overall stress level in both was 
4 (Mod). There is no significant difference between either the WR and LR 
readings individually or in one sortie comapred to the other. 
FIG 9:20 
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FIG 9.21 
In looking at the navigator (9.22) with the pilot (9.21) there are no 
significant features different. from those previously described on a physically 
active experienced individual. The only anomally is the LR of 60 near the 
beginning of the recording of the navigator but the even level of the 
remainder of the trace indicates that it is an exception. 
FIG 9.22 \ "-,.-,,,.~-.,...........--~ ._-----
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This pilot (9.23) again dispalys a high arousal level which maybe both 
influenced by hi lack of physical lifestyle and also a personality trait. It is 
noted after a period of adaption the rate comes down to a more reasonable level 
although still high. Outwardly he is judged to be both competent and efficient 
by his contemporaries. He stated his level of perceived stress at the engine 
failure to be high at 7 but only as 5 (Mod) at the earlierpart of the sortie 
despite the high rate of 146 bpm. 
This navigator (9.24) shows a relatively even trace throughout and a self-
ju~ged leve~ of,never g,eater than 3(Mod): His simulator sortie is used in comp 
arlson to hlS Ilve sortle (9.25) to ldentlfy any significant differences. 
FIG 9: 24 
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The initial sortie by navigacor (9.25) was abor~d after a fuel leak gave 
rise to a possible fire in the aircraft while still on the ,ground. The 
perceived stress at this pOint was only considered to be 5 (Mod). 
Once the sortie was underway in the afternoon the most significant 
feature is the general increase in heart-rate in all situations compared to 
to simul,I!l:t,o.,. .. B,O!" ~~e~,_ ·,1,',. i 1'1 d'!, '_'1',' "I. ,I, "',"! " T' " ';"" 
. ;. ~ l.!~.!.! iq, I ' . (i '; ,1;, •• ; 
But these increases are on average no greater 
than 10-15%. The perception of stress was 
highest during the low level chase but even thi 
was only considered as 5 (Mod). Even the diff-
erence between WR and LR was not significantly 
higher. These similarities were common in all 
of the live sorties recorded regardless whether 
the individuals were physically active or less 
so, individually the changes were proportionally 
simr'lar. j/ 
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FIG9:26 
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ien~.ed crew Who bot:h all; E.Hdentary in life-
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i~yle. The na~igator has the advantage of having just completed a tour of 
duty in the Phantom simulator. What is obvious on the pilots recording is the 
constant adaption throughout. At the debrief he indicated his stress level to 
be 6 (High) at the two main featured emergencies. This again identifies a 
possible relationship between exercise category and efficient work performance. 
However as previously in (9.7) the navigator displays how experience has a 
strong influence on performance and the highest perceived stress by the 
navigator is only 5 (Mod) during the system failure. This again highlights the 
variance of perceived stress within the same situation. 
F I G 9:27 
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4.5 DISCUSSIOH 
Not being aole to standardize the recorainGs of the 'live' 
sorties is a \leakness of this part of the study making the depth 
of study concentrate on \lork on the sil"ulator sorties. As 
~entioned in the introduction to this chapter comparisons of the 
five features between 'live' and 'siGlulated' sortie on the 9 
recordings revealed little significant difference between tl1em 
except the peal: rate (PH) ;'lhi<;]1 on averaGe was 10% higher than 
simulator peaj( heart rates. The deGree of difference was 
influenced stron~ly ~y tIle tasks involved. 
~.24 allQ 9.~5 identify this ~iff'erence but 
arousal rate is 10Her ill tile live sortie. 
Reference to Fig 
note the average CD 
Comparisions betileen age ranges (~O-29) and (30-39) does indicate 
a higher arousal 
iderltifies this as 
rate for tire latter group. Literature 
the noc'mal plrysiolosical reponse in age to 
accommodate tile natural ;t reduction in oxygen uptake. Thus to 
I'ro['k harder it I/ould be necessal'Y to increase the heart ['ate to 
maintain tile necessar'y level uf \lurk. The poorer physical 
condltion in the older group is s11ol'/n to work to iris detriment in 
Fig 9.1 Here the subject S1101/S a series of peaks and troughs 
whicl1 over a prolonged period of time degrade llis efficiency. 
The better conditioned younger pilot Fig 9.2 ShOHS similar work 
rate but IGaintains this level, rising only Hhen induced by a 
particular tas>~. 'I'his resul ts in a more efficient expenditure 
of phYSical energy. 
Similary in tIle older group (fig 9.3) where physical condition 
has been Inaintained by regular exercise the peaks and troughs are 
1 nn 
not so evident. This effeet of higher peaks and t['oughs reflects 
a reduction in the physical work eapaeity for the airerew 
cOlleerned, In aneeootal conver'sation \.,here aircrell are involved 
in eompressed perioas of duty, e.g. laoek exercise war gaoles, 
neeessi ta ting the average flying hours to double or even triple 
the older group even ~/ith the advantage of experience lose the 
"appetite' to fly sooner tl1en their younger eontempories •. 
\il1en placed in reversed role situations (fie; ~.3 and 9.2) the 
effect on efficiency is as expeeted, raised heart rate, 
inefficient Qovements (possible cause of artefacts on pilot 
trace). TIle constant work-load eventually results in overload 
and the resultant eje(;tion. 50th individuals Vlere mentally and 
physically tired by the end of' tile sor'tie. 'rilis resul t ~/as (;OIllIlJOn 
to all such situations monitored. Despite the unusual I/orkload 
der:land the Iwrk rate (;ould only ue itlentif'ied as moderate. 
The influence of experienee 011 efficien(;y is shown where two 
navigators Vlith past recent exper'ien(;e on simulators as primary 
/. roles eXllibit neglisible I/or'k ['ate (fig '9.7 and 9.27). 
TVlO, IJilots (';.11 and ;1.23) in the older age groulJ shol., heart rates 
during average workload of 116 and l2~bpm respectively. Botlllead 
sedentary lifestyles witll mihimal exer(;ise. They are both judged 
by their peers as competent and efficient to an above average 
level. HOllever since the 'maximum' and the resulting' heart rate 
are fixed values at a biven age and sex (Astrand and Rodahl 1970) 
the heart rate attained during worl, reflects the relative load, 
that is, the fitness of the subject. Possibly an exercise 
lifestyle 1I0uld modify their arousal or work rate level to more 
desirable indices and make them more effieient. 
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i~ith r-efer-ence to fig 9.11 and ~.12. note the identical patter-n 
1-
r-ecor-ded dur-ing the phase wher-e the r-ig~hand landing gear- sticks ~ 
pr-ior- to landing. Tile mor-e physically fit subject has much less 
CD 
elevation dur-ing this phase and thus less car-diovascular- str-ess. 
Ther-e is a noticeable levelling of the Ileart tr-aces with 
exper-ience, exhibiting mor-e efficient and contr-olled ener-gy 
expenditur-e. The effect of inexper-ience is clear-ly seen in fig 
~.13 r-anging to the exper-ience identified in Fig q.27 It C0 
should be r-emember-ed houever-, that the hear-t r-ate maybe 
significantly influenced by factor-s other than the metabolic 
rate, such as ambie.lt air- tenlper-atur-e, emotional status, muscle 
I!;roups used in the work, wor-k posi tion, amount of 'static' wor-k 
involved, etc. Consequently the heart r-ace in pr-actical wor-k 
should not be inter-pr-eted dir-ectly in terms of ener-gy 
expenditur-e but should r-ather- be explained as the str-ain in the @ 
car-diovascular system. 
Inter-pr-etation of these r-ecordings do indicate a r-elationship 
between hear-tr-ate and physcial condition. Par-ticular-ly in the 
older- gr-oup (30-39) where exercise is neglected, with the cD 
r-esultant degr-adation of fit.less, such individuals have hear-t 
tr-aces similar- to the young inexper-ienced air-cr-ew. As a 
conseqence any benefi t of experience is neutr-alized gi v ins many 
'peaks' and tr-oue;hs as well as a r-aised ar-ousal level to incr-ease 
the str-ess on the car-diovascular- system (fig; 9.1, 9.11 and 9.23) 
Another- possible cOllclusion Ulay also be r-eached fr-om this 
pr-inciple in that the younger- gr-oup who simliary neglect their-
physical fitness maybe str-essing tlleir- adaption capabilities 
r-educing their- over-all efficiency (fig 9.6, 9.8, 9.10 and 9.16) 
Analysis of the heart rates to grade tlle intensity of physical 
Hork in aircre\-/ must derive the follo,line;: 
a) Overall ,Iork intensity lIould be Graded no Greater tilan 
~oderate (This is taking account of the averaGe 101 increase fro~ 
the "li ve "recoruings") 
b) Experience does have a stronG influence in reducing workload 
stress. 
c) Physit.;al fitness also sho\ls an influen"e in tile work pattern 0 
d) The arousal level rises as aGe increases suggesting possibly 
1Il0r'e emphasis is recluic'ed on physical fitness to keep it within 
desic'able levels. 
e) A oegc'auatlon of irlClivioual physical fitness results in all 
increase in stress due to impaired rnotor performance (see fig 
9.10) 
Tne trarlsactlonal model 01' stress is GC"apllically yualified by 
these heart-rate recordings. They SilOVl the illdividuality of the 
perception of str'eus and inoicate the possible determinants as 
. 
age, experience, psychic factors of at ti tude and moti vai ton and 
·physical factors of botlJ physiological and mechanical components. 
Wnen pel'ception was poor because of false confidence, Hhen the 
situation ultimately indUced a response, the size of and effect 
of the stressf'ul situation was invariably greater. 
Also ther'e is evidence tilat a high ar-ousal rate is not 
necessarily detrimental to Ilork perfor'maw.;e in fact it maybe 
necessary (see fig ~.2]). Tnls again underlines the individual 
make-up of the stress pllenoraenon. ',ihetller a 100re active lifestyle 
would lower this ac'ousal rate but still maintain the indiVidual 
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work efficiency is open to investigaton. Unquestionably a 
lowering of the heart rate to a more desirable rate would reduce 
the strain on the physiological systems of the individual. 
Using tile heart rate criteria for evaluating the 
psychophs iological reponse to stressful si tua tions has endorsed 
much of the perceived stress and potentially stressful situation 
related in Chapter 2. 'l'he manoeuvre of landing and taking off as 
expected are readily identifiable with peak Ileart rates 
indicating high I/ork rates with resultant stress influences. 
Also noticable during these tV/O phases is the generally higher 
rates of the youllger navigators (20-2:;) compared to the younger 
pilots. 'I'his emphasises the effect of' the deprivation of' the 
important factor whicll enhances the stress influence, that of 0 
poo I' phys i cal feed back. 
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'I'he raind has breat influenee over tbe body, and 
maladies often have their origin there. 
Eal1ere (1665) 
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5. PSYCHOLOGICAL ~AKE-UP OF AIRCRE~ 
5.1 Introduction 
As stated by Lager (974) aircr'el/ reliability is related to 
'Behaviour' to a far higher degt'ee than to 'Ability'. 
Reliability and "Behaviour" will in general be a function of wide 
variety of personality traits, of training and experience. Each 
individual is off course unique and continously chang;ing. (!) 
'Personali ty hOllever', can be structured in a comprehensible 
numuer of syndroJ:les', br'oups of traits or persons with a high 
correlation of descriptive variables with-in the g;roup. If one 
or l;lOre of tiIese characteristics have a Significant variation in 
CL tIe a s ton e "r e 1 i a b i 1 i t Y " d i l1i ens ion the n ~I e will h a v e a 
reliability or efficiency description and prediction. 
Taking the above statements as a premise in any study of factors 
relatin!:; to ail'creVl efficiency particulary at an individual 
level, it was obvious the psycholog;ical factor was a 1:1.ost 
important ingredient in the relationship of health, fitness and 
stress and their influence on il1dividual efficiency. 
The problem Vlhich now arose Vias which personality inventory would 0 
be most valid in measuring the various characteristics in an 
aircrel"/ gr'oup. ¥lith r'efecence abain to Lager (1974) he chose the 
"Minesota MultiphaSiC Personality Inventory " (MNPI) which proved 
in his study to serve the purpose desired. But one major fault of 
the I,H~PI is that although a well established in~trument it was 
oriented principally to the pathological features. ~Ihile it can 
p~ovide a significant amount of information ~t the syndrome 
level, it fails to deal wit!I nonpathological features of 
- - - - - 1 OF - - -- - - -_. - - -- - - -- _. - - - -
personality stru<:ture. In doing so , it misses out a significant 
portion of the total picture. 
The 16 Personality Factor Questionnaire (16PF) was also 
dis<:ounted because although it did cover a span of normal 
personality fun<:tions some areas were still neglected. But an 
evolution of the lbPF did appear to be suitable, the Clinical 
Analysis Questionnaire (GAQ). Tile CA~ Wlli<:h was developed to 
meet the need for a single illstrument that would simultaneously 
measure norl~al anti pathologi<:al trait levels and provide a full, 
multidimensional profile'of the individual. 
The CAQ has 272 <.juestions, 120 in pal't 1 of the test, \'Ihich 
<:overs the normal personality stru<:ture, and 144 in part 11 of 
the test, which covers the depression and pathological traits. 
Part 1 or Form A is derived from the questions orignally used in 
the Forla A of tile 16 PP, approximately 50;.\ of the <.juestions are 
orignal 16PF <.juestions but the remainder have been modified from 
other parts of the l6PF or 
the GAQ is entirley ne,l 
""fWtJE 
totally ne.., in concept. The Form B of (j) 
ill concept, based on the reported 
clinical symptomoloGY factors and refined over the years. 
Its validity for this study is also supported by studies already 
carried out on groups with similar working stress situations, 
namely air-traffi<: control specialists (Karson 1967) (Cobb, 196B) 
and workers screened for I/or'k in nuclear pOller plants (Krug, ® 
l'~7,8). Tllese professions re<.juire constant attention to detail 
oc<:asionaly routine, but ea(;h has inherent stressful situations 
re<.juiring <.ju1<:k thought 1n a crisis sim11ar to flying. The CAQ 
also had the attraction of being administered either individually 
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I. 
or in a brouP. This perr:Jitted flexiDility in administering the 
test. In addition there is no time lir:Jit although generally it 
will take approximately two hours for an individual to complete 
tIle two forms. Tile ,!uestionnaire booklet is enclosed as Appendix 
4 .• 
5.2 Method 
A sub-group of aircrell lIilo pal'ticijJateci in tile ,Iork evaluation 
study (chapter 4) also voluntered to take part in the 
psychological assessment. The ,;roup consisted of 22 pilots and 
16 naVigators, all fixed wing aircrell. The mean age of the 
group was 2~.63~ 5.21 years. 
Each individual at the conclusion of the recorded sir:Julator 
sortie \1aS given one test booklet and one ansl'lcr sheet Appendix Q) 
4. He was requested to complete the questionnaire soonest, 
and if possible at one sitting. If' not possible to do both form 
A and B at one sitting they \Iere requested to do them 
individually. In most cases the ljuestionnaire was returned 
complete with-in 48 hours. 
'l'ile answer sheets ,Ier'e scored by band usirlg the scoring template 
supplied, ensuring ansllers llad been made to all questions. The 
raw scores are then converted to normative scores or stens (ie 
standard ten scores). Stens have a mean of' 5.5 in the reference 
population , a starldard deviation of 2, and a range betl'leen 1 and 
10. 
No ,!uestionllaire is immune from distortion vl!lether it arises from 
voluntary or unconscious sources. 1i1 th the belief that the best 
way to cOlltrol conscious tendencies to distort is to help the 
examinees see that accuracy is to his or her advantage as much as 
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that of the examiner', Kr'ug (1970) pr'oduced a self containedd 
validity scale. 'l'his is based on a similar' fr'amewor'k to the NJ.1PI 
F scale. Details r'egr'ading tilis V scale ar'e pr'ovided in the 
or'ignal r'esear'ch. 
Hone of the 3b r'eturns l'Ier'e invalidated USillg the protocol of a 
cut off scor'e of 2 (ie classifying Pr'otocols with a V scor'e of 3 
Or' higlJer' as invalid) Tllis r'emarks highly on the test taking 
attitude of the gr'oup. 
The nOr'mative scor'es v;er'e then r'ecor'ded on the individuals r'ecor'd· CD 
folder (Appendix 5) giving a gr'aphic portr'ayal of the test 
.data. In addition the scor'es wer'e tr'ansferr'ed to the second 
or'der' wOr'ksheet wher'e by using a sirnplified hand pr'ocedur'eof 
known validity coefficients the second or'der' factor's ar'e 
calculated. The r'esul ts can then also be Sr'apllically pOr'tr'ayed 
on the r'ecor'd folder'. Second or'der' factor'S do not give new 
infor'rnation in addition to the pr'imar'Y scor'es but they do 
organise the infor'laatio[l in helpful \lays to aid inter'pr'etation. 
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5.3 Results and Discussioll 
When the Form A raw score mearlS were compared with those of the 
" 
standardization sample from table 4, significant (differences 
emerged on nine primary factors, namely, A,B,C,E,I,L,lfJ,Ql and Q4. 
The aircrew were lower on A (Warmth), higher on B (Intelligence), 
higher on C, (emotional strength), higher on E (Dominance), lower 
on I (Sensitivity), higher on L (Suspiciousness), lower on M 
(Imagination), higher on Q1 (Radicalism) and higher on Q4 
(Tension). 
Form B, the Clinical Factors, when compared with ['aw score means 
from the standardization sample in Table 2, significant 
difference we['e identified ill eight of the twelve clincial 
aircrew were lower in Dl , (HYPot:hondriasis), lower in D2 
(suicidal Depression), higher in D3 (Agitation), lower in D4 
(Anxious Depression), lower in DS (Low Energy Dep['ession), lower 
in Db (Guilt and Resentment), higher in Pp (Psychopathic 
Deviation) and lower in Ps (pyschological Ina~equacy). 
Analysis of the aircrew and the group norms with reference to the 
16 Normal personality traits identify the aircrew as less warm 
than the average person (A-), a great deal more intelligent (B+) 
with more ego strength or emotional stability (C+) and more 
dominant (E+). They are less sensitive (1-), more suspicious 
(L+), lower in imagination (N+), more open to innovation, more 
radical (Ql') and higher in tension (Q4). 
J , 
, 
TABLE ~ RA,I SCORES I'.EAIIS AND S~'ANDAR[) DEVIATION ON FORI-: ~ CAQ 
Normal • Total Alrl.: ['e\l Aircrew 
Adult Ai rcrew (20-29) (30-3~) 
SYiWROI·;i'; Eales G rOUlJ 11=22 !I=lb (Av a5e 30) 1'=38 
J';ean so Eean SO ~1ean SO ~iean SD 
\.Jarmth A 7.73 2.tit! 6.05 2.4ll 5.91 2.61 6.2S 2 .2~ 
Intelll;;ence B 6.33 1.49 7.16 .74 7 .74 7.30 .69 
EI:Jotlonal Stablli ty C 12.13 2.71 12.89 2.15 12.64 2.71 13 .25 .03 
Dominance E 9.32 3.32 11.4~ 2.43 11.63 2.35 11 .12 2.52 
Inpul si v ity F 9.26 2.~~ 9.36 2.39 9.91 2.07 0.63 2.6u 
Conformity G 11.04 3.62 10.26 3.21 10.18 3.69 10. 3~ 2.39 
Boldness H 8.97 4.12 9.79 3.74 10.91 2.39 9.12 4.17 
Sensitivity I 6.9b 3.29 5.26 3.04 5.05 3.53 4.10 2.15 
Suspiciousness L 0.56 2.51 9.84 2.68 9.n 2.54 9 • -, 5 2.b6 
Imagination ~; 8.69 2.77 6.79 2.)0 7.55 2.06 7 1.94 
ShreHdness N 6.85 2.41 6.53 2.04 b .18 1.69 7 2.3) 
Insecurity 0 6.12 3.06 5.21 2.07 4.91 1.73 5.63 2.39 
Radicalism Ql 8.13 3.21 9.21 2.21 9.09 2.43 9.3ti 1. ti7 
Self-Sufl'lclency <.12 8.49 3.42 9.68 2.96 9.55 2. \10 ~.i:!b 3.U2 
Self-Discipline Q3 10.17 3.17 9.26 3.00 9.64 3.36 8.75 2.54 
Tension Q4 6.79 3.47 8.11 3.19 " .18 3.46 8 2.70 
• From CAQ Hanual Table 2.2._.- N=488 
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COI:lparison I/ithin the ai['(;rell br-oup also SilOH differences related 
to age. The older (30-39) Group are hibher in warmth (A+), higher 
in intelligelwe (8+) iligher in emotional stability (C+), 10l-ler in 
dOluillance (E) and 10l-ler in umpulsivity (F-). Also as a ~roup 
they are Iilor'e conforming than their Juniors (0+), r;Jore tough-
minded tough-miuoed 0-), less suspicious (L-) and less 
imaginative (1-.-) Shl'elldness is increased '-lith age (N+), 
insecurity is also increased (0+) as is radicalsim (QI+)' they 
are more self-sufficient ("2+) radi(;alism (QI+)' they are more 
self suffiecient (CI 2+), self discipline is de(;reased (Q3-) as in 
tension (Q4-)' 
Much of the aGove (;hanses call be attriouted to both maturity and 
tne effe(;ts of lifes experien(;es. ~['aits such as nigher 
intelligen(;e (13+), higher emotional stability (C+), iligher 
dOloina[1(;e (E+), less impulsivity (1-'-), 1:I()['e suspicious (L+), mor'e 
pra(;tical (1.;-), higher [>adicalism (~l+) and hisher self 
sufficiency (Q2+) as a brouP are of practical significance in 
what is desirable in aircrew. E4ually en(;ouraging is that as 
desc['ibed above, tllose traits, and some not mentioned, which are 
of little practical Significance, with age and maturity they also 
improve to the advantage of the indiVidual. 
An interesting feature Otl the primary factors is the higher' 
tension factor (Q4+)' 'I'his is known as an 'id' (general ergic 
need ie energy exeited in eXeess of tile ego strength capacity to 
discharge it, and Vlnich is therefore misdirected, cOllverted into 
psyehosomatic disturbanees, anxiety ete., and is generally 
disruptive of steady application and emotional balance. The 
level is higher ill the younGer group (20-29) and as cited by 
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Cattell (970) this undischaq;ed drive can be a function of the (j) 
level of situational, environmental fustration and difficulty. 
This would be in a<:cord with young, inexperienced aircrew having 
the pcessures of training; and suc<:ess in an extremely demanding 
job. It is noted tlmt as age in<:reases on averaGe this deGree of 
tension reduces, possibly due to the increase in experience and 
nat;ural redut:tion in ener6Y. These also appeared to be an 
unvalidated relationship between physical fitness and the tension 
level. 
In t:omparison with a study of aip traffic control personnel by 
Karson and O'lJell (974) tl1e aircrew broup are similar in 
personali ty make-up. 'l'ilis <:ompar'ison is gr'aphically portrayed 
with liiean S-stens l'lotted in fig 10 • 
.!,F-!..-I ~G!.......!I~O S-STEN SCORES AIRCREW GROUP .1Od ATC GROUP 
A 
B 
G 
H 
o 
LOW SCORE DESCRIPTION Average HIGH SCORE DESCRIPTION 
- • ATCGroup G]--e A I RCREW 
A: WARMTH 
G: CONFORMITY 
H: BOLDNESS 
M: IMAGINATION 
N: SHREWDNESS 
~~~~~~~~:::::;:dW~ ~:;:;::;::=:=¥=~~~~~~~=~ 0: INSECURITY 
01 ~~~~~~~~==i¥l=~~~~k~~~~~~~~J 01: RADICALISM 
02 ~~~~~-;?~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 02: SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
03 ~~~~~~~~~~~~""i~~*=~~~~~~~~~ 03: SELF-DISCIPLINE 
04 1:i:~:"'::...2~C;:;:::Z::l.L....JIL.--": ~..J:.~!At!~i!!i!~!E=2:l 04: TENSION 
Tile highe r dOr:linaClce (E+) in ai c'c rew l!ol:Jpared to the Air Traffic 
Controllers is significant but it is in accord with studies on 
airline pilots 
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(Cullen and Yeasa1. Also the increased tension 
(Q4+) s~ore by the airl!rew is in agreeoerlt with studies on airman 
(U.S. hilitary pilot l!aaets in tl'o.inill[.;) by Connery and Velhaver 
(unpub l6PF Handbook). 
SOIne results in a study ill the Australian Ail' Force (11ant, 19S9) 
suggested from a small sample that where E and H were loaded 
positively within tile Sroup it was not l!onsidered a recipe for 
successful trainillg. It is interesting to note both traits are 
mOdified in this aircrew sample witll age. 
'1'his l!ertainly fits the sterotype of the fit;htinb man compared to 
, 
4-
the airline pilot, iliSIl 011 ;I'nde p ende.l1ce, toughness, and 
dominance, and less responsiole and conforming than the 
corresponding airline pilot, Coclparisions with air controllers, 
who require and portray similar attributes to aircrew, show their 
personality traits to be much more alike to those of airline 
pilots then military pilots. 
An illteresting question is raised by this observation in that a 
sizable percentase of r:Jilitac'y air traffic controllers are failed 
aircrew. Possibly an identifiable weakness in a personality 
dimellsion is the cause of their failure since their physical 
aptitude in selel!tiol1 is well evaluated. 
Looking at the Clinical Factors the more significant differences 
are tllat aircrew al'e lo\/er in D1 , (Hypochondriasis), lower in D2 
(Suicidal Depression) higher in D3 (Agitated Depression), lower 
in D4 (anxious Depression). They are also lower in· DS (Low 
energy), D6 (Guilt and Resentment) lower in D7 (Boredom and 
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\vithdrawal), no significant difference inP a (Paraonia), but higher 
in Pp (Psychopathic Deviaiton). Also they are favourably lower in 
Sc (Schyophrenia) and AS (Psychasthenia) with a good level in 
the Ps (Psychological Inadequacy). 
This presents a sound clinical picture of a healthy, outgoing 
personality, full of a feeling of worth and a sound picture of 
reality. He doeB have very little depressive influences in his 
approach to life. This makes an ideal balance with his primary 
factors and in comparison to the general population he is 
superior in almost every repect for the sort of work for which he, 
has been selected. 
FIG 11 COMPARISON OF THE SECOND-ORDER fACTORS BY 
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(488 = N) Total 
Normal Males Aircrew 20-29 ~!::££~~i~2=~~1 
------------ -------
M Sp M S.O M S.D M S.O" 
1. Hypochondriasis 
°1 3.61 4.36 1. 26 2.61 .36 1.15 2.5 3.43 
2. Suicidal Depression D2 3.06 4.22 .95 2.33 1.55 2.9 .125 .33 
3. Agitated Depression D3 12.39 3.17 15.26 3.42 16.1 3.5 14.12 2.93 
4. Anxious Depression 
°4 5.98 3.57 3.47 2.76 2.72 2.56 4.5 2.69 
5. Low Energy 
°5 6.31 5.82 3.63 3.90 3.91 4.99 3.25 1.30 
6. Guilt & Resentment 
°6 5.42 4.35 3.32 2.18 3 2.52 3.75 1.48 
7. Bored Depression D7 4.47 3.84 3.74 2.07 3 2.26 4.75 1. 20 
8. Paramoia D9 5.10 3.84 4.68 2.79 4.82 2.92 4.5 2.6 
9. Psychopathetic 
Deviation Pp 15.28 3.56 18 2.25 18.73 2.42 17 1.5 
lO .. Schmophrenia Se 4.36 3.82 3.37 2.98 3.27 3.54 3.5 1. 94 
11. Psychosilenici As 6.51 4.11 5.74 3.45 5.45 3.94 6.13 2.57 
I 
, 
1 12 . Psychological 
Inadequacy Ps 4.80 4.53 2.37 1. 75 2.27 1. 81 2.5 1. 66 
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By factor analyziJ1G tlJe eOlTel tions amonG tite 26 primary scale 
scores it is possiule to find ;;ile seeolld o('oer factors. The 
l'esul ts are por;;rayeu Grapiti(;ally as Fig 11 above and siven in 
detail in table b. 
Mean 
S.D. 
EX 
5.34 
• 
-1.54 
(20-29) 5.67 
S.D. !1.52 
(30-39) 4.88 
S.D. :'1.45 
• 
AX 
5.63 
-1.48 
5.56 
• 
-1.71 
5.73 
:1.06 
eT 
6.13 
:1. 49 
5.99 
• 
IN 
6.16 
-1.48 
6.31 
6.34 5.95 
:1.23 :1.40 
+ 
SE 
5.18 
-1.71 
5.34 
:1.84 
4.97 
+ 
-1.49 
so 
3.92 
~1.32 
3.49 
• 
-1. 11 
4.51 
:1.14 
o 
3.97 
P 
5.1 
NE 
4.91 
:1.26 :2.01 :1.89 
3.68 '.79 
:'1.46 ::2.27 
4,::-:- 5.53 
~ .76 :1.51 
LI.97 
:2.22 
I , 
Co III par i son 0 f the res u 1 t sun Ci er 1 i n est;1 et!' a its a 1 !' e i.i d Y 
identified in tite 20 pr'ir",u'y :scales. Ex travet'sion (Ex) is not 
abnormal but significant dij'1'erenee is seen beLI/een 
Groups, it is diminished Hitil abe. The nigh seorilliS tough pOise 
(G,:;:,) is an irwication 01' aler'tness tllis also noticibly redu(;es 
'ditlt aGe. IliSh s(;orins indepenClenee is anot!ler desirable trait. 
An interesting feature of so(;ialization (So) scale is that it is 
diliiinlshed with age. ~!le hiGh scorillg touGh Voise (Ct) is an 
indicatioll of alertness this also lloticaoly r'eduees ;1ith ase. 
Hi;:;h scoring idependcllce is anothel' desirable trait. An 
interestinG feature of' the soeialization (So) scale is that it 
"lOves to the right (Sot) indieatinG \lhat Hould be expected, 
maturity I/itl! 'I'll e areas or t) , (t) e p r'e s s ion) P , 
(PsychoticislII), and IJe (iJeuroticislll) all portray the salae picture 
of a contented, well integrated individual. 
As found by a number of studies during the evolution of the CAQ 
the general pattern by correlations \-lith age identify a decline 
in pathology levels over ti,e years and an increase in behaviour 
control. 
The CAQ when compared \lith the l·:lWI scales correlates favourably 
with many of them but others only correlated to a moderate 
degree. This in no vlay detracts from its validity as an 
instrument for measuring personality traits particularly at a 
non-pathoalogical level. The I/cakness at present with the CAQ 1.s 
the constraint of having only a fel1 studies for cornparision and 
validaton. Much analysis 01' primaries are done by comparing 
scor'es with studies using the original 16 PF. It is hoped that 
this part of the study lIill broaden the area of comparisons for 
use in future studies employinG the CAQ. 
As an instrument to identify and clarify personality traits 1.n 
aircrew it is concluded that this lIas been achieved by use of the 
CIIQ. This will be of assistance ill preuictinG behaviour, and give 
guidelines on modification of pathological characteristics, 
possibly through an increase in physical activity. 
Recent studies by lielter:1all and Stamf'ord (l9bS) have shown that & 
there are a nUl~,ber of' advantaseous e1'f'ects on the psychological 
characteristics of an individual by regular exec'cice. 'l'hey report 
regular exercisers to relate not only a feeling of being 
healtJlier but also and enhanced self-image. 
Individuals who ran regularly spoke of their feelings of well 
beillgstemmed largely from the psychological rather than the 
physical success. Other studies have ShOIHl vigourous exercise 
---------- ----
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may act as a relebse of tension and anxiety psy~hologically and 
release muscle tension physically. Running experiments have also 
re~ently identified a relationship betvleen depression and active 
and sedentary groups. Lobstein (1982 unpub) reported evidence of 
the depressiorl ~ompollent 01' emotional stability was raised in 
sedentary people. In a controlled exercise group he noticed 
significant redu~tiotl in this component over' a 4 month period. 
Exercise may provide a series of inbuilt rewards giving a sense 
of accomplishment alld euotiollal ple,,-sur'e. Tilis could be looked on 
as a balance to life 
inbuilt stresses, 
pyschological. 
from the high risk task of flying with its 
anxiety and tensions physical and 
Reduction of these mus~le tensions, anxiety and depression by 
exercise may then pronlote relaxation and increase deep sleep. It 
has been well reported that chronic insonmmia is a main 
ingredient of psychological distrubances, more deep sleep may 
help allevaite those probelrns. 
A good self esteem is another stroc,!; deterrent to psychological 
problems. Self imaGe particulary physical appearance is 
intimately related to self' concept, so impr'oveu fitness usually 
resul ts in improved self esteeciI. In my experience problems of 
self-esteem were more prevalent in the 28 + age group with 
ref'errlce to aircrew. ~hen these were related to phYSical factors 
the over riding concer'n was tile pOSSible threat to their flying 
status, particulary medical implications. 
But as identified in this part of' the discussion aircrew as a 
group have few noticeable weaknesses in their ~sychological 
make-up. However there are also situations where individual 
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\;eaknesses maybe strenghtened by modification of lifestyle and 
participation in a regular exercise session. One aircrew 
charateristic wllich may benefit from a more defined exercise 
lifestyle is the dimension of 'ergic tension. There is no 
evidellce of too much disruption of the overall character and 
personality of' _air'cr-ell but they do as a group have a preference 
for 'lettin!; of steam' in a destructive m"anner. Destruction of 
j,jess pianos at various functions is a frequent aetivity' peculiar 
to airerew. 
Therefore ill sUlnluar'y vigourous exercise - SUCll as cunllillg - seems 
to offer a variety of psychological benefits. 'l'he implications 
ami any cOllsider-ed auvantages to aircr-el/ will be discussed in the 
folloHing Chapter. In addition any considered relationship 
betHeen stress, fitlless and health \;ill be offered highlighting 
any si!;nificant personality components -influencing tile 
relationships. 
CD 
Since I'le c.;annot prolrtise our selves constant 
health let us endeavour at such temper as 
maybe our best support in the decay of it. 
Richard Steele (1711-12) 
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6 Discussion 
6.1 Introduction 
This study began with the premise that tile factors of stress, 
health and fitness Here individual variables. In addi ton 
although considered independent it Has also felt they did have 
influencing effects on eacll other. This study has identified a 
nuulber of such inter-relationships and the folloHing model is 
prol'osed as a general thesis for these relationships. From this 
mod~L tIle discussion will extend to explain tile relatioIlships 
between the independent variables. 
I , 
I 
I , 
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The model is identifiable as tllree separate and variable 
manometers. \,llen eaeh manometer is in harmony for anyone 
individual, with no adverse influence between them, it is 
eonsidered the optium level of efficiency ie 100%. Undue 
emphasis on aflY of the tht'ee factors above or belo\'/ this (j) 
individual level will result in disharmony with the resultng 
degradation in performanee and effieieney ie < 100%. 
Standards being .individual are self defining thus necessitating 
an evalution of the subjeet both psyehologieally and physically. 
This approach does not negate general standards in those two 
spheres but suggests they should be interpreted as guidelines. 
Individual optimum levels lllay oecur when individual factors have 
seores above or belo\'/ Gene ral population standards. This approach 
does not eontradict the l~odel of factors affecting physical 
.. 
perforolance capacity by Astrand arid Hodahl (Fig 1) it could be 
considered implict in it. 
hili tary fitness and tile faetors af'l'eeting it are normally 
related in general terms often resulting in remedies which are 
or too little for lndividual reyuirIflents. By relating 
tile following aspeets of stress, health and fitness in this 
study of' aircrew it is hoped to shovl an individual appraisal and 
prescription is necessary. 
6.2 Stress 
Stress was defined as an individually perceived phenomenon with 
its roots firmly in the psychological not physieal response. 
Potentially stressful situations and perceived situations were 
discussed in Chapter 2. Nany of these accepted stresSes of 
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flying Here endorsed by both the heal't-ro.te criteria and also the 
perceived stress evaluation form which the aircrew completed at 
the conclusion of a sioulator sortie. 
What was shown to be true by this part of the study is that 
stress is individual in character. However generalizations on the 
labelling of stressful situations were possible by analyzing the 
data gained in this section. Vihat was o.lso identified was the 
complexity of the stress phenomemon. When comparisions were made 
betHeen the same individual and similar sorties, readings and 
evaluations were not always identical. Different time periods, 
after a number of otller sorties, different crew mem!ber, domestic 
problem; and so on Hould influence the delay or the speed of the 
onset on stress. Thus even at an individual level 
6eneralizations cannot alHays be reliable. 
'I'raining and experiellce were sllolin to be strong influencing 
factors ill reducing tile impact of stress on individual 
perforlllance. In measuril,,; Hork performance, results on tbe 
younger group (2lJ-2':!) indicated raised arousal heart-rates 
compared to the older group (30-39). This suggests inexperience 
producing increased demands on the phYSiological response in the 
younger group. The 3U-39 year old age group showed in general 
arousal rates lower and more even than their younber 
contempol'aries. 
When individuals Here revieHed in respect to their activity 
status and physical fitness more differences were noted. In the 
physcially fit younGer individual al thoubh the arousal ra te \~ as 
higher than his more experienced of unfit peer, his work patter!. 
was seen to be better and more eff'icient with fewer peaks. It 
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shovled- r'eady adaption to Glost str'essful situations. l'Iher'e-as the 
unfit individual in the older' gr'oup generally displayed 
r'ecor'dings with deeper peaks and troughs neutralizing the 
advantages of training and exper'ience. Such traces shol/ing 
maladaption 110uld obviously be indicative of inefficient energy (]) 
expenditure in both groups. In addition in the older group wile re 
poor physicial condition was evident it would result in the 
arousal level rising to sinlilar levels of the inexperienced 
aircrew. 
'l'llese inefficient patterns relating to enery expellditure in the 
older aircrew would in a situatioll 01' sustained flying br'ing on (i) 
the feeling of 'lack of appetite' to fly soorler tt.an in the 
younger group. This could be determined a fatigue situation. 
Fatigue obviously lIould ~e a componellt in the complex equation 
of stress influencing the individuals performance. 
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Tile psychological evaluation and the factors which modif'y the 
stressful influences oD-aircrew were also studied. The findings 
from this part of the study' in general favoured the aircrews 
resistance to stress. They identified inherent personality 
characteristics \'Ihich \Iould be desirable and necessary to assist 
them in coping with the stressful nature of their task. In 
particular characteristics of indepenc1e.nce, toughness and 
dominance lIere high in the group. Emotional stability (C) was 
not as low as cOI~pared to a similar study on a group of' air 
traffic controllers uut it reIl within, normal parameters. But an 
interesting feat;llre of' tIlls component, Vlhich is useful as an 
indicant of an individuals reuource to with-stand st;ress, is 
that emotional stability inlpr'oved \lith ase in the groups. 
Increase in age "as also a significant factor in a direct 
['elationship 01' an increase, in hypochondr'ias (0 1 ). Also 
U 
significant Vlith this factor was/.a higher level Has found in 
individuals who had experience of some physical ailment. Such 
situations seemed to heiGhten the individuals stress, 
particularly in health mattet's, due to the preceived threat of 
becoming unfit to f'ly. 
Depression \'laS not a significant deviation in either age gl'oup. 
However it was IJore noticable in the youlIger age group. \'Ihether 
as sUGgested by stuaies ear'lier that a more active lifestyle 
would help to modify this factor is open to investigation. 
Extroversion as would be expected and as stated earlier was seen 
to be higher in the younGer age group. This could be considered a 
desirable modifying factor in minimising perceived stress \>/ith 
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youthful bravado, obscurillg tile individuals perceived 
capability. But another side to this argument oay be put in that 
by obscuring his perceived capability he r.lO.y find by the time he 
perceives the stressful situation his coping response maybe 
inadequate. 
In tile older ;,;roup a reduction in the level of alertness (Ct) is 
also evident. Possibly evidence of the reason for the 4uicker 
'loss of appetite' foe flying. Ilould elllmll<.:ed physical condition 
improve this deterioration and l'er~ove a possible iUb['edient to a 
stressful situation? A nur.rber 0(' studies sug;,;est su<.:h 
improvement vlitn improved physical condi tion. 
Tile fa<.:toc of nraturity' obviously improves lIith age ceflecting 
experience and traininG. 'l'I1is cllar'acteristie vlill similalr'y 
increase the resource of sUitaule copinG res pons es. ~·n·la t is 
C01.r"lon to both ,,-se Groups is a lliSll level of 'erg;ic' tension if 
not controlled 0[' relieved could prove jisl'uptive. Again 
exercise could prove to be prophylactle in providing relief. 
A SIne n t ion e d pr e v i 0 us 1 y La Gel' Cl:J 7 4) s tat e li t hat air ere 1/ 
relianili ty is related r.lure to oehaviou[' than abili ty. In that 
stress has its ['oots also in tile p:.;ydlolosical it is therefore 
cOllsidered that investiGations into advantaGes ot' other>l ise of 
physical i'itlless on flying per'focraance I;!ay in future give sOJl.e 
empllasis into the psycholoSic,,-l benefits in addition to the 
pllysiological. 
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6.3 Health 
Health, in'particular good health means 'soundness of body and 
freedom from disease. This state of well being has physical and 
mental conponents. A nunber of factors influence both our 
present and future. good health. These include age, sex, inherent 
factors, blood pressure (BP), body fat and factors of lifestyle. 
Some can be self-modified; others cannot. As with fitness and 
stress our needs to 1:laintaill good llealtll are specific and 
individual, due to the variety of influencing factors. 
All aircrew are tllorougllly acreened medically before initial 
enbagclilent into the Air Force and aa stated earlier this is 
reflected in the low level health risk pattern in tIle stuay 
broup. Self initiation of unhealthy lifestyle factors such as 
smol,ing, minimal exer<.;ise, poor aiet and inability to cope 
effectively Ilith stresses are the l'rel!ursors of their ill 
health. 
In evaluating the illten:;ity of physi<.;al 'lark l!arr'ied out by the 
aircr'ew it was found to graded no greater than moderate. In 
gene ral, work intensity would unarGuably be considered 
sedentary by nature. The Ilor'king situation is a large seat on 
Wllicll from start to fillish tile aircrew ar'e harnessed quite 
fir'mily over the tor:;o, and leg gaiters r'estr'ain the legs. 
P~ysical movement is ver'y limited and physiological r'esponses are 
normally intiated by external enVironmental pressures sueh as 
'(;'force:; oC' illter'llal psychological pr'eceptioJl of a stressful 
situation. 
Tile Glain effect of the sedentary nature of the job on their 
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health is an ine["e<:>:se in Lody rat. 'i'llC average weight or the 
group in relatiori to height was not signiricantly above the 
normal. 
group. 
Their weight statistic did not relect obesity in the 
But the free rat mass of the group, on average, ~Ias 
significantly higher than the desirable level by as much as 50% 
in sOlae cases. This would not only arreet physilogically 
responses such as aer'oDic eri'iciency but mechanical efficiency G 
must also be impaired. 
Smoking within the group was not Iligll at less than 2~i. But 
IIhat is interestinc is that the largest number of this percentage 
were to be found ill tIle oldtr" ase Gr'oup (30-j9). 'I'ilis possible 
anomaly maybe explainable in sUGsestins this to be a generation 
wilo started smo\:ine; p"ior to the reeent delUGe of anti-:3I:lokine; 
health education. All eneour"'-'..inC fact of the Group sr:loking 
habits weC'e that pipes were moC'e in evidence than cisarettes, 
many l:Jodifying the habit to-IIards SivinS it up. It could be 
argued that the inel'ea'>e in smokers in the older spoup (30-39) 
could ve doint; so as a stress reducing strategy. To fUl'ther 
cOt:lplicate the arGut:,ent tite senior executives (40-49) altllou:;1I 
not a s tat i s tic a 11 y I' e li a b 1 e It u ell, e I' (5) did not s m 0 k eat all • 1\ 
longi tudinal study over' a nU/nbel' of years may pl'oduce the 
solution. 
Act i ve ex ere i s e into h e SI' 0 U pas a ~/ h () 1 e \I a s 10 1/ at jus t 0 Vel' 
~O;.. Viilen lookinS at the Sr'oup longitudinally it was found to 
dir.lillish \lith ag;e lIith a sisnificant drop-ofr in tile seniol' 
group (40-49) to only 40% participation. This important factul' of 
a healthy life style in addit~on to smokins were tile two main 
components in raiSing tile health risk factor'. 
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Common virtually to all the healtil fa(;tors thpoughout the three 
age groups \Ias a steady increase both individually and in 
groups. Overall risk status rose fr.oD 1011 risk in the younger 
group (20-29) to average in the senior group (40-49). This 
chalJge of health st~s is avoidable by suitable modification of 
lifestyle and implementation of' a positive exercise 01' activity 
programme. 
0.4 Fi tness 
Fitness and in particular physical fitness is related to task. 
This fact is HlOSt frequently either intentionally or 
unintentionally overlooked in studies and definitions of military 
fitness. r';ost investigations in to military ritness have tended 
to fall into one or otiler of the areas of cardia-vascular fitness 
or into even more speciric areas of physiological adapt ion. This 
specialism has resulted regularly in failure or many findings to 
be revieHed in a holistic approa<.:)l. NallY of these isolated 
approa<.:hes then produced serious statements I'Ihich are blindly 
a<.:cepted, delaying and diverting progressive approa<.:hes. An 
example of such a diversion has alr'eady been cited in tile 
introduction ,/itil reference to '0' tolerance. r,jany physiologieal 
studies have frequelltly suse;e::;ted physical fitness was not 
tl <' 
(j) 
ad1ntageous to -I/acus 'Q' toleran<.:e. But the reeent study by 
Epperson (l9b!) has endorsed pr'evious evidellL:e that muscle tone& 
rather than aerobic endurant.:e influences the bodys anti G system. 
So just as ·fitness is spet.:ific and task related)studies must be 
equally spe<.:ific in their pronouncelnents. To generalize in such a 
Situation is weans and not constructive. 
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ThIs muscle tone is not only important, as has bcen suggested, 
for increased 'G'toleranCE) but there is eVidence froD this study 
that it is important for improved mechanical efficiency. In my 
experienee with the airerell neck and back strain were prevalent. 
Improved musele tone eould allieviate many of these problems by 
inereasing flexion and overall mobility. 
The aerobic efficieney of the personnel studied Hith few 
exeeptions, was of a desiral;le, if not al;ove desirable standard. 
huch of the evaluation of aeroDie fitness in aircrew in the past 
has becn by using a test involving a set run and time 
relationship. Invarial;ly the results have not reflected lIell on 
tile fitness 01' airerell. /':y suggestion is that the test identifed 
either the f.1otivational attitude of the airerew tested or tile 
poor mecllanieal e1'fieielley of the ability to run. In many 
illstances probably both factors lIere influential in produCing a 
poor l'c:-,ult. '~llOse that did not reaeh the aerobic guidlines 
used in this study 1I0uld in virtually every situation do so 
merely lJy l'educing ilis fr'ec fat Illass l;aek to ideal dir.lensions. 
As uriginally stated 'fitness' also has a Glental eor:lponent and (j) 
tlle need for· tllis psyehulooieal 1'i tlless eannot be ovcr'str'essed. 
Tire resouree to eope in potentially stressful situations depends 
lar'gely un tilis l:lental 1'i tlless. 'l'he psyeilOlo"ical mal;e up 
aiseussed earlier on factors of depression, emotional stalJility , 
alertness and others may all as previously suggested have much 
to gain fl'om erlehanced physical fitness. Self esteem alone maybe 
enhanced by regular physieal fitness and greater body 
awareness. Tensions which are closely associated with body and 
muscle tensions as suggested may derive benefits from vigorous 
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.physical exercise. 
The advantages of the individual approach to evaluating fitness 
are many. Fitness is specific ana like stress it is individual 
in nature. The variables of backGround, clotivation,body type, 
pre-disposition to exercise, the permutation of personality 
factors and otllcrs are all ingredients in individual fitness. 
General prescription will affect these variables with a range of 
emphaSis, with the result individual fitness Hill be just as 
varied as in the begining. By givin~ individual analYSiS, by 
defining illdividual 'str'cngtl,,;' and 'l'/eakness' and presenting it 
in an educative picture indivdual understanding will be 
gceater. It vlould be ilopc:d thcoU6h this understanding per'sonal 
motivation Hould be increased to 1'011011 the prescribed 
modifications and remedies sUGgestc:d. Preseription of tilis 
individual nature Ilould ai.a to harr:lOnize for the individual 
his factors of f'itness, health and stt'CSS manaGement. 
There is also eVidence, shol'll' in the results of the evaluation of 
physical Ilork capacity, that enhanced physical fitness provides 
Cl 
improved ability for increased I/ork eapacity. Astrand and Rodahl 
(1':377) have pr-eviously stated tilat there is a high correlation 
between maximal oxygen uptake and total work output, vlith 
superior f'itness allol/in6 work to be perforlned lonGer, and at a 
higher fraction of the maximum aerobic capacity. This 
requirement for aerobic f'itness in airer-eH has regularly been 
discounted because they ar'e rarely retlllired to carry out arduous 
physical tasl;s, particularly for long periods of time. HOI'/ever, 
this study has shown that sustained periods of duty (see fig 9.1) 
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where the individual is experient;ed out; poor in aerobic fitness 
and complaining of fatigue as a result of two previous live 
sorties, ShOHS constant adaption throuGilout the simulator sortie. 
A pilot of similar experience (see fig ~.3) and also after two 
sorties, one live one Dimulated, but aeroDically fit shows a 
r'easonably even trace in comparison. Aerobi<.: 1'i tness in airerew 
has been regularly diseoun ted mainly because such studies sholled 
very little advarltage of physiological enhancement. 
Consideration should be given IGore importantly to the delaying of 
<I 
the on-set of fatigue I/ilich as an ingrediant of individual stress 
perception has both physioloGical and psyellOliogieal 
eonsequences. 
TIle aq;ulllent against aer'obit; fitness as a necessity is therefore 
only valid when physical lIork loads remain 10vl. But as silOwn in 
this study the lIork load can be, even when lbW, acculnulative. 
Regular activity was seen to t;ol:lbat this situation and aid 0 
maintenanee of e1'ficiency. Also the lIork stress level or arousal 
level was identifiable in the unfit older group to be Similar to 
the inexperiel1t;ed yOUllg conter.lporary. 'i'his would bive raised 
energy expendi ture ratios 011 tilis group possibly in excess of 
Q 
their resouces; another suggested reason for their feeling of 
fa tigue and loss 01' appeti te for further flying. In addition 
studies already raentioncd ill the intC'oJuction have eVidenee of 
both increased tolerance to heat stress and increased survival 
potential to cold stress in individuals who were physieally fit. 
TheSe are tHO major potential and pt'eceived stress threats 
involving airc~eH. 
Physical activity lIlust also be regarded as an important 
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component in producinG a balanced lifestyle. Recreation is an 
important feature of aircrew rest periods and in an educative 
frame\tol'l-~ this oUJective should be emphasised. 'rhe connotation 
of recreation and sport regrettably dissuades many aircrew 
from participatin~ in an exercise lifestyle. Tllrougll regular 
participation and involver:Jent in exercise and an individual 8 
gains in-tiuilt rewards uy attaining personal objectives and 
elaotional pleasure. 'i'ilis ~Iill set've to reinforce self-i~taGe and 
self esteem. Experience has shown regular exercisers in the group 
displayed generally a moC'e pOsitive attitude to both their life 
and flying task. 
In sUJntaary tiy returning to the theoretical model of efficiency 
and the related factors of stress, health and fitness proposed in 
the introduction, a nUl"bet' or over-lapiJing influences are 
identifial.Jle. 'l'he factors of stress and fitness can be increased 
throU5 h the 01' t ienal level to prod u c e d i s har'raony ~I he re-as 
disllat'mollY ~Iill only occur in the healt!l factol' Hilen the 
individual optimUl.1 level is not ac;]lieved. There is frey.uently 
mentioned instances of' individuals beins in poor health but fit 
enOUGh to complete a task and also being healthy but unfit. \'ihat 
must be considered in SUCll states of disharmony is the influence 
on the stress cOlaponent. Such situations l1ill ul1ljuestionably 
affect the stress component and result in a inefficent response. 
The fini te parts of tlte three eomponen ts are S110Hl1 in j?ig 1 and 
show the stress and health j'aetors to influence the service 
funetions (Pilysical fitness). Hhat the diaSI'am does not ShOH is 
tile transactional nature of the ~Ihole process as uefined by Cox 
anu Lad:ay (fig 4). HO\lever, implict in the r;Jotiel at Fig 1 i,; the 
inoividual nature of tllese factors further hypothesised by Cox 
and ~ackay in defining strBs,;, anu endorsed in all aspects by 
this study. 
Disharmony, l'reventing attail1J:lent of an optimal level Vii thin a 
factor can be caused by incongruity in that factor, or 
influences fr'om the two other factors, singly or as a pair. By 
evaluating the individual on all three aspects it is possible 
to find if dishanilony exists and prescribe modification vlhich 
Hill pt'oduce a harmonious response. Such prescril'tions are 
then both inui vidual ana specific to task. 
f.iecllanical efficiency 1:IUSt also be considered an important l'art 
of physical fitness in addition to both physiological anu 
psyci10loical inGredients. 'l'l1e poor ';lechanical efficiency S!1011n 
by the individual \/ith a \lrist iliJul'Y O'ie;. ':i.ld) maybe 
considered an extreme example. HOI'/ever' the 1'l'eljuency of muscle 
tl'aullla in the back and neck lnuscles 01' ait'crew do sugsest more 
investisation towarus achieving 1'itness exercise prescription 
speci1'ic to the task. 
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Regimen is superior to medicine, especially 
as, fror.1 time immemorial, out or every 
hundred physicians, ninety-eight are charlatons. 
Voltaire (1764) 
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7 Conclusions and Recommendations 
This study identified the three factors of stress, health and 
fitness in a grou9 of fast-jet aircrew. The relationships between 
the three factors were found to be complex, individual in nature 
and variable in influence. Each factor had both psychological and 
physiological com90nents. 
Physical fitness in a military definition has placed emphasis on 
cardio-vascular function and efficiency as its criteria. The 
findings in this study showed cardiovascular efficiency (aerobic 
efficiency) to be on average within or above desirable limits. 
The methods used were more individual and more specific than the 
frequently used set-time shuttle-run test. The aircrew considered 
this approach more interesting than the group run test with its 
connotation of athletics and competition. 
Similarly, individual measurement and evaluation produced results 
showing %-body fat and not overweight relative to standard ht/wt 
tables to be a problem for· aircrew. The inherent sedentary nature 
of their job, plus on the ground a large proportion of their job 
may be at a desk or waiting to fly, is the precursor of this 
situation. A possible solution is a work-out area beside the main 
crew room as the Sports Centre is often distant and inaccessible 
during the aircrews' spasmodic periods of work. The QRA hangerette 
I 
where duty ~eriods are 24 hours, often with no flying, could make 
such a faci~ity well utilized. 
I 
One of the main problems of these long periods of inactivity was 
said to be Doredom. This underarousal produced symptoms of 
fatigue and Istrain which are not desirable at the start of what 
could be a long sortie. 
~J7 
~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
, 
i 
~ 
There is evidence that the more physically fit aircrews work more 
efficiently I and with less strain on their cardiovascular system. I ' 
There was no evidence of fitness improving flying ability unlike 
training and experience. However, where those two factors .;ere 
evident and the individual was also fit the capacity to vlork 
efficiently and longer was noted. 
Inactivity leads to poor muscle tone and higher levels of body 
fat. This situation tends to be the cause of many of the back 
and neck conditions found in aircrew. Many of these muscular 
problems might be prevented by better and more regular muscular 
activity using exercises related to their tasks. 
The group studied were broken into age ranges, giving a pattern 
of results across the group. Although the backgrounds, personality 
lifestyle etc. across the group were similar it would still be 
necessary to do a longitudinal study to establish the patterns 
identified in this present cross-sectional study to be rel~able 
in describing individual aircrew. 
The provision of the health and fitness profile inclusive of 
personal consultation and advice was greatly appreciated by the 
aircrew. Such information and advice is normally available only 
from the medical officer and would normally be regarded as a 
threat that their fitness to fly was likely to be scrutinised. 
Thus there is a place for the physical educationist in this role 
which 
he is 
broadlY covers health and physical education, both of which 
well qualified to cover. Those involved in health promotion 
programmes have been handicapped by the lack of a way to demon-
strate the quantatative and interactive nature of risk-taking 
behaviour. IpeoPle are not itrohgly inclined to act against 
! 
, 
L 
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something they think will affect them only in the distant future: 
Aircrew fall into this category of people. A computer program has 
been developed as a product of the health and fitness profile 
whic~ by giving visual displays of evaluations of the tests and 
interactions, provides good motivation to keep fit. Again a 
longitudinal study is necessary to monitor if this initial success 
in motivating individuals to modify lifestyles continues. 
Most problems of health impairment have been shown in this study 
to be self-initiated which strengthens the need for an individual 
approach to evaluation and education. Since medical screening 
ignores many of the problems associated with lifestyle, behaviour 
and ill health developing until after their flying careers are 
1 
completed, this area of education has been neglected. This 
situation should now be remedied because, as shown by this study, 
there are g~ins to be made in efficiency now. The fuller under-
standing given by this approach gives knowledge and motivations 
for affecting lifestyle changes wlth consequent influences on all 
three factors of stress, fitness and health. As a group 
pscyhologically they were identified as having personality factors 
ideally suited to the task. However, there was evidence of health 
and fitness factors influencing some of these personality traits. 
, 
This underlines the psychological relatj.onship between those two 
I factors, further emphasising the broader involvement of health and 
fitness. 
Stress was found to be a psychological process affected by both 
internal and external factors. Physical fitness will enhance an 
I 
individual's ability to cope by both modifying internal and externa 
, 
, 
ingredients of individual stress. These nodifications as a result 
of these relationships have been discussed in this study. 
Claims for physical fitness enhancing and improving health, 
giving resistanc~ to. psychological and physical stress and fatigue 
are not new. Much of the literature in support of these claims 
has been reviewed and the complex and variable relationships which 
do exist between stress, fitness and health have been discussed 
and defined in this study. Therefore, in conclusion it is 
recommended that perhaps more preventative medicine involving 
individual appraisal and prescription on these three factors should 
be carried out. This would ensure that individual 'fitness' was 
related to individual tasks. 
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APPEIWIX 1 Booy fat and Skinfolds 
The equivalent fat content, as a percentage of body-weight, for a 
range of values for the sum of four skinfolds (biceps, triceps, 
subscapular and supra-iliac) of males and females of different 
ages 
Skin ~~les (age in years) 
Fol~s(lnln) 17-2j 30-39 40-4~ :'0+ 
15 
20 
2) 
jO 
j5 
40 
45 
50 
55 
bO 
65 
70 
75 
00 
Cl5 
~o 
95 
100 
105 
110 
115 
120 
125 
130 
135 
140 
145 
150 
155 
160 
165 
170 
1'75 
100 
Ib5 
190 
195 
200 
~05 
21u 
4.8 
0.1 
10.5 
12 .~ 
14.7 
1 b.4 
17.7 
19.0 
20.1 
21.2 
22.2 
23.1 
24.0 
24.b 
25.5 
26.2 
2b.9 
27.(; 
20.2 
26.b 
2~ .4 
jO.o 
30.5 
31.0 
31.5 
32.0 
32.5 
32.9 
33.3 
33.7 
34.1 
:; 4.5 
34.9 
35.3 
35.6 
35.9 
12.2 
14.2 
16.2 
17.7 
19.2 
20.4 
21.5 
22.5 
23.5 
24.3 
25.1 
25.9 
26.0 
2"{ .2 
27.13 
20.4 
2:; .0 
29.6 
30.1 
30.6 
31.1 
31.5 
51.9 
32.3 
32.7 
3::l .1 
33.5 
33.9 
34.3 
34.6 
34.0 
12.2 
15.0 
17 ."{ 
19.6 
21.4 
23.0 
24.b 
25.9 
27 .1 
2b.2 
29.3 
30.3 
31.2 
32.1 
33.0 
3).7 
34.4 
35.1 
3;' .b 
36.4 
3"{ .0 
37.6 
36.2 
3 Cl. 7 
3 <).2 
3 ~. 7 
40.2 
40. "( 
41.2 
41.6 
42.0 
12.b 
15.6 
10.G 
20.1:S 
22. :; 
24.7 
2 b.5 
27 .9 
29.2 
30.4 
31.6 
32.7 
33.b 
34.b 
35.8 
36.6 
37.4 
3 b. 2 
39.V 
3 <). '{ 
4' 0.4 
41.1 
41.0 
42.4 
4:; .0 
43.6 
44.1 
44.0 
45.1 
45.6 
46.1 
Felaales (age in years) 
16-29 3v-39 40-4~ 50+ 
10.5 
14.1 
1 b.o 
1 ':i.5 
21.5 
23.4 
25.0 
2b .5 
27 .0 
2 <).1 
30.2 
31.2 
32.2 
33.1 
34.0 
34.0 
35.6 
36.4 
37.1 
3'7.8 
3b .4 
39.0 
39.6 
40.2 
40.0 
41.3 
41.0 
42.3 
42.6 
43;3 
43.7 
44.1 
17.0 
19.4 
21.13 
23.7 
25.) 
2 (;.9 
20.2 
29.4 
30.6 
31.6 
32.5 
33.4 
34.3 
3') .1 
35.b 
36.5 
37.2 
37.9 
3 b.b 
3 ~.1 
39.6 
40.1 
40.b 
41.1 
41.b 
42.1 
42.6 
43.1 
43.6 
44.0 
44.4 
44.b 
45.2 
45.6 
45.9 
46.2 
4b.5 
19.b 
22.2 
24.5 
2 (;.4 
20.2 
29.6 
31.0 
32.1 
33.2 
34.1 
35.0 
35.9 
36.7 
37.5 
30.3 
39.0 
39.7 
40.4 
41.0 
41.5 
42.0 
42.5 
43.0 
43.5 
44.0 
44.5 
45.0 
45.4 
45.0 
46.2 
40.6 
47.0 
4' 7.4 
47.0 
4 Cl.2 
48.5 
40.b 
49.1 
49.4 
21.4 
24 .0 
2 b.o 
20.5 
30.3 
31.9 
33.4 
34.6 
35.7 
3 b. 7 
37.7 
38.7 
39.6 
40.4 
41.2 
41.9 
42.6 
43.3 
43.9 
44.5 
45.1 
45.7 
46.2 
4 1:;. 'I 
47.2 
4"(.7 
4' 8.2 
4".7 
4 <).2 
4 <). (; 
50.0 
50.4 
50.0 
51.2 
51.6 
52.U 
52;4 
52.7 
53.0 
In two-thirds of the instances the error was witllin + 3.~% of 
tile bodY-HeiGht as fat for the \;Olilen and + 5% for the men. 
(After Duroin and Womersley) 1974 
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APPEIJDrx 2 
STRESS RATING QUESTIONNAIRE 
j';aIlY people ar-e unaHar-e that they ar-e exper-iencing excessive 
str-ess. Her-e is a Quick test to help you deter-mine your- level 
01' str-ess. Ansl/er- the Questions in terms of the last 12 
months. 
Check 'yes' answer-s in the brackets at r-ight. 
Have you lived or ~/or-ked in a noisy area? ................... ( )3 
Have you chanGed your living conditions or moved? ............ ( )3 
Have you had trouble with in-laws? ...............•........... ( )3 
Have you taken out a laq;e loan or- rnotgage? .................. ( )3 
Have you tended to fall behind with things you should do·! .... ( )3 
Have you found it difficult to concentrate at times·I ......... ( )3 
Have you fr-e(juently had tr'ouble Going; to sleep? .............. ( )3 
Have you found that you tend to eat,dr'ink or' smoke more than 
11 ' 1 .. ) ( )., you rea y S110U d. .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ...) 
Have you watched 3 or luore hour'S of television daily for weeks 
at i::1 tiGle? ...•.....•.•....•....••...•.......•...•...•.•....• ( )3 
Have you or' your' spou::;e chanGed jobs Or' wOr'k responsibilities( )4 
Has a L:lose frierld died? •..•••..••••••••••••...•••••••••••.• ( )4 
Have you been dissatisfied ~/itn your' sex li1'e'! ............... ( )4 
Have you ueen pregnant·? •••.•••••••••••..••••....•••••••••..• ( )4 
Have you had an addition to the family? ...................... ( )4 
Have you I/or'r-ied about making ends meet? ..................... ( )4 
i-ias one 01' the family had bad heal th? ........................ ( )4 
Have you taken tranQuilizers from time to time? .............. ( )'1 
Have you fr'equently found yourself becoming easily irr'itated 
\'1hen thinGS don't go .. "ell? ................................... ( )4 
Have you often eXper'ienced bungled human r'elations-even with 
thoue you love J:1o::;t? .....••..........•..... ; •......•.•.•.... ( )4 
Have you found tilat you'r'e often impatient Or' edsy with your' 
cnilLiren or other family ·iiler.lbers~! •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( )4 
Have you tended to feel re>3tless or ner-vous a lot of tile tir.le( )4 
Have you ilad i'r'equent, headaches or digestive upsets·! ......... ( )') 
Have you experienced anxiety or wOr'r'y for days at a time·! .... ( )5 
Have you often been so pr'eoccupled that you have for-got ten whe~e 
you've put tllinGs (such as keys) or foq;otten whether' you've 
tut'rlCd off appliances on leavinS home Or' otTice'? ............. ( )5 
Have you been marr-ied or l'econciled \~i th your- spouse? ........ ( )5 
Have you Ilad a ser'ious accident, illness or suf'Gery·! ......... ( )5 
Has anyone in your' itllilediate family died? .................... ( )6 
Hav~ you d1vorc;ed or separated~l •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( )7 
Fill in total points for- "yes" ( ) 
* Some questions adapted fr'om Bolmes and Rahe, "Life Change 
fiatiIlGScale", University of ·\iashillgton j,jedical School, 1967 
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A I RC REW REPORT FORM APPENDI X 3 
HAME: F,g Off IS. I lE DATE: 2 APR 8, TTI1IT!: 1500 H rs 
Room TEI:iP: 18°C PULSE: 72 bEm TEDIP: 
1. Crew Brief 
2. Crew in Cockpit (Engine started and FRC drills) 
Emergency 
1. 5C RAMBLE" 
2. ENG INE -WET START/DELAY 
3. 
3. Take-off and climb (Hajor emergency) 
1. BAR RIER LAYER CONTROL/FAIL 
2. 
3. 
t()~ i 31,'l¥JJ 51 gl¥t 
1-' i I 'Xl 
I 
I-ri 
t I 
, 
.... 1.'-'_'_. 
4. Period of approx 45 mins - practice radar 
intercepts (Minor) 
1. FIRST INTERCEPT 
2. SECOND 
3. THIRD 
5. Recovery to base (Llajor eme:"gel'lcy) 
1. GENERATOR FAILURE 
2. UTILITY FAILURE (HYDRAULIC) 
3. 
6. Final approach and landing. 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
G. C. A. 
LANDING. 
'L0\TIi.iiDIJ i lillHjl 
12!345i67 
-'-1 ' IX! '" 
I T " I 
.,..--' 
i I I !X' , , 
I I i...,J_ 
DEBRIEF AND SWITCH-OFF 
38° C 
TlllE:· 
10 Mins 
14 Mins 
16 Mins 
18 Mins 
25 Mins 
29Mins 
38Mins 
I 47Mins 
55Mins 
67Mins 
73 Mins 
90Mins 
T.M. c 
A?PENIJIX 4 
A Q 
FORM A 
Parts I and 11 
WHAT TO DO: Inside this booklet are some questions to see what interests you have and how you 
feel about things. There are no "right" or "wrong" answers because people have the right to 
their own views. All you have to do is answer what is true for you. 
You have a separate ANSWER SHEET. Write your name and other iIiformation asked for on 
the answer sheet. 
On the answer sheet there is a number for each question and next to the number there are 
three little boxes, like this: 0 0 O. Mark your answer for each question by filling in the left· 
hand box if your choice is the (a) answer, fill in the middle box if your choice is the (b) answer, 
and fill in the right-hand box if you choose the (c) answer. 
Before you start the actual test, do the examples below for practice. On your answer sheet, 
look at the right side where it says START HERE. Mark your choice of answers to each of the 
three questions now, by filling in the box for (a), (b). or (cl. 
EXAMPLES: 
1. I like to watch team games. 
(a) yes (often) 
2. People say I'm impatient. 
(a) true 
3. I prefer friends who are: 
(a) quiet 
Ask now if something isn't clear. 
(bl sometimes (e) no (never) 
(bl uncertain (cl false 
(bl in between (c) lively 
When you are told to, start with number 1 and answer the questions. Keep these four things 
in mind: 
1. Give only answers that are true for you. It is best to say what you really think. 
2. You may have as much time as you need, but try to go fairly fast. It's best to give t.he first 
answer that comes to you and not spend too much time on anyone question_ 
3. Answer every question one way or the other. Don't skip any. 
4. You should mark the (a) or (c) answer most of the time. Mark the middle (b) answer only 
when you feel you have to, because neither (a) nor (c) seems to be right for you. 
Copyright@-1970bytheInstituteforPersonalityand Ability Testing, Inc .. P. 0, Box 188, Champaign. Iliinois. AII,rights reserved, Printe~ in U.S._~. N.ot~o~bt' t~an~· 
Iatcd or reprodutf>d in whole or in part, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any fonn or by any means. photOl'opying. rnet'hanical, elt'('tronic, recording, or 
otherwist', without prior permission in writing from the publisher. Catalog No. CQ 375 
Part I 
1. When people talk nonsense, I feel I have to put them straight. 
(al generally, (bloccasionally, (cl never. 
l!. I let my feelings of jealousy influence my actions. 
(al often, (bl sometimes, (d never. 
3. I like the feeling of working with a lot of other people. 
(al yes, (bl in between, (d no. 
4. At times I feel like starting a lively argument or picking a fight with someone just for the sake of 
doing it. . 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
5. People think of me as a solid, confident person, not upset by small failures. 
(al yes, (bl uncertain, (cl no. 
6. If being polite and calm doesn't work, I can get tough and sharp. 
(aloften, (bloccasionally, (d rarely. 
7. I don't seem to pay much attention to unimportant things, for example, remembering names of 
streets or stores in town. 
(al true, I don't, (bl uncertain, (d false. 
8. I'm not interested much in newspaper debates'on issues of the day. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
9. In school, I preferred (or still prefer): 
(al music, (bl uncertain, (d bandiwork and crafts. 
10. I don't find it hard to speak in front of a large group. 
(al true, I'm neVer botbered by it, (bl sometimes it (d I find it very hard. 
bothers me, 
11. I think that being free to do what I like is more important than good manners and respect for the law. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (d false. 
12. I enjoy going out to shows and social affairs. 
(aloften, . (bl sometimes, (d very rarely. 
13. I'm uncomfortable when I'm working on something that needs quick action when others are waiting. 
(al very mucb so, (bl not much, (d not at all. 
14. When the time comes to do something I have planned and looked forward to, I don't feel up to doing it. 
(al often, (bl sometimes, (d almost never. 
15. I'd rather be: 
(al a high school teacher, (b I uncertain, (cl a forester. 
(End of first column on answer sheet.l 
16. I seem to get irritated over quite small setbacks - more than I should. 
(al yes, often, (bl perhaps, sometimes, (cl no, almost never. 
17. There are times when I do what I want and pay no attention to rules and regulations. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
18. In designing something, I'd rather work: 
(al on my own, (bl uncertain, (cl with a committee. 
19. As a teenager, if I had an opinion that was different from what my parents thought, I usually: 
(al accepted their authority, (hI in between, (cl kept my own opinion. 
20. If I were called in by my boss, I'd: 
(al be afraid I had done 
something wrong, 
(hI in between, (d make it a chance to ask for 
something I want. 
2 GO RIGHT ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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21. It is more important to bring children up with kindness than to teach them to be self-reliant or successfuL 
(al yes, (bl uncertain, (cl no. 
22. I prefer friends who: 
(al are efficient and practical, (b I in between, 
23. It takes a lot to make one of my family angry. 
(al true, (bl in between, 
24. For reading I enjoy: 
(al true-to-Iife action stories, (b I uncertain, 
(cl seriously think out tbeir 
attitudes toward life. 
(cl false. 
(cl Iigbt, imaginative things. 
25. I get embarrassed if I suddenly become the center of attention in a social group. 
(al yes, very mucb, (bl only sligbtly, (cl no. 
26_ I am a fairly strict person who always wants to see the right things done. 
(al true, (bl in between, (cl false. 
27. I go to public meetings only when I have to, and stay away any other time. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false, 
28. There are ways in which I honestly consider myself better than most people. 
(al yes, many, (bl a few, (cl bardly any. 
29. Thunder and lightning hardly ever upset me. 
(al true, tbey don't, (bl in between, (cl false, tbey do. 
30. If the earnings were the same, I'd rather be: 
(al a navigator or pilot, (bl uncertain, (cl a lawyer. 
(End of. second column on answer sheet.l 
31. I hardly ever get impatient and angry with people. 
(al true, I almost never do, (bl in between, (cl false, I get angry quickly. 
32. I'm able to keep my mind steadily on one job or plan as long as necessary. 
(al yes, almost always, (bl sometimes, (cl no, not very often. 
33. I worry whether I'm doing the right thing when people leave me to do things on my own. 
(al often, (bloccasionally, (cl rarely. 
34. The pomp and splendor of any big state ceremony are things which should be preserved. 
(al yes, (bl uncertain, (cl no. 
35. If acquaintances treat me badly and show they dislike me: 
(al I tend to get downhearted, (bl in between, (cl it doesn't upset me a bit. 
36. I resent aggressive people who try to get the best of someone more than I dislike people who talk 
a lot about their troubles. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
37. When I'm talking, I hardly ever walk up and down, or use my arms to express my ideas_ 
(al true, (bl in between, (cl false. 
38. People who brag or show they think too well of themselves annoy me. 
(al yes, generally, (bl sometimes, (cl no, bardly ever. 
39. If I could get the right training, I'd rather be: 
(al a manager wbo improves (bl uncertain, 
efficiency in tbe company, 
(cl a guidance counselor or 
worker with young people. 
40. I am active in large gatherings, for example, at a party, a dance, or a public meeting. 
(al yes, always, (bl sometimes, (cl no, bardly ever. 
3 
~----'-~ ... 
41. In making up my mind, I put more value on: 
(al what is right and wrong, (bl in between, (cl what is practicahle 
or workable. 
42. To be cautious and not expect too much is better than to be over-cheerful. always expecting success. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
43. I like to be the one who tells others what to do. 
(al yes, (bl uncertain, (cl no. 
44. If plates are the least bit dirty, I feel too disgusted to eat. 
(al often,' (bl sometimes, (cl never. 
45. If I had an idea for a new kitchen gadget, I would prefer: 
(al working on it in the (bl uncertain, (cl selling it to people. 
laboratory, 
(End of third column on answer sheet.l 
46. If people shout suggestions when I'm playing a game, it doesn't annoy me. 
(al true, (bl in between, (cl false, it does annoy me. 
47. In an argument, I: 
(al make sure what I say is right, (b I in between, (cl say what I feel like saying. 
48. I like to be with a lot of people, even if I don't have much of a part in what's going on. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
49. When our reason tells us old customs and traditions are out of date, we should drop them. 
(al agree, (bl uncertain, (cl disagree. 
50. Tormenting and troubling thoughts sometimes race through my head. 
(al true, a lot, (bl not much, (cl not at all. 
51. Certain animals make me nervous. 
(al yes, often, (bl occasionally, (cl no, never. 
52. A person should not delay action by going over all possible sides of a question in detail before de· 
ciding a practical matter. 
(al true, always, (bl sometimes, (cl not as a rule. 
53. I'm careful of people who get more friendly and familiar than there is need for. 
(al yes, always, (bl sometimes, (cl no. 
54. If I worked on a newspaper, I'd rather deal with: 
(al politics and sports, (bl uncertain, 
55. I get "stage·fright" when I come into a roomful of people. 
(aloften, (bl sometimes, 
56. In my work, I: 
(al try to plan ahead, (b I in between, 
(cl society news and reviewing 
movies. 
(cl hardly ever. 
(cl expect problems will take 
care of themselves when 
they come. 
57. I like to read about quiet, homelike things rather than battles and adventures. 
(al true, (bl in between, (cl false. 
58. Threats never disturb me. 
(al true, they don't, (bl in between, 
59. I seldom get so excited that I say things I'm sorry for. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, 
(cl false, they do. 
(cl false, I do say things. 
4 GO RIGHT ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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60. It would be more interesting to be: 
(al an artist or sculptor, (bl uncertain, (c I a social club secretary. 
(End of fourth oolumn on answer sheeL) 
61. People seem to get in my way and frustrate me a lot. 
(al yes, often, (bl sometimes, (cl practically never. 
62. Without thinking first, I say hateful things to people I usually love. 
(al often, (bl sometimes, (cl hardly ever. 
63. I like to do my own planning, without interruptions and suggestions from others. 
(al yes, (bl in between, (cl no. 
64. I'd rather feel my way to a decision slowly than decide quickly by logic or reason. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
65. I never regret telling people frankly my feelings and ideas. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
66. I feel a need to go in for some heavy physical activity. 
(aloften, (bl occasionally, (cl never. 
67. I would enjoy being a newspaper writer on drama, concerts, opera, etc. 
(al yes, (bl uncertain, (cl no. 
68. I don't get worked up or show my emotions in my voice as much as most people. 
(al true, I don't, (bl in between, (cl false, I do. 
69. I have often felt that I'd like to get away and travel like a gypsy. 
(al true, (bl perhaps, 
70. I {eel uncomfortable if several people watch me at work. 
(al yes, (bl in between, 
71. People think I'm too careless and casual, even when they like me. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, 
72. I'd rather dress: 
(al in something tbat 
everyone will notice, 
(bl in between, 
73. In an argument, my mind doesn't seem to work too well. 
(al true, I get confused, (bl uncertain, 
74. I'm not given to big "ups" and "downs" of mood. 
(al true, I'm not, (bl in between, 
75. For special holidays and birthdays, I: 
(allike to give personal presents, (bl uncertain, 
lEnd of fifth column on answer sheet.) 
(cl false. 
(cl no. 
(cl false. 
(cl neatly and quietly. 
(cl false, I am always cool. 
(cl false, I am. 
(cl feel that buying presents is 
a bit of a nuisance. 
76. The noise of a nail on glass, and other screechy sounds, set my nerves on edge. 
(al unbearably, (bl somewhat, (cl hardly at all. 
77. When I talk, I like: 
(al to say things just as 
they come to me, 
(bl in between, (cl to get my thoughts carefully 
organized first. 
78. If members of my family disagree with neighbors and show we feel independent, I don't worry. 
(al true, (bl in between, (cl false. 
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79. Logic and reason are usually enough to get people to change their ideas. 
(al true, (hI uncertain, (cl false. 
SO. I get depressed if I think too much about my serious responsibilities. 
(aloften, (hI sometimes, (cl rarely. 
81. I like having animals - cats, dogs, horses, etc. - around me. 
(al true, (hI uncertain, (cl false. 
82. Members of my family quickly show their irritation over small things. 
(al yes, a lot, (hI not much, (cl hardly ever. 
83. I never.get bored or annoyed with poorly educated people. 
(al true, (hI in between, (cl false. 
84. I get excited about plays and novels. 
(al yes, (bl in between, (cl no. 
85. I consider myself a very sociable, outgoing person. 
(al yes, (bl in between, (cl no. 
86. If people are clever enough to get around rules without seemingto break them, they should: 
(al certainly do so, (bl do so if there's (cl not do it, anyway. 
87. I like an evening: 
(al at a lively party, 
a special reason, 
(bl in between, 
88. If I were to disagree with my boss, I'd probably: 
(al keep it to myself, (bl uncertain. 
89. In a dark house, I can sometimes hardly control my fears. 
(al true, (bl in between, 
90. If someone asked me to work for a charity drive, I would: 
(al generally accept, (bl occasionally accept. 
(End of sixth column on answer sheet. I 
(cl with a quiet hobby. 
(cl come out and say so. 
(cl false. 
(cl sa~' I'm too busy. 
91. I can put worries and responsibilities out of my mind whenever I want to. 
(al yes, (bl uncertain, (cl no. 
92. I believe in doing the right thing socially, and it is second nature to me to ask how my actions look 
to others. 
(al true, (bl in between, (cl false. 
93. I don't like people to say I'm different or peculiar. 
(al true, I don't, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
94. Most people will fool themselves and give silly reasons in order to keep comfortable privileges or gain 
a profit. 
(al true, (bl perhaps, • (cl false. 
95. I rarely lie awake because of unhappy, disturbing ideas. 
(al true, (bl in between, (cl false, I do lie awake. 
96. I am almost never bothered by tense muscles and vague heart pains in my chest. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false, I do get tense pains. 
97. I like vivid, true·to·life love scenes in a movie. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
98. Most people would try to get away with as much as they could if they weren't afraid of being caught, 
(al true, (bl perhaps, (cl false. 
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99. In school, I preferred (or still prefer): 
(a) arithmetic or mathematics, (b) uncertain, (c) literature or_English. 
100. In a small group, I'm satisfied to sit back and let others do most of the talking. 
(a) yes, (b) in between, (c) no. 
101. When I was in school, I didn't get in trouble with teachers because of bad behavior. 
(al true, I almost never got (bl in between, (cl false, I got into plenty 
into trouble, of trouble. 
102. I'd rather spend time fishing or gardening than watching exciting horse or car races. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
103. When I have to tell people I disagree with them, I stay calm and I'm not nervous. 
(al true, (bl in between, (cl false. 
104. If I meet drunken people, I: 
(al stay cool and relaxed, (bl am slightly nervous, 
105. I have never done daring things just for fun. 
(al true, I never have, (bl in between, 
(End of seventh column on answer sheet.) 
(c I ge t very nervous 
and embarrassed. 
(cl false, I have. 
106. When something really makes me furious, I find I calm down again quite quickly. 
(al yes, (bl in between, (cl no. 
107. I have trained myself so I can be very patient with people. 
(al yes, always, (bl sometimes, (cl no, not often. 
108. I would rather enjoy life quietly in my own "way" than be admired for my achievements. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
109. To get an interesting argument going, I believe in gently telling people what's wrong with their ideas. 
(al generally, (bloccasionally, (cl never. 
110. If I know that an operation is being done on an animal (for a good reason), it does not upset me. 
(al true, I treat it as a (bl uncertain, (cl false, it gives me the horrors. 
common-sense matter, 
111. I value good manners and social "know·how" in people more than some traits other people think 
Uworthy," 
(al yes, (bl uncertain, (cl no. 
112. I don't enjoy long discussions. with people who have ideas about serious, intellectual things. 
(al true, I don't enjoy them, (bl uncertain, (cl false, I do enjoy them. 
113. If I make a silly mistake in company I soon forget it. 
(al yes, easily, (bl sometimes, (cl no, I cannot. 
114. I am more sensitive to art and my surroundings than most people. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
115. I like to join clubs and social groups. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
116. Banks should not be careless. If they made a mistake and didn't charge me for something: 
(al it wouldn't be my business (bl uncertain, (cl I'd feel I bad to point 
to tell them, it out and pay. 
117. I like a job with variety, even if it has a bit of risk. 
(al yes, (bl uncertain, (cl no. 
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118. Being waited on by a servant or someone like that: 
(al embarrasses me, (bl in between, (c I makes me feel fine. 
119. I have very emotional dreams that leave me disturbed when I wake up. 
I (al often, (hI sometimes, (cl almost never. 
120. I would like to be a lion tamer in a circus. 
(al yes, (hI perhaps, (cl no. 
(End of eighth column on answer sbeet.) 
These last few questions are the kind that do have right answers. See how well you can do with them. Mark 
the one you think is the correct one. 
121. "Spade" is to "dig" as "knife" is to: 
(al cut, (bl sharp, (cl point. 
122. Which one of the following things is of a different sort from the others? 
(al candle, (bl electric light, (e) moon. 
123. Which one of the following fractions is not the same kind as the others? 
(al 3/7, (bl 3/9, (cl 3/11. 
124. Which one of the following words does not belong with the others? 
(al play, (bl ask, (cl say. 
125. "Big" means the same as: 
(al fat, (bl tall, (cl large. 
126. Which one of the following should come next at the end of this row of letters: xooooxxoooxxx? 
(aloxxx, (bl xooo,. (clooxx. 
127. "Size" is to "length" as "dishonest" is to: 
(al prison. (bl stealing. (cl sin. 
128. Which one of the following words does not belong with the others? 
(al zigzag. (bl wide. (cl straight. 
(End of Part 11 
STOP H~RE. MAKE SURE YOU HAVE ANSWERED EVERY QUESTION. 
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Part 11 
A Note About Answering Pari II. 
Do the same for Part II as you did for Part I. There are no right or wrong answers to these questions, but 
only what seem the right answers for you. There are three possible answers for each question. On the separate 
answer sheet, fill in one of the three boxes- (a), (b). or (c). You should not use the middle answer, (b), 
very often. Some questions may not have the words just the way you want them but mark every one the best 
you can. 
1. My mind works quickly and well these days. 
(al yes, nearly always, (bl sometimes, 
2. I feel fit and happy. 
(al most of the time, (b I sometimes, 
(cl hardly ever. 
(cl very rarely. 
3. I never feel so bored and disgusted that I'd like to smash the whole sorry place. 
(al true, I never do, (bl uncertain, (cl false, I often do. 
4. I get restless and depressed if I don't get some excitement. 
(al often, (bl sometimes, (cl never. 
5. Noise wakens me even from deep sleep. 
(al yes, often, (bl sometimes, (cl no, hardly ever. 
6. I seem to be clumsy and shaky in handling things. 
(al always, (bl sometimes, (cl rarely. 
7. My zest for work is high. 
(al nearly always, (bl sometimes, Icl hardly ever. 
8. I feel lonely and miserable. 
(al yes, all the time, Ib) sometimes, Ic) no, hardly ever. 
9. I'm not troubled by feelings of guilt. 
(al true, I'm not troubled, Ibl uncertain, (cl false, I am troubled. 
10. I tell people how pointless or stupid I think common beliefs are and I don't care what they think of me. 
lal yes, Ibl in between, (cl no. 
11. I know pretty well what worthwhile things I want to do in life. 
(al true, Ibl in between, (cl false. 
12. I've sometimes actually felt that someone may be trying to poison me. 
lal true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
13. I get downhearted and can't snap out of it. 
(aloften, Ibl sometimes, (cl practically never. 
14. I don't mind if people joke about me and say I'm "quite a character." 
(al true, I don't mind, Ibl uncertain, (cl false, I do mind. 
15. At times I find I have to speak very slowly, as if I had to wait for the words to come to me. 
(al true, Ibl uncertain, (cl false. 
16. I don't often feel I have to check and recheck, to make sure I've done small jobs right. 
(al true, I don't have to check, (bl in between, (cl false, I do have to cbeck. 
17. Some simple, unimportant idea or words run through my mind on and off for days. 
(al often, (bl once in a while, (cl very rarely. 
18. My emotions are so unreasonable that I don't feel fit to look after myself. 
(al often, (bl sometimes, (cl I never feel like this. 
(End of first column on answer sheet.) 
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19. Sometimes I feel that my nerves are going to pieces. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
20. I can't keep up with daily activities because I don't feel well. 
(al most of the time, (bl sometimes, (cl rarely, 
21. There are still lots of interesting things in life that I really look forward to. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
22. I get no thrill in seeing adaring person take risks that people say are foolish, and yet get away with them. 
(al true, I get no thrill, (bloccasionally, (cl false, I like it. 
23. I would like adventurous jobs like auto· racing or flying. 
(al yes, very much, (bl not much, 
24. I hate the thought of having to go to the hospital if I got sick. 
(al yes, (bl not much, 
25. I hardly ever feel sad and gloomy. 
(al true, I hardly ever feel 
sad and gloomy, 
(bl sometimes I do, 
(cl no, not at aD. 
(cl no, that doesn't bother me. 
(cl false, I'm often very gloomy. 
26. When I wake up in the morning I just don't have enough energy to start the day. 
(al true, (bl perhaps, (cl false. 
27. I have fears that no one really loves me. 
(al often, (bl once in a while, (cl not at aD. 
28. I feel too depressed and "useless" to want to talk to people. 
(al true, '(bl in between, (cl false. 
29. I have a weak stomach, and I easily get constipated. 
(al true, (bl in between, (cl false. 
30. Personally, I don't feel people have treated me unfairly. 
(al true, I don't feel (bl uncertain, 
unfairly treated, 
(cl false, I do feel that people 
have been quite unfair to me. 
31. I never feel so active, as some people say they do, that I can go without sleep for two or three days 
at a time. 
(01 true, I never feel this way, (bl uncertain, (cl false, I have felt like that. 
32. Criticism easily hurts my feelings and makes me give up. 
(01 often, (bl sometimes, (cl never. 
33. I get so fed up with people bothering me that I just don't care whether I answer or not. 
(01 often, (bl sometimes, (cl almost never. 
34. I don't believe that the sight of certain things like a black cat brings me bad luck. 
(01 true, I don't believe that. (bl uncertain, (cl false, I do believe that. 
35. When I'm in a place of worship or some place where silence or prayer is expected, I'm afraid I may 
feel like shouting out. 
(al often, (bl sometimes, (cl never. 
36. I can almost always see the "funny side of life" and get enjoyment from the things r do. 
(01 true, (bl in between, (cl false. 
lEnd of second column on answer sheet..) 
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37. Every few days my stomach feels bloated and uncomfortable. 
(01 yes, definitely, (bl a little, 
38. I feel weak and ill. 
(01 most of tbe time, (bl sometimes, 
(d no, not at all. 
(d practically never. 
39. For me there doesn't seem to be much in life that's really worth doing. 
(01 true, tbere's little (bl in between, (cl false, I enjoy life. 
wortb living for, 
40. I'm more likely to complain about how unfair things are rather than to think "well, that's the way 
it goes," or "that's life." 
(al yes, things are unfair, . (bl uncertain, (d no. 
41. In school, I avoided jobs where I had to speak up and take charge of new projects. 
(al yes, generally, (bl somewhat, (et no, not at all. 
42. If I'm upset, my muscles twitch and jump. 
(01 yes, often, (bloccasionally, (et no. 
43. I very seldom have moments when my life seems lonely and empty. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (et false. 
44. A dark mood of depression, coming on for no reason, is something I hardly ever have. 
(al true, I don't bave sucb moods, (bl uncertain, (cl false, I do bave 
moods like tbis. 
45. I almost never get so tense and "worked up" that my hands shake. 
(01 true, I don't get this way, (bl uncertain, (et false, I do get like tbis. 
46. I feel life is so pointless and silly that I no longer even try to tell people how I feel. 
(01 true, (bl in between, (et false. 
47. I find it easy to keep up cheerful "small talk" with people. 
(al always, (bl sometimes, (cl never. 
48. Too many people are making laws to interfere with what I consider my freedom. 
(01 true, (bl uncertain, (et false. 
49. I'm most happy when I go my own way, paying no attention to what people say. 
(01 yes, (bl uncertain, (cl no. 
50. I get a certain pleasure from facing emergencies and quarrels that seem to upset others. 
(01 often, (bl sometimes, (et never. 
51. Members of my family and people who I thought liked me have sometimes been awfully mean 
and hostile. (01 true, (bl uncertain, (et false. 
52. I keep worrying even about unimportant things if they don't seem quite right. 
(al often, (bl sometimes, (cl never. 
53. I'm not bothered by thoughts that I might accidentally bring harm to members of my family. 
(al true, I'm not botbered, (bl uncertain, (cl false, it does worry me. 
54. I have plenty of good qualities and talents that people usually appreciate and recognize. 
(01 yes, (bl in between, (et no, I have very few. 
(End of third column on answer sheet) 
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55. I hardly ever feel unwell and "out of sorts." 
(al true, I hardly ever feel (bl in between, (cl false, I often feel that way. 
out of sorts, 
56. I feel my health is run down and I should see a doctor soon. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
57. I'm not "fed up" and disgusted with myself and everything around me. 
(al true, I'm not, (bl in between, (cl false, I am fed up. 
58. I worry and think a lot about things that may go wrong. 
(al often, (bl sometimes, (cl almost never. 
59. I feel discontented unless I can find some daring thing to do. 
(al yes, (bl uncertain, (cl no. 
60. My head stays clear and calm in an emergency. 
(al always, (bl sometimes, (cl never. 
61. I hardly ever feel under such strain that it's too much effort to cope with things. 
(al true, I don't feel (bl uncertain, (cl false, I do lack energy 
under a strain, to cope. 
62. I need more sleep and almost always wake up tired. 
(al true, (bl in between, (cl false. 
63. I don't get dizzy spells and heart flutters if I'm suddenly asked to do something. 
(al true, I don't feel like tbis, (bl uncertain, (cl false, I do get dizzy spells 
and heart flutters. 
64. My life has lots of enjoyment and excitement in it. 
(al almost all the time, (bl sometimes, (cl almost never. 
65. I find it easy to be relaxed, friendly, and cheerful with other people's young children. 
(al almost always, (bl sometimes, (cl hardly ever. 
66. When I've done something well, I have met more friendly encouragement than jealousy or envy. 
(al true, (hI in between, (cl false. 
67. People gossip about some of the daring things I do, but I don't mind being the center of their attention. 
(al true, (bl once in a while, (cl false. 
68. I don't have very many fears of hidden physical dangers. 
(al true, (01 partly true, (cl false, I am fearful. 
69. Most people are kind and ready to help you. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
70. I have a habit of counting things, such as my steps, or bricks in a wall, for no reason. 
(al true, I do this (bl sometimes, (cl false, I very rarely do this. 
most of the time, 
71. There are things in my daily life that I feel I have to do exactly right no matter how much time or 
trouble this fussiness demands. 
(al I feel like that (bl only one or (cl none. 
about many things, two things, 
72. I'm the kind of person people seem to respect and depend on for good advice. 
(al yes, (bl uncertain, Icl no. 
(End of fourth column on answer sheeLI 
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73. Much of the time I feel sluggish and too weary to move. 
(al true, (bl partly true, (cl false. 
74. I almost never feel sick and disgusted with my life. 
(al true, I almost never (bl in between, (cl false, I often feel like that. 
feel like that, 
75. I think about death, which ends all our problems. 
(al a lot, (bl sometimes, (c I hardly ever. 
76. I like to be with a group that livens things up with practical jokes, even when they are a bit risky. 
(al yes, certainly, (bl perhaps, (cl no. 
77. I seldom speak right out and say what I think, good or bad, about people's actions. 
(al true, I seldom do this, (bl uncertain, (cl false, I speak out. 
7S. I like the responsibility of handling family money and business affairs. 
(al yes, (hi uncertain, (cl no. 
79. I get into moods when I feel low and depressed. 
(aloften, (bloccasionally, (cl hardly ever. 
SO. Sometimes I can't sleep for thinking of all the things I should have done. 
(al true, I can't sleep (bl in between, (cl false, I can sleep no matter 
because of this, what is left undone. 
SI. I hardly ever feel that I've failed in my duties. 
(al true, I don't, (bl in between, (cl false, I am troubled by guilt 
feelings. 
'S2. If people tell me I'm neglectful or not doing my part, I don't really care. 
(al true, I don't care, (bl uncertain, (cl false, I do care. 
83. I don't get mad about rules and regulations and break them just to show my rights. 
(al true, I very rarely get mad, (bl uncertain, (cl false, I often get mad. 
84. I can trust most of the people who say they are my friends. 
(al yes, completely, (bl perhaps, (cl no, not at all. 
85. I'm nervous about getting hurt when I'm in a crowd or mob. 
(al often, (bl sometimes, (cl almost never. 
86. At times strange, sudden feelings -like wanting to smash a mirror or shout in a quiet place-
seem to take hold of me. (al true, often, (bl only occasionally, (cl no, never. 
87. I never have moments when I forget what town I'm in, and what the names of my friends are. 
(al true, I don't forget, (bl in between, (cl false, I do forget. 
88. I don't usually feel a bit lost or anxious when I'm away from home where things are done differently, 
(al true, I don't usually, (bl uncertain, (cl false, I often do. 
89. There are times when I think I'm no good for anything at all. 
(al true, many, (bl in between, (cl false, almost never. 
90. I make up my mind easily and quickly, and seldom have reason to change it. 
(al true, (bl in bet.ween, (cl false. 
(End of fifth column on answer sheet.) 
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91. I almost never feel that life is a burden. 
(al true, (bl in between, (cl false. 
92. Lately I don't "give a darn" what happens to me. 
(al true, all the time, (bl sometimes, (cl false, I don't feel like that. 
93. Life for me has become empty and meaningless. 
(al quite true, (bl partly true, (cl false. 
94. Everyday life doesn't give me much chance to express myself, and I need something exciting. 
(al true, I feel frustrated, (bl uncertain, (cl false, I have plenty 
of expression. 
95. I am confident that I can face and handle most emergencies that come up. 
(al true, always, (bl sometimes, (cl false, I cannot face 
emergencies. 
96. I get a feeling of tension and have a ringing and buzzing in my ears. 
(al yes, often, (bl sometimes, (cl no, almost never. 
97. I feel worn out and can't get enough rest. 
(al usually, (bl sometimes, (cl very seldom. 
98. I rarely lie awake at night wondering what will happen because of wrong things that I've done. 
(al true, (bl in between, (cl false, I do lie awake. 
99. I seem to blame myself for everything that goes wrong, and I'm always critical of myself. 
(al true, most times, (bl true, sometimes, (cl false. 
100. I'm happiest alone, away from people. 
(al true, (bl in between, (cl false. 
101. People choose their "friends" more for what those people can do for them and not for real friendship. 
(al yes, generally, (bl perhaps, occasionally, (cl no, not at all. 
102. There is no real danger in most small towns of being beaten up when you go for a walk. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
103. When people strongly disagree with me, I feel excited and challenged, and I enjoy it. 
(al very much so, (bl slightly, (cl not really. 
104. People don't push me much to do things I don't want to do. 
(al true, they don't, (bl uncertain, (cl false, they often do. 
105. People seem to be ganged up to treat me as if my opinions didn't matter. 
(al often, (bl sometimes, (e] never. 
106. People never say that I'm much too orderly, neat, and clean. 
(al true, they don't say that, (bl uncertain, (cl false, people think I am 
that way. 
107. There are only a few friends that I can trust and depend on', or who seem to trust and depend on me. 
(al true, hardly any, (bl some, (cl false, I trust most. 
108. I sometimes think that I am somehow a doomed or condemned person. 
(al true, (bl perhaps, (cl false. 
(End of sixth column on answer sheet.' 
109. I don't often have trouble in swallowing my food. 
(al true, (bl in between, 
110. I almost never wish I were "out of it all." 
(al true, I almost never wish that, (bl uncertain, 
111. I don't enjoy doing anything any more. 
(al true, (bl in between, 
(cl false, I can sometimes 
, scarcely eat. 
(cl false, I do wisb that. 
(cl false. 
112. Other people seem to get less upset by dangers and troubles than I do. 
(al true, others get less upset, (bl uncertain, . (cl false, others get more upset. 
113. When I hear of people who have said bad things about me, I like to meet them face to face. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
114. I dream a lot about frightening events. 
(al yes, often, (hI sometimes, (cl no. 
115. I sleep soundly and wake up full of energy. 
(al true, generally, (hI only sometimes, (cl never, nowadays. 
116. I have feelings I have done something horribly wrong but don't know what. 
(al often, (bl sometimes, (e) never. 
117. I'm very bothered when I think of the bad things I have done in my life. 
(al true, (bl sometimes, (cl I don't get bothered at all. 
118. I enjoy making the effort to go and meet new people. 
(al yes, (bl in hetween, (cl no. 
119. When people I know get public praise for their work it makes me feel I must be no good. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
120. Most lawyers can be trusted not to swindle you by charging too much. 
(al true, (bl perhaps, (cl false. 
121. I don't think I can stand pain and discomfort as well as most people. 
(al true, (hI uncertain, (cl false. 
122. I have the feeling that most people who know me really and truly like me. 
(al true, (bl in between, (cl f,alse. 
123. In dark corners I often think I see people watching me, but when I look carefully they disappear. 
(al true, often, (bloccasionally, (cl false, I never do. 
124. Dirty words and embarrassing ideas run through my mind, and I can't get rid of them. 
(aloften, (bl sometimes, (e) almost never. 
125. I lose my head when I get excited and I do foolish things. 
(al often, (bl once in a while, (cl rarely. 
126. I consider myself as able to manage my affairs as most people I know. 
(al yes, (bl perhaps, (cl no. 
(End of seventh column on answer sheet.) 
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127. I don't feel I'm any worSe or have more bad health than anybody else. 
(al true, I don't feel this way, (hI uncertain, (cl false. 
128. I feel, that I'm at the "end of my rope" and don't want to go tiri itY\Y'rtIdre. 
(aloften, (hI sometimes, (cl almost never. 
129. When I get up in the morning, I feel I'm ready to face the day's problems, 
(al almost always, (hI sometimes, (cl hardly ever. 
130. I often feel bored and in a rut so I like to keep trying new things. 
(al yes, (hI uncertain, 
131. Mice and snakes don't give me shivers. 
(al true, they don't, (hI uncertain, 
132. I feel self·confident and relaxed. 
(al almost all the time, (bl sometimes, 
133. I worry because I don't do much about solving my problems. 
(al I often worry, (bl sometimes, 
(cl no. 
(cl false, they do give me the 
shivers. 
(cl hardly ever. 
(cl I almost never worry 
about it. 
134, I have dreams more like nightmares in which I am deserted and alone. 
(al often, (bl sometimes, (cl almost never. 
135. Stomach trouble is something I don't have very often. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false, I do have it. " 
136. I find it easy to chat and joke with a person of the opposite sex. 
(al true, (bl in between, (cl false. 
137. Many people do their best, when they're talking to you, to dig into private business and 
personal affairs. 
(al generaUy, (bl sometimes, (cl hardly ever. 
138, A safe rule in life is "Trust nobody." 
(al yes, always, (bl sometimes, (cl no, hardly ever. 
139. People who don't have enough "guts" to look after themselves should be looked after, free, by others. 
(al yes, true, (bl uncertain, (cl no, false. 
140. I think I get all the sympathy and understanding that a person should expect. 
(al yes, (bl uncertain, (cl no. 
141. I've never felt that someone was trying to get me to do somethin"g by some kind of hypnotism or 
evil influence. 
(al true, I've never felt like that, (bl uncertain, (cl false, I have felt like that. 
142. I have never felt an urge to do disorderly and violent things. 
(al true, I haven't, (bl sometimes I have, (cl false, I often have. 
143. I rate myself as a happy, contented person in spite of troubles here and there. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
144. I sometimes doubt whether I have been of much USe to anyone in my life. 
(al true, (bl uncertain, (cl false. 
STOP HERE. MAKE SURE YOU HAVE ANSWERED EVERY QUESTION. 
- -~.-~-~-'-- - . ___ .:._. "L 
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CAQ INDIVIDUAL RECORD FOLDER 
me: ________________________________________________________________ ___ 
c ____________ _ Age: _____________ _ Date Tested: _______ _ 
rmsUsed: ______________________________________ _ 
Instructions 
lllow the directions for obtaining the CAO Validity (V) score given on page 2 of this folder from the item 
sponses on Part I of the CAO. 
ansfer the raw scores from Part I of the answer sheet to page 2 of this folder. Be especially careful to watch that 
e Factor B score, which is given last on the answer sheet, is recorded in the correct spot on page 2 (Le., as the 
'cond of the normal primaries). Transfer the raw scores from Part 11 of the answer sheet to page 3 of this folder. 
)nvert the raw scores on each of the 28 primary factors to sten scores by using one of the norm tables given in 
e CAO Manual. 
lcond-order scores can be obtained either by using the equations given in the Manual or by using a simplified 
md procedure presented on pages 5 (for females) and 6 (for males). If this second method is selected, follow 
e five steps listed below: 
1) In the column at the far left of the form, place the sten score for each factor in the appropriate box. 
2) Follow the dotted line from Factor A sten score until a circled number is reached. Multiply the Factor A 
sten score by the circled number. Enter the result in the box immediately following the circled number. 
Continue following the line until another circled number is encountered. Repeat the same procedure as 
before. Continue until all boxes in the Factor A row are filled. 
3) Repeat the procedure in Step 2 for Factor B and all other factors. 
4) Add each vertical column on the page and place the sum of each column in the appropriate box below. 
5) In each pair of vertical columns the sum of the second column (the shaded column) is subtracted from the 
sum of the first column. Place the answer in the box beneath the subtraction. The decimal paint for the 
score has already been correctly placed on the form. The scores obtained from this procedure are the sten 
scores of the second-order factors indicated. (Note that the second-order scores calculated here may differ 
slightly from those calculated by means of the equations given in the Manual because the weights and 
constants here have been rounded to one place for simplicity.) 
hen the calculations are completed, the second-order scores ~e transferred to page 3 of this folder. 
nally, the results may be profiled to give a graphic portrayal of the test data as shown below. 
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1. VALIDITY CHECK 
I. Turn the answer sheet to Side 1 . 
!. If the answer to each of the following items is marked as indicated, put a check in the box to the right. 
Item Keyed Alternative 
4 b 0 
18 b 0 
24 b 0 
39 b 0 
67 b 0 
75 b 0 
81 b 0 
90 c 0 
110 c 0 
120 a 0 
v 
3. Add the number of check marks and enter the total in the box to the right. o 
Scores of 3 or higher on this scale are relatively rare and suggest that the rest of the profile should be interpreted 
cautiously. Details regarding the development and interpretation of V scores are given on pages 7 and 10 of the 
CAQManual. 
2. NORMAL PERSONALITY TRAITS 
LOW SCORE DESCRIPTION Average HIGH SCORE DESCRIPTION 
'8W st~n 
\ , 2 3 , 5 • 7 • , 
,. 
reserved, detached, alool warm, personable, easygoina A: WARMTH 1 I 
, 2 • 
, 5 • 7 • 
, ,. 
eoncrete·lhinking abstract·thinking 
j B: INTELLIGENCE 1 11 
, 2 • 
, 5 • 7 • 
, ,. 
•• sily uput, omolicna' emotionally stable, c;alm 
: C: EMOTIONAL STABILITY CJI 
, 2 • 
, 5 • 7 • 
, ,. 
submissive. accommodatina dominant, assertive, tompetiUve E E: DOMINANCE CJI 
, 2 • 
, 5 • 7 • 
, ,. 
nlud.~t. sober, serious impulsive. happy·go-Iucky : F: IMPULSIVITY 1 11 
, 2 • 
, 5 • 7 • 
, ,. 
... pedienl dlsroon8rds rul.a conforming, conscientIOUS, Derslstent l G: CONFORMITY 1 11 
, 2 • 
, 5 • 7 • • ,. 
shy. timid, thre.l-sensltive bold, venturesome H: BOLDNESS 1 11 
, 2 • 
, , 
• 7 • 
, ,. 
lounh-rnlnded, insensitive sensitive, tender·mind.d, unrealistic I: SENSITIVITY CJI 
, 2 • • 5 • 7 • • 
,. 
Iru.ting, adaptable suspicious, hard·to-lool,le.'ous 
, L: SUSPICIOUSNESS CJ 
, . . • • • 7 • • 
,. 
DraCtlcal, "down-t~ .... rth" imaginative. absent.minded M: IMAGINATION 1 1 
.•.. ', '. , • • • 7 • • ,. 1 " .; .forthrtoht, unoret'nlioue shrewd, polished. catculaUna N: SHREWDNESS CJ 
, , 
• • • 1 • • I. 
7 • • 
,. 
confident, •• U·utlsllecl Insecure, apprehensive 0: INSECURITY CJ 
! • • • 5 • , 7 • • ,. 
". eonse",.Uve. Iredltlona' .xp.~lm.nling, innovallve 1 01: RADICALISM 1 1 
0< ',t '. " : '-·,2 • • 
, 
• 7 •• • 
,. 
'"! :a~uD .• dh.renl, sOciable .. 1I·aufficlenl, resourcetut 2 02: SELF-SUFFICIENCY CJ 
"~., 1 •• • '. 5 • ... 7 .. • ., . :_' :~~ ~undl.ejnBned: unconlro;I~._ _ .. - •• U-dlscipllned contrOlled, pracla. 3 03: SELF-DISCIPLINE CJ 
, 
• • • 5 • 7 • • 
,. 
relaxed tense, Iruslraled, driven 04: TENSION CJ 
~~-- -_. ~ ~ --. -- -_. __ . ~----
---- -----~~ 
----- -- .----- ---
1 
-_._-- ---=. ._-..;.. 
lOW SCORE DESCRIPTION 
2 3 
few somatic complainls 
• • • 
contented 
2 3 
restrained 
• 
• 
• 
I 
I 
I 
• 3 
composed • I 
2 3 • 
.nergel k 
1 • 3 • 
untroubled 
1 2 3 • 
'-«1 rlll.lionships wilh Olher. 
1 2 3 • 
reasonable 
1 2 3 • I 
Inhibited 
1 2 3 • 
re.lily-oriented 
1 2 3 • 
noncomoulaivlI 
1 2 3 • leels compete"!, hat sense 01 sell-worth 
LOW SCORE DESCRIPTION 
1 2 , • 
oriantlKllO inner IhoughlS end 'eellngs 
1 , 3 • 
unfrustrsted 
1 , 3 • 
easily ...... yed Cy leelings 
1 , 3 • 
controlled by others 
1 2 • • 
unr.str.ined, socfoo.thic 
1 2 • • immature, hedonistic 
1 , • • happy. posltl"'e outlook 
1 , • • 
welllnlearaled 
, , 1 2 • • 
• !tIt adjusted 
5 • 
5 • 
• 
5 • 
5 • 
5 • 
5 • 
5 • 
5 • 
5 • 
5 • 
5 • 
5 • 
5 • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
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3. THE CLINICAL FACTORS 
HIGH SCORE DESCRIPTION 
T obsessed by ill heOllUh 7 • • ,. 
I despondent. l!'Iinks 01 sell:deSItUClion 7 • • ,. 
I 7 • ,. • craYes elcilemttnl. hypomanic 
I • 11 10 shaky. frightened. clumsy 
7 • • 
,. 
2looml. Wor"oul. sad 
7 • • 
,. 
ouilty. setl-crlliCllt, III"nllul 
7 • • 
,. 
Beefusiye, leels useless 
7 • • 
,. 
uruosonable. 'eels persecuted 
7 • • 
,. 
uninhibili!d. un'ociahzed 
7 • • 
,. 
relreats from realily. withdrawn 
7 • • 
,. 
obsessive. comaulslve 
7 • • 
,. 
leels inlerior and unworthy 
I 
D,: HYPOCHONDRIASIS 
D2: SUICIDAL DEPRESSION 
D3: AGITATION 
D4: ANXIOUS DEPRESSION 
05: LOW ENERGY DEPRESSION 
D6: GUILT & RESENTMENT 
D7: BOREDOM & WITHDRAWAL 
Ps: PARANOIA 
Pp: PSYCHOPATHIC DEVIA liON 
Se: SCHIZOPHRENIA 
As: PSYCHASTHENIA 
Ps. PSYCHOLOGICAL 
. INADEQUACY 
4. SECOND-ORDER FACTORS 
HIGH SCORE DESCRIPTION 
7 • • 
,. 
oriented to Ihe outSIde .nd to olhers Ex: EXTRAVERSION 
7 • , 10 
uneasv, aoorehenSiYlt. panicky Ax: ANXIETY 
7 • • 
,. 
realistic, disDassionale Cl: TOUGH POISE 
7 • • 
,. 
sell-teli.nt. indeoendenl In: INDEPENDENCE 
7 • • 
,. 
restr.ined, re100nsible Se: SUPEREGO STRENGTH 
7 • • ,. 
m.lure, subdued So: SOCIALlZATION 
7 • • ,. 
melancholic, sad withdrawn D: DEPRESSION 
7 • • ,. disorganized though!, psychotic P: PSYCHOTIC ISM 
7 • • , . 
unltable. neurotiC Ne: NEUROTICISM 
raw slen 
DC] 
DC] 
DC] 
DI I 
DC] 
I I I I 
o I I 
I 11 I 
C]C] 
C]O 
I 11 I 
I 10 
slen 
I I 
CJ 
C] 
I I 
CJ 
CJ 
I I 
CJ 
Perlon', 
St.n 
Score. Extr.veralon 
AD-~C:J 
I BD 
Anxiety 
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SECOND-ORDER WORKSHEET - FEMALE 
Tough Pol •• Independence Superego Soclaliz.tion Depre .. lon Psychollelam 
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SECOND·ORDER WORKSHEET - MALE Person's 
5ten 
Scores 
extraversion Anxiety Tough Poise Independente Superego Soclallzation Depression PsYChollclsm Neurollc 
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